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Editors’Note
We are happy to present the Ohel Avrohom Volume 4 in honor of the
upcoming chagim of Pesach and Shavuot. The Ohel Avrohom is a Torah
journal of Congregation Beth Abraham written by members of our
community. The erudition, thoughtfulness, and creativity of the articles
submitted reflect the love and devotion to Torah that our community strives
to achieve, guided by our Rabbanim, Rabbi Yaakov Neuburger and Rabbi
Tanchum Cohen.
Thank you to all of those who contributed divrei Torah to the journal. To all
of the sponsors of the Ohel Avrohom thank you for your generosity and
commitment to communal Torah learning. Thank you as well to Dr. Barry
Finkelstein, Zevi Fischer, and Aaron Sheffey for setting aside time to assist
with the editing process.
Prior to engaging in the Mitzvah of Talmud Torah, we recite a uniquely
formulated bracha. We ask ...Epita jzxFz ixac z` EpiwFl` 'd `p axrde “Hashem, please sweeten the words of Your Torah in our mouths...” We
ask G-d to enable us to enjoy and take pleasure from the words of Torah.
The root a.x.r can also mean responsibility to others, connoting a sense of
community as in the phrase dfl df mia¦ x¥r© l`xyi lk - “All of the Jewish
people are responsible for one another.” May the Torah generated by this
journal be pleasing and meaningful, thereby enhancing our simchat Yom
Tov, and may it serve to connect us to each other as a unified xEav.

Avie Schreiber

Seth Lebowitz

A Message from the Rabbi
Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuburger
“How beautiful are your tents!”This Pasuk takes on precious meaning as we
welcome the Ohel Avrohom volume 4 to all our tents and all our tables. This
volume includes an increasing number of participants broadening our tent in
the most positive manner, as it speaks to a growing appreciation of creative
Torah study in our kehilla. For this we must be overwhelmingly grateful to
Hashem Yisborach.
I thank all of you who took the time to contribute, and am extremely grateful
to Rabbi Avie Schreiber and Seth Lebowitz for this yeoman’s task, as I am
to their families for allowing Avie and Seth the time for this project. You
have given us the venue through which we can formulate ideas and flesh
them out as we ready them for the public. Your efforts allow us to share
ideas that have inspired our davening, enlightened our seder tables,
encouraged discussion at our yom tov tables or given us a “geshmack”
moment of learning.
Most notably, the Ohel Avrohom adds a dimension to the Biblical mandate to
make our holidays into “mikra’ai kodesh,”as explained by the Ramban. He
interprets it to refer to the holy ventures that bring people together such as
learning and davening together as a community.
We all know and appreciate how hard it is to find the time for communal
projects, how daunting volunteering for communal work can be and how all
consuming projects become before they are ready for the community. May
Hashem bless them and their families with all the berachos that communal
work can bring.
We are especially thankful to all of our sponsors who are singled out on the
introductory pages. We thank them for their generosity and graciousness that
made this project possible. In the merit of the Torah study and Simchas yom
tov generated by this booklet, may Hashem fulfill all of your prayers letovah
l’yomim tovim va’aruchim.
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Begging the Question
Moreinu HaRav Yaakov Neuburger
We have often contrasted the mitzvah of sippur yetzias Mitzrayim, the core
of the seder night, with the year round mitzvah of zechiras yetzias
Mitzrayim. Indeed, the Haggadah itself begs this discussion when it
references the debate between Ben Azai and his colleagues regarding the
nightly recital of the yetzias Mitzrayim.
We have, in the past, listed the many distinguishing features of Pesach eve,
amongst them the length and detail of the Haggadah, the required order - to
begin with disparaging events, and the question and answer format
introduced by the ma nishtana.
The importance of raising questions on the seder night cannot be
underestimated. We all know that we must recite the ma nishtana even if a
child is not present. Chazal chose to preface the explanation of every
mitzvah, this evening, with a quick question (matzah al shum ma). They
instituted karpas to encourage questions and Rav Moshe Soloveitchik
suggested that we can creatively introduce behaviors to raise our children’s
curiosity. According to the Rosh, our fulfillment of the mitzvah of teaching
our children on the seder night rests on our success in encouraging their
questions. Accordingly, we have satisfied our biblical obligation only if we
have responded to their inquisitiveness.
Why is there so much emphasis on questions? Undoubtedly, raising the
interest of our audience is vital to successfully transmitting our message.
That is why every class begins with a “hook”and every speaker goes for the
opening line. However, the requirement to recite the questions in the
absence of an audience seems to “beg the question” as does training our
children to memorize and recite the ma nishtana, well in advance of the
seder.
One of the many insights that my father (hk”m) would share with us seder
night, interpreted the emphasis on questions as a celebration of freedom. He
would point out how a slave does not have the right to question. His is to do
and not to ask. Whereas, a father takes pride in his child’s inquisitiveness,
the slave master sees it as impertinence. Considering alternatives, which
generally advances every process and tool, can rattle the insecure and the
apprehensive. Unfortunately, one does not have to travel too far in time and
place to find curiosity and questions severely dismissed with a “frask”from
an unnerved and misunderstanding adult.
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Furthermore, it well serves the rulers of the slave society to stifle inquiry and
thus suffocate the fertile grounds which could nurture any thoughts of
independence. If you cannot question, you are doomed to accept. If you
cannot question, you certainly cannot dream.
That is why on this night we celebrate our miraculous delivery with
questions - encouraging questions, reading questions and even memorizing
questions!
***
Perhaps we quickly censure the “rasha”on this evening because instead of
inquiring, he ridicules, and instead of trying to understand, he cynically
dismisses. On the night when we celebrate the empowerment of questions,
their irreverent misuse finds no place at our table.
***
It seems to me that the seder includes several different types of questions:
The ma nishtana records four observations and the “tam,” the third child,
struggles to organize coherently the proceedings in which he is participating.
The “chacham”- the wise son - cannot get enough information and equipped
with all of his categories - “edos,” “chukim” and “mishpatim” he is ready
and waiting for more direction. Rabban Gamliel instructs us to slow down
and consider the meaning of what we are practicing - “matzah zu al shum
ma”- “why do we have this matzah?”
Our redemption developed through these types of defined moments as well.
Moshe observed the burning bush and the curiosity that it sparked within
him, distinguished him. Hashem, apparently taken by Moshe’s curiosity
(Shemos 3:4 –“And Hashem saw that he turned to see”), calls upon Moshe,
and thus initiates the prophet and prophecy of our redemption. Similarly, we
open our seder with the keen but hesitant observations of the ma nishtana.
Already distressed by the reckless and rude behaviors of a physically
aggressive Jew, Moshe exclaims “achen noda ha’davar” (Shemos 2:14)
which Rashi interprets as “Now I get it. Now I understand why they are
being enslaved.” It would seem that not dissimilar to the question of the
“tam,” Moshe, in his heart, was trying to make sense, “to wrap his mind
around”the suffering of his brethren. Perhaps the Torah shares this with us
so that we would see it as an important part of the grounding of Moshe’s
career.
Surprisingly, Moshe engages Hashem during his very first prophecy,
inquiring about Hashem’s various attributes (Shemos 3:13). The Haggadah,
as well, presents the chacham to us as someone with unpredictable responses
and an almost impulsive appetite for the information that he seeks.
2

Finally, according to Ramban (Shemos 5:22), the redemption does not
proceed until Moshe asks why his people are suffering further and why his
very efforts of redemption have brought greater pain and strife. Ramban
explains that only one who is moved by the suffering of his people, hurting
for the meaninglessness of their misery and troubled enough to question
Hashem Himself, can represent Hashem and guide and teach His children.
We too, acting under Rabban Gamliel’s direction, cannot continue with our
celebration until we have asked why matzah, why maror?
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Do Actions Really Speak Louder than Words?
The Phantom of Pesach Preparations
HaRav Tanchum Cohen
The associations we have with Pesach preparation – and with battling
chametz in particular – tend to be active ones. Vigorously cleaning and
actively ridding our homes of chametz leap to mind first, and bedikas
chametz likely comes in at second place. Yet it is bittul chametz, a distant
third both in our associations and in activity level, which the Gemara seems
to regard as the most central from an halachic standpoint. Over the course of
this article we will grapple with this puzzle, investigating the “kol chamira”
which seems to be mere words.
I
Although bittul seldom appears in mishna and baraisos1, the Gemara clearly
considers it to be highly potent: mi-deoraysa, be-vittul be-alma sagi, the
Gemara (4b) tells us, bittul alone is sufficient at the de-oraysa level. How
does a mere declaration substitute for an actual search-and-destroy protocol
and render such protocol unnecessary mi-deoraysa? This shocking
phenomenon is interpreted by classical rishonim in two different ways:
Tosfos2 believes that bittul is simply an act of hafkara. I obviously do not
violate bal yeira’e u-val yimatzei, the prohibition against owning chametz
during the Pesach season, if that chametz has already left my possession and
been rendered ownerless before the onset of Pesach.
Rashi3, Rambam4, and others contend that bittul is unrelated to the universal
concept of hefker. After all, asks Rabbeinu David5, why would chazal invent
a new term –‘bittul’–rather than employ the usual ‘hefker’. Moreover, the
baraisa quoted on Pesachim (7a) suggests including bittul in one’s arsenal
when erev Pesach falls on a Shabbas despite the fact that kinyanim are
forbidden on Shabbas6 and that this prohibition probably includes hefker
be-shabbas as well. Finally, as Tosfos themselves admit, hefker may require

1. (`l` d"c rvn`a .`) o"xd i"tr (xe` d"cez .a) ryedi ipt 'ir
2. `ziixe`cn d"c :c
3. xcd zaeg d"c .c
4. (f 'ld 'b wxtE 'a 'ld 'a wxt) dvne ung 'ld
5. wcead d"c :e
6. (meyn d"c) i"yxa y"iire ,(.fl yix) dlr 'nbae (:el) dvia dpyn
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certain conditions, such as an audience of three individuals, which bittul
does not.
What, then, is bittul? These rishonim define it instead as an earnest
declaration that my chametz is but ke-afra, no more meaningful than soil.
Our practice is to recite both formulae of bittul: libateil ke-afra de-ar`a
fulfills Rashi and Rambam’s understanding, while li-havei hefker
accomplishes that of Tosfos.
II
Now that we have unearthed the mechanism of bittul, we confront the
inverse problem. Since bittul is potent and sufficient min ha-torah, bedika
and bi`ur now seem not only onerous but entirely unnecessary. What
purpose is served by all the cleaning, searching, and burning if one can and
will perform a simple bittul which can solve the chametz problem
singlehandedly? Why does the opening mishna of Masseches Pesachim
mandate universal bedika (and subsequent bi`ur): “Or le-arba`a asar
bodekin es he-chametz le-or ha-ner”?7
This second question will also yield to the machalokes ha-rishonim detailed
above. Let us consider several solutions that flow from that machalokes.
1. In addition to the issur of bal yeira’e, proper chametz disposal can also
fulfill a positive mitzva, tashbisu se’or mi-bateichem. According to
Tosfos, bittul is only an end-run around the lav of bal yeira’e; one
obviously does not perform the mitzvas aseh of tashbisu through hefker.
Bedika and bi`ur are thus preferable, as only through them can one fulfill
mitzvas tashbisu.8
2. Rabbeinu David argues that this holds true (namely, that bittul is solely a
strategy to avoid violating the issur bal yeira`e, not a valid form of
mitzvas tashbisu; as such, bedika-bi`ur are vital as the sole opportunity to
fulfill this mitzva) even according to Rashi and Rambam’s definition of
bittul as a ke-afra statement. He explains as follows:
The concept that a ke-afra statement has any validity or meaning
whatsoever actually seems both surprising and singular to chametz;
certainly, verbally deeming bacon or basar be-chalav as soil permits me
neither to eat the bacon nor to benefit from the basar be-chalav!!

7. ,dlrnl 1 dxrd 'ir xeriaae dwicaa `le lehiaa epaiigl l"fgl l"edc iywiz n"n la`
.o"xd ixac jynda y"iir j`
8. yyg zngn dwica epwz l"fgc ,(xe` d"c .a) oizlikn yixa 'qez k"yn caln dfe
.dilkinl iz` `nlic
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The key to understanding lies in a comment of Rabbi Elazar (Pesachim
6b). Like all issurei hana’a, chametz automatically leaves the financial
domain of its erstwhile owner at midday on erev Pesach at the onset of
its issur hana’a: “eino birshuso shel adam”. Yet the Torah formulates a
prohibition against owning chametz during Pesach, a seeming
impossibility! This indicates, says Rabbi Elazar, that the Torah grants
quasi-possession of the chametz be-Pesach to its prior owners to enable
the possibility of violating bal yeira’e: “asa`o ha-kasuv ke-illu hu
birshuso”.
Rabbeinu David9 suggests that the Torah will not grant such “honorary
ownership” at midday on erev Pesach if the owner has already
registered his sense of disconnect from the chametz. Thus, ironically,
Rabbeinu David’s bittul accomplishes the same goal as Tosfos’hafkara,
albeit through a different modality. By reciting bittul in advance of
zeman issur chametz, I ensure that when the issur hana’a sets in, the
chametz will naturally cease to belong to me (as is the case with all
objects which are assurim be-hana’a), as I have already disabled the
usual phenomenon of asa`o ha-kasuv ke-illu hu birshuso.
Rabbeinu David himself notes that he is therefore in agreement with
Tosfos on the following point: Bittul is purely an avoidance mechanism.
By performing bittul, I ensure that the chametz is not mine during
Pesach. However, it does not contribute towards the positive mitzva of
tashbisu. Only bi`ur does that, and therein lies the value of physical
search and destruction.
However, Rashi10 and Rambam themselves both write that bittul,
namely the declaration of chametz as soil, constitutes the mitzva of
tashbisu. Rashi adds that Onkelos translates the very word ‘tashbisu’
into Aramaic as ‘tevattelun’! This all leaves us wondering what purpose
remains for bedika and bi`ur according to Rashi?11
3. Perhaps Rashi believes that bittul is only effective on certain sorts of
chametz. Several rishonim12 suggest that bittul only applies to unknown
chametz. What you find, you must destroy; bittul only addresses the rest.

9. (:c) o"anxd eax ixac i"tr ,my
10. lehiaa d"c :c
11. .'qez` bilt dxe`kl mzd i"yx j` ,8 'rda r"re
12. .cere ,('i 'iq yix '` wxt) y"`x ,(`l` d"c seq .`) o"x 'ir
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While this does respond to the above problem (the purpose of bi`ur), the
Kesef Mishne13 (responding to a girsa that has Rambam stating this
limited view of bittul) develops a roster of kushyos against this opinion.
Chiefly, he lists several sources in Masseches Pesachim that recommend
bi`ur as a remedy for chametz which I know of but cannot directly
destroy, such as chametz which is either physically inaccessible14 or
geographically distant15.
An appealing alternative appears in Rabbeinu Manoach’s commentary16.
He suggests that bittul can only act upon chametz which does not easily
allow for direct physical destruction. This approach is consistent with
the sources later marshaled by Rav Yoseph Caro in his Kesef Mishne,
laying to rest the problems he raises. Moreover, this approach is
logically compelling. My verbal bittul can only be meaningful only
with chametz for which I cannot “do better”; otherwise, my choice to let
my chametz be belies my verbal devaluing of that chametz and
demonstrates the hollowness of that bittul.

*

*

*

In summary, we recite a dual formula in our bittul, fulfilling both opinions
on the mechanism and meaning of bittul: hefker, or a declaration of
disinterest. Bi`ur is still necessary as well, either in order to fulfill the
positive mitzva of tashbisu or to address the accessible chametz which does
not yield to mere verbal bittul.
In this period which celebrates our ability to be increasingly proactive in our
spiritual strivings and reinforces our reach and scope in following the
strength of our convictions,17 may Hashem power us to align both our speech
and our activities with His interests and to access all our talents lichvod
bore’einu.

13. ('a 'ld 'a wxt) dvne ung 'ldl
14. (.g) `ziixa
15. (.f yix) `ziixae (.hn) dpyn
16. ('` 'ld my) dvne ung 'ld m"anxd lr
17. (21-22 'nr ± "l`xyi zeigvp yxey" ,gqt ipiipr ,'a jxk yix) edil`n azkn
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Cleaning for Pesach:
Tremendous Mitzvah or Totally Superfluous?
Rabbi Elchanan Grunwald
One of the most demanding questions in the months before Pesach is, “Do
we really need to get rid of all those crumbs?” Does d`xi `l and `vni `l
mean that not even the tiniest speck of chametz can be found? Or does it
only apply to what is larger, and all that additional scrubbing and scouring is
spring cleaning, which, while laudable, should not be confused with the
mitzvah of preparing for Pesach.
At first glance this would seem to depend on the dkld of xEry ivg. The first
dpyn of dvia states clearly that the xEry of chametz is a zifk. The gemara
explains that this is referring to xEra (getting rid of) chametz. Now we know
from cr sc `nFi that dxFzd on xEq` xEry ivg, that a fraction of the
designated amount of something forbidden is also prohibited, just not with
the same severity and consequences. So it should follow that chametz
smaller than a kzayis is also forbidden and must be swept away. Indeed
there are some opinions who limit this rule of xEry ivg to dlik` ixEq`
(forbidden consumption). Nonetheless, it may still apply to d`xi la being
that the prohibition of owning chametz is about food. (There is an
interesting question as to why the Torah prohibited owning chametz on
Pesach. Is it because chametz creates such a conflict with Pesach that even
owning it is something inherently wrong? Or is it that the Torah is trying to
prevent people from violating the primary Issur of eating chametz?)
There are two famous acharonim who maintain that the halacha of xEry ivg
does not apply to d`xi la owning chametz. The iav mkg writes that the
prohibition against xEry ivg only applies when by violating the Issur with a
minute amount, the violator is showing that he wants to transgress, such as
when someone eats half a kzayis of a forbidden food, showing that he enjoys
eating the food. But Bal Yay’ra’eh, which one violates passively, simply by
leaving the chametz around, does not show any interest in the Issur and one
is not in violation. The `t oniq ,dix` zb`y, suggests that there is no Issur
of xEry ivg by d`xi la because one is only in violation of xEry ivg when he
could transgress in full. For example, if one ate a half-olive size of traif, one
could eat another half-olive size the next minute and would have
transgressed in full. But by owning chametz, if one owns only a half-olive
sized piece this minute, he could not be in violation for this minute. Even if
he went and bought another piece of chametz, that would be a violation
during the next minute, not this minute.
8

We should be able to prove the answer to this question from the gemara on
6b. The gemara quotes the halacha that even though one has done bedika,
has searched for and destroyed one’s chametz, one must still perform bitul.
The gemara struggles to understand why. The first suggestion given is: since
probably one hasn’t gotten rid of all one’s crumbs, bitul is to cover the
unfound crumbs. The gemara rejects this, as crumbs are not a problem as
they are automatically nullified due to their unimportance. A first glance at
the gemara supports the position that d`xi la does not apply to xEry ivg.
However, a more careful look would support the opposite approach. The
gemara does not say that crumbs are not a problem because of xEry ivg,
rather it suggests that they are automatically hefker. This implies that ivg
xEry is prohibited by d`xi la. Also, the defining size of crumbs may not
be a kzayis. (However, see cec Epiax iyEcg who maintains that the gemara
gave one of two possibilities and could also have said xEry ivg.)
To summarize, there is a debate if one is required to get rid of a piece of
chametz smaller than a kzayis because of xEry ivg. However, there is a
strong argument made by the f"h in e:anz that even if the halacha of ivg
xEry does not apply and there is no obligation min haTorah to get rid of it,
there may still be an obligation miderabanan to get rid of it. According to
the first Tosafos the reason chazal required bedika and biur is to prevent
having chametz around and eating it accidentally. Since all agree that eating
even a tiny piece of chametz is forbidden, then this requirement would apply
to xEry ivg as well. However, we can prove from the gemara on 6b that at
least with regard to very tiny crumbs, there is no obligation to get rid of them
because they are hefker.
There is a sugya in the third chapter on dn sc that appears to address this
question. The gemara is speaking about a kneading bowl that has small
pieces of dough stuck to it. There is an opinion that if the pieces are not
edible and are not complementing the walls of the bowl, there is no
obligation to get rid of pieces smaller than a kzayis. (This may be min
haTorah because of xEry ivg, or it may be miderabanan like the Taz.) See
the mdxa` obn on the corresponding halacha (442:6), who brings a
Machlokes rishonim whether this obligation to get rid of a piece smaller than
a kzayis is only if there are several such pieces which jointly make a kzayis
or if one is obligated to get rid of even one. This is precisely our question.
See also awri wg ad loc.
The bottom line is that we are obligated to get rid of even pieces smaller than
a kzayis, perhaps min haTorah and perhaps miderabanan. However, very
small pieces (I believe smaller than the size of a cheerio) are not required to
be removed because they are automatically hefker. If the chametz is dirty,
9

then as long as it is smaller than a kzayis one is not required to remove it.
(See mdxa` obn above). However, this is only where the chametz will not
come in contact with food. But where it might come in contact with food
(kitchen counters, refrigerators, etc.), every crumb must be cleaned out (or
covered up) so it does not enter the Pesach food.
The y"`x (in the sugya mentioned above) concludes by saying: Klal Yisroel
are holy people and they get rid of every bit of chametz even when not
required. Perhaps the reason for this is that chametz is also symbolic of the
yetzer hara or of arrogance, and just as we scrub and clean our homes, we
should scrub and clean our neshamos. Nonetheless, I felt compelled to
explain what is required by halacha and what is “extra credit”so we can all
have a kosher and enjoyable Pesach.
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Tashbisu and the Issur Chametz
Yossi Kra
The Torah obligates us to eradicate (tashbisu) chametz from our midst on
erev Pesach (Shemos 12:15). Why?
Opinions of the Rishonim
The first Mishna in Pesachim introduces the mitzvah of bedika, searching for
chametz on the night of erev Pesach. The Mishna focuses on the technical
requirements without an explanation of the purpose.
Rashi - Rashi explains the purpose of bedika is to avoid
transgressing bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei, the deoraysa prohibitions
of possessing chametz on Pesach.
Tosafos - Tosafos maintains the mitzvah of bedika is only
derabannan, and its purpose is to avoid the temptation to eat
chametz on Pesach. We fulfill all deoraysa obligations through
bitul, disclaiming possession of any chametz in one’s possession.
However, the Rabbis were concerned someone would find an
attractive piece of chametz and eat it anyway. Therefore, they
introduced an added requirement to also search and destroy chametz
before Pesach. Tosafos elicits a proof from the Gemara (6b) that
states that bitul is sufficient on a deoraysa level.
Ran - The Ran contends that on a deoraysa level either bitul or
bedika is sufficient. The Ran suggests that Rashi subscribes to this
view. Therefore, Rashi’s position that bedika avoids the deoraysa
prohibitions doesn’t conflict with the Gemara quoted by Tosafos
that bitul is sufficient, as there are two acceptable alternatives. The
Ran then explains that there is a derabannan requirement to use
both options.
In summary, on a deoraysa level, Tosafos maintains that bitul is required.
However, Rashi as explained by the Ran maintains that one can fulfill his
obligation with either bitul or bedika.
A Deeper Understanding of Tashbisu
The Ran’s explanation of Rashi requires additional elaboration. According to
the Ran, why does Rashi reference the deoraysa prohibitions of bal yiraeh
and bal yimatzei? Rashi should have explained the purpose of bedika is to
fulfill the more immediate positive commandment of tashbisu!
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It is difficult to suggest that tashbisu, bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei are
synonymous. If so, the mitzvah of tashbisu has no significance and
implications beyond adding a mitzvas asei, positive commandment, to the
prohibitions of bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei. However, the parameters of
tashbisu, such as a specific day to complete a prescribed activity, suggest an
added dimension. I would like to suggest two approaches:
Tashbisu as a Preparation - The obligation of tashbisu could be a
Biblical obligation to prepare for avoiding a severe prohibition. One
invariably must remove from his possession any chametz prior to
Pesach in anticipation of bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei. The Torah
introduces an additional commandment to eradicate chametz before
Pesach as reinforcement.1 Fundamentally, the objective remains
simply to not possess chametz on Pesach.
Similarly, the Rosh (1:10) asks why there is no berachah of
shehechiyanu on the mitzvah of tashbisu. The Rosh explains that
the sole purpose of tashbisu is to prepare for Pesach, and therefore
is included in the shehechiyanu on Yom Tov.
Accordingly, the taam hamitzvah of tashbisu is to prepare for bal
yiraeh and bal yimatzei, and Rashi is referring to the ultimate goal.
Nonetheless, it seems that Rashi should have referenced the direct
mitzvah being fulfilled, rather than alluding to the deeper reason for
the mitzvah.
Tashbisu as an Independent Mitzvah - Rashi may subscribe to a
more profound understanding of tashbisu. We generally assume
that bedika and then biur (destroying the chametz we find) are two
interrelated actions that together accomplish one goal. After all, it
would be counterproductive to search for chametz if that which we
found was then preserved. Conversely, what is the point of
destroying some chametz if other pieces may be lying around the
house?
Perhaps, tashbisu has independent significance beyond mere
disposal of what we find during the bedika. A dispute in the Mishna
whether tashbisu can be fulfilled through any means of destruction
or specifically through burning (21a)2 best supports this notion. If a
particular method is mandated, it seems that the process has
1. There are other Mitzvos which may belong in this category, such as
Tosefes Shabbos. A more complete analysis of the topics of Gezeirah Min
HaTorah and Hechsher Mitzvah Min HaTorah are outside the scope of this
article.
2. The Ran brings several proofs that this dispute is on a Deoraysa level.
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significance, and we are not only focused on the result. There must
then be a purpose to the action of the destruction of chametz,
beyond preparation for Pesach. The Torah requires a demonstration
that chametz is unwelcome in our homes, through either a cognitive
disassociation (bitul) or a physical display (biur).
If tashbisu has independent significance, we accomplish two goals with biur.
Through the bedika, we rid the house of chametz in advance of Pesach to
avoid bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei. The following biur completes the
practical bedika process and at the same time demonstrates a fundamental
separation from chametz. With this understanding, it is conceivable that one
could possibly fulfill tashbisu through biur without having previously
completed a proper bedika.3 Though we have fulfilled tashbisu, the lack of a
proper bedika will result in violation of bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei. Rashi is
very precise when explaining that the purpose of bedika is (only) to avoid
bal yiraeh and bal yimatzei. Rashi would not use the same language if the
Mishnah were describing the biur.
Implications for the Prohibition of chametz
Taking the second approach a step further, we can ask - what is so bad about
chametz on Pesach that the Torah would command an active destruction?
This may depend on our understanding of chametz and Matza on Pesach.
The Torah records the dough did not have time to rise when we left
Mitzrayim (Shemos 12:39). If the only significance of Matza is a memorial to
this event, it is difficult to understand why chametz should be destroyed in
an active demonstration. Presumably, achieving an environment free of
chametz through any means would be sufficient to highlight the exclusive
presence of Matza, as noted in the Mah Nishtana.
However, we start our Seder on Pesach night declaring another dimension of
Matza. Ha Lachma Anya describes Matza as the food our forefathers ate
while they were slaves, unrelated to the events of leaving Mitzrayim. By
contrast, chametz represents a life a freedom and luxury.

3. The aforementioned Rosh similarly has an initial suggestion that Biur
alone fulfills the Deoraysa of Tashbisu even if without a previous Bedika.
The Rosh then rejects that approach based on the placement of the Berachah
before the Bedika and posits a novel interpretation that Tashbisu only applies
on a Deoraysa level when Chameitz is burned after the Zman HaIssur.
Interestingly, the Magen Avraham (O.C. 432:2) records an opinion of the
MaHarik that in fact the Berachah should be recited before the Biur.
However, there are a number of variables that influence when the Berachah
is recited which are outside the scope of this article.
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Further, chametz and Matza have applications independent of Pesach and
unrelated to Yetzias Mitzrayim. Almost all Korbanos Mincha must be made
of Matza and can’t include chametz. The Sefer HaChinuch (117) speculates
that Matza symbolizes urgency and alacrity while chametz can only be
prepared with a waiting period and symbolizes a form of laziness.
With this perspective of chametz, we can understand the requirement of biur.
A basic explanation would be that we are disassociating ourselves from a life
of luxury as we prepare to relive slavery personally as part of the Seder.
Alternatively, perhaps homiletically, as we enter Z’man Chayrusaynu, the
Holiday of Freedom, we declare that true freedom is not a life of luxury but
rather a life of vigilant Shemiras Hamitzvos.
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The Power of Renewal
Jonathan Kaplan
As we sit down to another Pesach Seder we must ask ourselves - why are we
doing this again? What is so important about retelling the story of the
exodus from Egypt?
The truth is that remembering the exodus is not limited to the night of the
Seder, but rather, all of our holidays and Shabbatot act as reminders of the
exodus. Additionally, every day and every night we remind ourselves of
Yetziyas Mitzrayim as it says in the third paragraph of Shema - “I am
HaShem your G-d, who brought you out of the land of Egypt, to be your
G-d. I am HaShem your G-d.”
What is clear is that Yetziyas Mitzrayim is fundamental to our faith as Jews.
What is it about this event that necessitates us to refer back to it constantly?
The simple answer is that we became a nation through the exodus
experience. In other words, it defines who we are as a people. Therefore, we
are compelled to take a closer look at this event so that we can better
understand who we are as a people and the nature of our special relationship
with Hashem.
Rashi at the beginning of his commentary on Chumash quoting Rabi
Yitzchak, formulates a very interesting statement:

(a ai zeny) `l` dxezd [z`] ligzdl jixv did `l wgvi iax xn` - ziy`xa (`
gzt mrh dne ,l`xyi [da] eehvpy dpey`x devn `idy ,mkl dfd ycegdn
m`y ,mieb zlgp mdl zzl enrl cibd eiyrn gk (e `iw mildz) meyn ,ziy`xaa
md ,mieb dray zevx` mzyaky ,mz` mihql l`xyil mlerd zene` exn`i
epevxa ,eipira xyi xy`l dpzpe d`xa `ed ,`id d"awd ly ux`d lk mdl mixne`
.epl dpzpe mdn dlhp epevxae mdl dpzp
The Torah should have begun from the first mitzvah commanded to us as a
people - the mitzvah of Kiddush Hachodesh - using a lunar calendar. Why
did the Torah start from the creation story? Rashi tells us that Hashem
wanted to convey to us the power of His ways. Additionally, he wanted to
insure that there would be no doubts over our rights to the land of Israel.
The fact that Hashem started the Torah, a book primarily of directives, with
Sefer Bereishis, a book of stories, bothers Rashi. What is the practical
application of recording the story of creation? The Maharal, in his
commentary Gur Aryeh, explains that since the majority of Mitzvot are
dependent on the land of Israel, then Hashem has to establish the Jewish
people’s right to the land. We still need to explain, however, Rashi’s
statement “enrl cibd eiyrn gk – The power of His acts he told to his own
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people.”What imperative message do we, the Jewish people, need to learn
from the story of creation?
Rav Moshe Shapiro explains that Rashi is teaching us a much deeper lesson.
What is the significance of the first mitzvah commanded by Hashem to the
Jewish people - Kidush HaChodesh? Usually, that which comes first sets the
stage for that which follows. What is unique about the mitzvah of Kidush
HaChodesh that causes it to come first? And further, the Torah introduces
this mitzvah in the context of Geulat Mitzrayim. What is the connection
between Kidush HaChodesh and the redemption from Egypt?
The Baal Haggadah states –

`¨N ¤̀ ,gi¦
© lẄ ic§¥i lr© `Ÿle§ ,sx¨Ü ic§¥i lr© `Ÿle§ ,K`§
¨ ln© ic§¥i lr© `Ÿl - mi©xv§ n¦ n¦ 'd Ep ¥̀ vFI©
¦ e
,d¤Gd© d¨li§ ©NA© mix©v§ n¦ ux¤ ¤̀ a§ iY¦ x§ar̈
© e§ :xn¡
© `P¤W¤ ,Fnv§ r© aE
§ FcFak§ A¦ `Ed KExÄ WFcT̈d©
.mihẗ
¦ W§ dU¡
¤ r ¤̀ mix©v§ n¦ idŸ
¥ l¡` lk̈aE
§ ,dn̈d¥ A§ cr© e§ mc̈`¨ n¥ mix©v§ n¦ ux¤ ¤̀ A§ xFkA§ lM̈ izi¥
¦ Md¦ e§
.'d i¦p£̀
"And Hashem took us out of Egypt," not through an angel, not through a
seraph and not through a messenger. The Holy One, blessed be He, did it
with His glory by Himself!
Normally, Hashem runs the world via messengers but in the case of the
exodus from Egypt He acted Himself. What does - Ÿ
env§ r© aE
§ FcFak§ A¦ –“In His
glory and by Himself”mean? To what does each of these terms refer? From
the text in Shemot we see two names used for G-d. One is Elokim and the
other is YKVK (the transcendental aspect of Hashem). The name Elokim is
the name that expresses Kavod Hashem - FcFaka (Hashem’s Glory). The
name YKVK, on the other hand, is an expression of Hashem in his essence,

env§ r© a§
The Torah uses these two names - Elokim and YKVK - in the creation of the
world, indicating G-d’s direct involvement. In the story of creation, we see
the name Elokim used 32 times. The Zohar explains that this is the
numerical value of cFak¦§ In Chapter 2, the name YKVK is introduced. We
see that these two names are the model used for creation. Hashem’s direct
involvement in the redemption teaches us that this too is an act of creation
similar to the creation of the world.
Chazal stress the idea that in the creation of the world, Hashem created Yesh
MeAyin, ex nihilio, something from nothing. Rav Shapiro explains that at
the time of the redemption from Egypt, Hashem inserted within the existing
creation the power of Yesh MeAyin, as well. The story of the redemption is a
story of creation and rebirth. People, already alive, experienced a birth
similar to an act of creation. In other words, the redemption from Egypt
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introduced the power of renewal, not just change, but rather the power to
become completely new, similar to ex nihilio.
It is for this reason that Hashem introduced Kidush HaChodesh as the first
mitzvah. As opposed to the sun, which is constant, the moon, as we
experience it, is in continuous fluctuation. Every month it reaches a point of
complete nonexistence. It is from this state of nothingness that it emerges as
a new creation. This mitzvah captures and exemplifies the power of the
redemption from Egypt. This is what Rashi is telling us when he says - gk
enrl cibd eiyrn. Hashem started the Torah with the story of creation to
teach us the model for creation, which Hashem utilized at the time of the
redemption from Egypt. (It is for this reason that we celebrate Pesach in the
spring as the physical world reflects this power of rebirth as well.)
When we return to the seder table on the holiday of Pesach and we
re-experience Hashem’s direct involvement, we must understand the gift that
we were given. We have been empowered and mandated to continuously
return and reconnect to this wonderful event so that we can ascend to our
highest potential.
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The Transformation of a Nation
Rabbi David Flamholz
We are accustomed during this time of year to reflect fondly on the
foundations of our faith and the great moments in our history that have
created the unique relationship between d"awd and l`xyi llk. Surely,
during the holidays of gqt and zereay, as we celebrate the formation of our
great bond with d"awd, the great revelation at ipiq xd and the splitting of the
seq mi are foremost on our minds. It was at these times that a mutual
commitment was formed, expressed by ('d:h'i zeny) dlebq il mziide on the
one hand and ('f:c'k zeny) rnype dyrp on the other.
It is surprising then, that the dcbd does not emphasize (and hardly
references) these two great moments in our history as a nation. One would
have expected more emphasis on either seq mi zrixw or ipiq xd cnrn or
both in the dcbd. Yet, one must search carefully to find any reference in the
dcbd to either one of them.
Perhaps we can answer this question based on a fascinating yecig of the jyn

dnkg in `a zyxt.
The sudden and seemingly arbitrary switch from the word "l`" to the word

"`l" in the following two miweqt troubles the dnkg jyn.
:FAx§wÎl
¦ r© e§ eir̈x¨MÎl
§ r© FW`Ÿx W ¥̀ Îi¦lvÎm
§ `¦ iM¦ m¦iÖA© lẌaªn§ lWäE
¥ `p̈ EPO¤ n¦ Elk`Ÿ
§ YÎl`© h
(i-h:ai zeny) :EtŸxU§ Y¦ W ¥̀ Ä xwŸ
¤ AÎcr© EPO¤ n¦ xz̈ŸPd© e§ xwŸ
¤ AÎcr© EPO¤ n¦ ExizFzÎ
¦ `Ÿle§ i
In h weqt, when the dxez is discussing the prohibition of eating the oaxw
gqt, in any other form other than roasted, the dxez chooses to use the
command form of "l`". In the next weqt, however, when discussing the
prohibition of leaving over part of the gqt oaxw until the next morning, the
dxez switches to the more common command form of "`l". What is the
reason for this switch?
The dnkg jyn suggests that although the word "l`" is - like "`l" - a word
that is used to introduce a prohibition, it is a more passive form and carries
with it the connotation of a request. In a sense, the dxez is requesting us not
to do something rather than commanding us not to do something.
The dnkg jyn elicits many proofs to support this interpretation. One is that
throughout j"pz, with regard to commands given by d"awd to l`xyi ipa
(with the exception of the command above), the word "`l" is used rather
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than the word "l`" (as is seen in almost all of the negative prohibitions in
the dxez). However, our own supplications to d"awd typically begin with
the word "l`". For example - (ai:i mlidz) mi¦ip̈£r gM© W§ YÎl
¦ `© ; i¦PO¤ n¦ wg© x§YÎl
¦ `©
(ai:ak milidz).
What then is the reason for switching from "l`" to "`l" in the two miweqt
above? According to the dnkg jyn, it is because the prohibition concerning
the gqt oaxw in h weqt applied to the night of the 15th of oqip prior to
midnight - prior to and while zexeka zkn took place. In contrast, the
prohibition of xzep in i weqt applied to the morning after zexeka zkn took
place. According to the dnkg jyn, in that one night, a tremendous
transformation took place vis-à-vis the relationship between d"awd and ipa
l`xyi. In the course of that night, 'd demonstrated his zihxt dgbyd over
l`xyi ipa as He killed the Egyptian firstborn, while He carefully spared the
firstborn children of l`xyi ipa. Over the course of that single night, the
relationship between d"awd and l`xyi ipa transitioned from one of dgbyd
zillk (general divine providence) to that of zihxt dgbyd (specific divine
providence).
Therefore, explains the dnkg jyn, prior to this transformation, d"awd could
only request l`xyi ipa to follow His command to eat the gqt oaxw in the
roasted form rather than raw or cooked. However, once d"awd demonstrated
His zihxt dgbyd and dominion over the nation through zexeka zekn,
mitzvot are now formulated as commands and not as requests.
Thus, according to the dnkg jyn, the true bond between d"awd and ipa
l`xyi was not initially created at ipiq xd cnrn or even at seq mi zrixw.
Rather, it was formed over the course of the night of the 15th, when d"awd
killed all the firstborn Egyptians while sparing the firstborn Jews. It was
during that night, that l`xyi ipa became a nation worthy of commands rather
than just requests. For this reason, in our recitation of mixvn z`ivi xetiq at
the xcq lil, the dcbd emphasizes the miracles of the night of the 15th rather than those at ipiq xd cnrn and seq mi zrixw.
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Make Haste, But do not Hurry
Yossi Markovitz
The chronology of the Jewish people’s exodus from Egypt has always
puzzled me. We are taught that Makat Bechorot, the final and culminating
plague bestowed upon the Egyptians took place at Chatzot Ha’Laila, at
midnight. Presumably, 12:01 AM would have been a great time for the Jews
to haul it out of their oppressive host country.
In fact, Pharaoh begged the Jews to leave immediately, during the night,
while the firstborn were still dying. However, Moshe told him that they
refused to leave in the dead of night, like thieves, or like escaped slaves.
Bnai Yisrael would leave the next morning, on the fifteenth day of Nisan,
and everyone would know they were being released.
Here’s where it gets tricky. The stated reason for eating Matzah is that “in
our rush to leave we did not give our dough time to rise”, often quoted as,
“Ki B’Chipazon Yatzatem Mi’mitztrayim.” Even the Rambam’s Haggadah
which he records at the end of Hilchot Chametz U’Matzah begins with the
words, “B’vehilu Yatzatem Mi’mitzrayim.”
Wait a minute! Why were Bnai Yisrael in such a rush if they had already
told Pharaoh that they were leaving at their own pace? It seems that
Chipazon might not have been an external requirement but an internal
discipline.
Rabbi Dr. Norman Lamm elegantly develops this idea in a speech he
delivered in 1958 at Congregation Kadima in Springfield, Massachusetts.
He cites a disagreement between R. Akiva and R. Elazar ben Azaria in
Berachot (9A) about the proper time to complete eating the Korban Pesach,
based on the Torah requirement to eat it B’Chipazon (there’s that word
again!) R. Akiva posits that it means until dawn, whereas R. Elazar ben
Azaria opines that we are to rush through the meal and finish by Chazot.
The Gemara explains that R. Akiva is basing himself on Chipazon
D’Yisrael, while R. Elazar ben Azaria is calculating based upon Chipazon
D’Mitzrayim.
On a simple level, Chipazon D’Mitzrayim means the time that Pharoah
wanted us out of his country and Chipazon D’Yisrael refers to Moshe’s
alternate schedule. Therefore, we can answer our original dilemma by
understanding that the lack of time for the dough to rise was not due to the
Egyptians expelling us from their land. Rather, the Matzah is a product of
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our deliberate rush to leave the impurity of Egypt and resume our service of
Hashem.
However, Rabbi Lamm brings out a much deeper and more relevant
approach. He writes:

I use two different words to describe the right and wrong kind of
rushing: HURRY and HASTE. Our unhappy, mad rush through life
is a HURRY, an anxious scramble to hide the void and emptiness of
life and disguise it lest we come face to face with its utter
barrenness. This is not what the Torah recommends on Passover.
On the contrary, when it comes to HURRY, Judaism tells us to take
it easy and to digest our meal through Heseiva, thru reclining in an
aristocratic fashion. When the Torah commands Chipazon, it
means HASTE, or “deliberate speed.” It means not to waste time
and fritter away your years in nonsense but to proceed directly to
the core of your life, to uncovering its inner meaning. The man
who rushes to play cards is in a HURRY. The man who rushes to
shul is in HASTE.
This profound idea is even more relevant today than it was over a
half-century ago. Our lives are exponentially faster paced than the previous
generation. We all multi-task on an unprecedented level, aided by the speed
and access of technology. Of course, mobile computing devices are
important for earning a living, but have we taken our alacrity too far? Have
we replaced the HASTE to enrich our lives with the HURRY to amass more
pleasure?
It is noteworthy that two of the Mitzvot given to Bnai Yisrael on the eve of
the exodus were Korban Pesach and V’Higadta L’Bincha, the Pascal Lamb
and the commandment to teach our children about the story of Pesach for
generations. When life becomes overwhelming, the first passengers to get
bumped are often our own children. Too often, they compete with our
Blackberries or iPhones for our attention. We send them a message that
HURRYING for minutiae is a value for us, preceding a HASTE to spend
quality time nurturing and raising them. For this reason, the Torah
commands us to SLOW DOWN while eating the matzah with our families.
Take some precious time and set it aside for uninterrupted attention to our
children. V’Higadta L’Bincha is a focal point of Chipazon D’Yisrael,
teaching our children that the exodus from Egypt instilled within every Jew
an eagerness to serve the eternal Master.
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Rabbi Lamm concludes by quoting R. Yonatan Ben Uziel’s explanation of
Chipazon:
When we rush because of love of G-d and Torah, when we rush for the sake
of high ideals and noble aspirations, then G-d is with us, then the Shechina
guides our steps and gives us speed, then the Master of the World shares our
HASTE with us.
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Why do we eat Matzah on Pesach?
It’s not as Simple as You Thought
Yitsy Weinreb
Each year we sit at the Seder table and ask the famous question, "why do we
eat matzah?" The answer the Haggadah gives is that the Jewish people's
dough did not have time to rise before the Egyptians rushed them out of
Egypt. Thus, the matzah is symbolic of the speed with which we were taken
out of Egypt. Much less attention is paid to what happened to the dough after
the Jewish people left Egypt. The Torah tells us that the Jews traveled from
Rameses to Succoth and baked the dough in Succoth into matzos. However,
we know from Rashi (Shemos 12:37) that the distance from Rameses to
Succoth was 120 mil (roughly 62 miles). We also know that flour and water
mixed together becomes chametz after a period of 18 minutes. If so, why
didn't the dough that the Jewish people carried out of Egypt rise and become
chametz during their journey from Rameses to Succoth?
Further, it appears that the dough not rising was just one particular
consequence of the Jewish people being rushed out by the Egyptians. In all
likelihood, in their haste, there were many other chores that the Jewish
people were in the middle of doing or wanted to do but could not complete.
If so, how does the Baal Haggadah know that the dough not having time to
rise was such a significant event as to be the reason why we eat matzah
today?
Many answers are given to our first question as to why the dough did not rise
on the journey after the Jews left Egypt. They include: that the dough was
baked along the way by a very hot sun (Targum Yonatan ben Uziel), that it
was continuously kneaded by the Jews during their journey (Ohr Hachayim),
and that Hashem miraculously took the Jews from Rameses to Succoth in a
moment's time before the dough had a chance to rise (Ramban and Rashi).
The answer we will focus on comes from the Malbim who holds that
Hashem miraculously took away the natural power of the dough to rise.
The Malbim's interpretation that a miracle occurred answers our first
question as to why the dough did not rise on the journey. It also answers our
second question as to how the Baal Haggadah knew that our dough not
having time to rise in Egypt was a significant event (which we commemorate
by eating matzah today), as opposed to just a consequence of the Egyptians
rushing us out. According to the Malbim's view we can say that by Hashem
miraculously removing the dough's power to rise on the journey, He showed
us that He specifically wanted the dough to be baked into matzah all along.
And thus, matzah becomes the defining symbol of our exodus.
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The Malbim's view fits very well into our narrative. But is there any support
in the words of the Torah and Haggadah for such an interpretation? Let's
examine this by asking a few questions.
1. There are two places in Parshas Bo where the Torah talks about the dough
not rising. In Shemos 12: 33-34, the Torah recounts that:
"Egypt imposed itself strongly upon the Jewish people to hasten to
send them out of the land, for they said, 'We are all dying!' The
people picked up their dough before it could become leavened … "
A few Psukim later, in Shemos 12: 37-39, the Torah states:
"The children of Israel journeyed from Rameses to Succoth . . .
They baked the dough that they took out of Egypt into unleavened
cakes, for they could not be leavened, for they were driven from
Egypt for they could not delay, nor had they made provisions for
themselves."
These two portions of the Torah relate to two different time periods. The
first recounts the events that took place while the Jewish people were still in
Egypt. The second relates what took place in Succoth.
When the Baal Haggadah asks why we eat Matzah, he answers, “Because
the dough of our fathers did not have time to become leavened before
Hashem revealed himself to them and redeemed them.” In support of this
answer, the Baal Haggadah quotes the Pasuk in Shemos 12:39, that the
Jewish people "baked the dough that they took out of Egypt into unleavened
cakes, for they could not be leavened, for they were driven from Egypt for
they could not delay, nor had they made provisions for themselves."
Notice that the Baal Haggadah did not quote the Torah portion of Shemos
12:33-34 which talks about the events in Egypt (that they were hurried out
before the dough could become leavened), but rather quoted Shemos 12:39
which talks about the events which occurred in Succoth (that they baked the
dough which they had brought out of Egypt into unleavened cakes for they
were driven from Egypt). Is there any significance to this?
2. After telling us in Shemos 12:39 that the Jewish people baked their dough
into matzah in Succoth, why does the Torah state once again in that Pasuk
that the Jewish people had been driven from Egypt before their dough could
be leavened? This was already told to us a few psukim earlier in Shemos
12:33-34! It says there that Egypt imposed itself strongly upon the Jewish
people to send them out and the Jewish people picked up the dough before it
could become leavened! Why the repetition?
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3. Why didn't the Jewish people pack provisions for themselves before they
went out of Egypt? Further, why is it important for the Torah to tell us this?
By applying the Malbim’s interpretation, that Hashem miraculously
prevented the dough from rising during the journey to Succoth, we can
answer all of our questions. Our first difficulty was why in response to the
question of why we eat matzah, does the Haggadah quote a Pasuk which
talks about the events in Succoth, as opposed to the events in Egypt.
According to the Malbim it makes perfect sense why this was done, since the
events which took place after we left Egypt lend support to the reason why
we eat matzah. Had we just been hurried out of Egypt before our dough had
time to rise, we might have attributed our baking the dough afterward into
matzah simply as a coincidental consequence of the Egyptians rushing us
out. Once we saw in Succoth that miraculously, the dough still had not risen,
we realized that it was Hashem's will all along that the dough be baked only
into matzah. Thus, when the Haggadah states that the reason we eat matzah
is because the dough of our fathers didn’t have time to rise in Egypt, it
quotes the events in Succoth to support the fact that what happened in Egypt
was not some random occurrence.
This also answers our second question. We asked, after telling us that in
Succoth the Jewish people baked the dough into Matzah, why does the Torah
state once again that we were driven from Egypt before the dough could rise.
The answer is that once the Jewish people saw in Succoth that miraculously,
the dough had not risen on their journey, they realized that the earlier event
of being hurried out of Egypt was not a coincidence. Rather, it was part of an
orchestrated plan by Hashem to ensure that the Jewish people would only be
able to bake their dough into matzah. Therefore, when telling us that the
Jewish people baked the dough which had still not risen in Succoth into
matzah, the Torah repeats the fact that the dough did not have time to rise in
Egypt.
Finally, the fact that the Jewish people did not pack provisions for
themselves supports the premise that they fully expected their dough to rise
during their journey which they would then bake into bread.1 The fact that
they were left without provisions when they arrived at Succoth hints to us
that something happened to inhibit the dough from rising on the journey.
The fact that the Jewish people did not pack provisions for themselves was
also part of Hashem's master plan to ensure that they would have to use the
dough they took out of Egypt and bake it into matzos.

1. This is according to those who hold that the Jewish people were permitted to have
chometz in their possession at that time, such as the Ran and The Malbim.
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Why did Hashem manipulate all these events to ensure that the Jewish
people be forced into baking matzos? Rav Shimon Schwab gives a beautiful
explanation in his sefer da`Fyd zia oirn. Rav Schwab explains that when
the Jewish people were slaves in Egypt, they were fed matzah, which is
slave’s bread (Lechem Oni). Upon learning that they were going to leave
Egypt, they wanted to bake bread as a sign of their freedom. However,
Hashem wanted to impart the message to them that although they would no
longer be slaves to Pharaoh, they would be slaves to Him. As a result,
Hashem had the Egyptians rush the Jewish people out of Egypt and then
through a miracle He did not allow the dough to rise on the journey to
Succoth, so that we should eat matzah, the bread of slaves.
This answer also helps us understand a difficult statement in the Haggadah.
When the Haggadah asks why we eat matzah, it answers that it is because
the dough of our fathers did not have time to rise before Hashem “appeared
to them and redeemed them.”Which episode is the Haggadah referring to
when it says Hashem “appeared to them”? Rav Schwab states that it is
referring to the miracle of the dough not rising during the Jewish people's
journey to Succoth. It was through this miracle that Hashem "appeared" to
them and made it known to them that He wanted them to bake the dough into
matzah all along. Upon this realization, the Jewish people were fully
"redeemed", since the matzah they ate was symbolic of their becoming
servants of Hashem.
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The True Miracle –Kriyas Yam Suf and Beyond
Allen Pfeiffer
A child asked his father on the night of the seder after listening to the
wondrous retelling of kriyas yam suf, “Hashem created the sea; so why is it a
chidush that He can split the sea?” The father provided his child with a
mashal. There was once a great sculptor, the best in the world. One day, the
sculptor carved a marble horse and placed it in the city center so that people
could witness the exquisite workmanship. Hundreds of people passed by
and surprisingly did not pay any attention to the masterful work of art. The
sculptor’s heart was broken and he became depressed because nobody
appreciated his incredible efforts and talents.
His family comforted him by suggesting that perhaps his sculpture was so
lifelike that people did not even notice that it was made of marble. Perhaps
they thought it was actually a live horse, and therefore did not pay attention.
The sculptor thought to himself, “What should I do? Should I make an
imperfect sculpture? Will that benefit my career?” His family advised him
instead to cut the sculpture in half and then everyone who passes will notice
something they have never seen – a horse split in two but standing upright.
People will then recognize that this is no ordinary horse, but rather, it is the
unparalleled talented work of a great sculptor.
This mashal describes the compromise that God made when splitting the sea.
If the Jewish people had pure hearts and truly desired to always seek out
God, it would not have been necessary for God to split His creation. By
splitting the sea, He intended to instill love and fear of God in their hearts. It
should have been enough for us to merely look at the vastness of the sea and
see the glory of God contained within it. God, however, needed to split the
sea in order to focus our attention back to the beginning – to the fact that
God is the one who created the sea. We stopped paying attention to God’s
creations. We were accustomed to just walking by and seeing the sea but not
appreciating its wonders. God’s subsequent splitting of the sea helped us
acknowledge not just the splitting of the sea, but the sea itself and all of
God’s other creations. Ultimately, this leads one to recognize God’s
continuous role in this world, and His great kindness in every action at every
minute and in every breath. This is the importance and the theme of the
splitting of the sea. This constant awareness of God is the cornerstone of our
faith in Him and all that He does for us.
The Ramban at the end of Parshas Bo demonstrates this point beautifully
and relates this idea to all miracles. The fundamental reason God performs
miracles is not to change the natural course of events. Rather, God
enlightens us and makes us aware of His hand and role in the world even
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when there is no blatant and obvious stamp of God. Events usually perceived
as natural phenomena are actually nisim nistorim - hidden miracles. The
Ramban refers to this as the foundation of the entire Torah. He writes that
one has no place in the Torah until he believes that everything is a miracle
and that the concept of tevah or the natural order of the world does not really
exist. This is the message of kriyas yam suf.
The word nes and the word peleh (wonders) are seemingly synonymous. We
say “al ha’nisim v’al ha’niflaos.”But the technical meaning of the word nes
is also, degel, a flag. In shmoneh esrei we say, “v’sah nes lekabetz
galuyoseinu.”In this context, nes means a flag. However, these are not really
two different meanings. Rather, the purpose of every miracle is to serve as a
flag to awaken us to see the true everyday miracles. A flag is for waving and
proudly displaying one’s patriotism and national origins. In the same way,
miracles serve as a flag to symbolize the glory of all of Hashem’s creations.
We believe, as the Ramban says, “that everything is a nes, and there is no
simple natural order of the world.”(The recent earthquake and tsunami in
Japan further highlight this conviction.)
This understanding helps us answer a question achronim raise on the p’sak
of the Rema (orach chaim 582:1 - see Yeshuos Yaakov.) The Rema says that
if one forgets to say yaaleh v’yavo in birchas hamazon, he should say ongxd
EpizFa`l dyry myk zF`ltpe miqip Epl dyri `Ed. Yet, the gemara in brachos
54:1 states that if a man’s wife is pregnant and he davens to Hashem “yehi
ratzon that my wife will have a boy,” it is considered a “tfillas shav” - an
improper and nonsensical tefilah. The gemara explains that we do not daven
for a nes. How does the “harachamon” recommended by the Rema make
sense in light of this gemara?
Rav Asher Weiss in an introductory section of Minchas Asher on Meseches
Pscahim explains that certainly one can daven for a nes that will serve for
klal yisrael as a degel, a flag, a sign of the mastery and constant rule that
Hashem has on this world. That is akin to the nisim that Hashem performed
for our forefathers. That is the harachamon recommended by the Rema.
Those nisim are mekadesh shem shamayim. They help us achieve our tachlis
- to accentuate Hashem’s mastery over this world. However, a “nes” that
will not bring this glory to Hashem, is not to be davened for. It is a “tfillas
shav.” It is not a nes that serves as a degel. A female fetus that is
miraculously changed into a male fetus would not be recognized by the
world as a nes. It will not spread the acknowledgement that Hashem is the
master of the natural world and that all daily occurrences are actually nisim
nistarim. In fact, even the father himself would not know if the baby was a
boy or girl from the point of conception (See also Shabbos 53b re Machlokes
rav yosef and abayei).
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The Rabbeinu Yonah explains on the posuk in Mishlei 3:6 “bechol
derachecha de’ehu,” that in every detail of life, with every breath taken,
remember it is from Hashem. We should not turn to Hashem only in times of
need because that is a reflection of inconsistent emunah. The Rabbeinu
Yonah expresses a similar concept in explaining a Gemara in brachos. The
Gemara states that whoever juxtaposes geula to tefilah is assured olam
habah. How can a seemingly small detail in hilchos tefila assure one of such
an enormous reward? He answers that when one mentions yetzias mitzraim
and then immediately asks Hashem for his every need in shemoneh esrei, he
is demonstrating his complete trust in Hashem. At the moment of krias yam
suf, the pasuk states about our predecessors “v’yaamenu b’hashem,” they
believed in Hashem’s role in this world. We are asking Hashem in shmoneh
esrei to answer our daily needs in the same miraculous way that krias yam
suf occurred. The gemara teaches us that olam habah is assured to one who
understands this link.
The Rambam in hilchos Krias Shma 1:3 quotes the halachah of Ben Azai in
Brachos 12b that it is a mitzvah to mention yetzias mitzrayim every day,
morning and night. However, the Rambam does not list this in his Sefer
Hamitzvos as one of the 613 mitzvos. Acharonim (see Ohr Sameach) struggle
to interpret this opinion of the Rambam. Rav Asher Weiss explains that
mentioning yetzias mitzrayim is not an independent mitzvah but rather part
of the mitzvah of krias shma. The mitzvah of reciting krias shma is to accept
the yoke of mitzvos. This is the same basic precept inherent in remembering
yetzias mitzrayim.
Everything that happens is from Hashem. Even what seems to be a negative
occurrence is for the best - Kol ma di’avid Rachmana l’tav avid (see Ramban
Devarim 14:1). There was once a man who approached the Magid of
Mezritch to ask how he could appropriately and actually fulfill the edict of
Chazal in Brachos 54a requiring “chayiv adam l’vorech al harah k’shem
shemevarech al hatov.” The Maggid told him to go to the beis medrash and
ask for Rav Zusha from Anipoli, who would help him answer his question.
The man was told where Rav Zusha lived and he went to his house. The man
noticed that Rav Zusha was extremely poor and was dressed in ripped
clothing. The walls of his house were blackened and sickness and affliction
seemed to fill his home. The man explained to Rav Zusha why the Maggid
sent him. The man then asked Rav Zusha how to thank Hashem for the bad
in the same way that we thank Hashem for the good. Rav Zusha replied,
“you must have heard the Maggid incorrectly, because in truth I don’t know
how to bless or thank Hashem for the bad. In my life, I’ve never experienced
any bad circumstances. I have been blessed with only good fortune from
Hashem from the day I was born until today.”
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If we all understood and really believed that everything in this world is a nes
(nistar), and it all comes from Hashem, we would consequently also
understand that whatever occurs is for the good.
We should all be as fortunate as Rav Zushah and reach his level of emunah
to perceive the “bad”as “good.”Kol ma di’avid Rachmana l’tav avid. These
are the true underlying lessons of kriyas yam suf.
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Nurturing Nature and the Splitting of the Sea
Avi Goldenberg
lz”n R’Moshe B”R Yitzchak Aizik Neuman zt”l
The beginning of Maseches Sotah (2a) offers, in the name of Rabba bar bar
Chana in the name of R’Yochanan, one of the more well known metaphors
in contemporary Jewish life: that the completion of a shidduch1 is as difficult
for HaKadosh Baruch Hu as was His splitting the Yam Suf for the B’nei
Yisrael as they left Mitzrayim. In an analogous passage, the Gemara in
Pesachim (118a) offers, in the name of R’Shizbi quoting R’Elazar ben
Azarya, that sustaining a livelihood (“mezonosav shel adam”) is as difficult
to accomplish for HaKadosh Baruch Hu as splitting the sea was. These
comparisons have offered many generations grist for countless aufruf and
sheva brachos drashos for they contain two clearly troubling points: the
Gemaras (1) assume there can be any difficulty for the omnipotent G-d and
(2) offer what appear to be odd parallels of mundane life (marriage, work) to
keriyas Yam Suf, one of the most formative events in Jewish history. To
resolve these points, I would like to offer a suggestion made by R’Shimon
Schwab z”l in the name of R’Michoel Forschlager z”l which is recorded in
R’Schwab’s sefer Maayan Bais HaShoeva.2
The sea generally is viewed in maamarei chaza”l, and in our own real life
experience, as a place which, by its very nature, enables man to see Divine
and spiritual active intervention within the world. The sea puts man directly
at nature’s mercy, where he finds it both powerful and unpredictable; not
subject to the forces of technical sophistication and scientific wizardry that
has enabled man to tame dry land and harness its forces with the same sense
of control. Rather, the sea leaves man bewildered and enfeebled, and
reaching for a greater force – a Ribono Shel Olam - that truly controls the
world’s destiny. This sense of powerlessness in the face of the sea which
leaves man to sense a greater power is omnipresent in the Torah and in life.
For example, within the first 10 psukim of Sefer Yonah, we find sailors –
throughout literature known as the coarsest of professions – instinctively
beseeching their gods immediately upon the tempest brewing.3 Moreover,
throughout the sailors’ordeal with Yonah, the sailors intuitively accepted
Divine involvement as the reason for, and ultimately, the solution to their
troubles. Even at present, in our own lives far removed from the vicissitudes
1. The Gemara elaborates that this refers to a second marriage.
2. I encourage you all to read the vort in the original, where R’Schwab
expands on points explained only briefly herein.
3. Dovid HaMelech in Tehillim (49:2) and the Gemara in Kiddushin (82a)
each similarly recognize sailors for their beholding the yad HaShem more
closely than their fellow landlubbers.
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of weather and water, who has not watched with rapt attention fearsome
walls of water thirty feet high unpredictably rising out of the Japanese depths
and not immediately sensed that the Ribono Shel Olam was moving those
waters? The sea, by its very nature, is a place where one need not stretch his
spirit to see yad HaShem and instead, kvod Shamayim is there for all to see.
It is for this reason that the sea originally resisted Moshe Rabbeinu’s
instruction to split. As the Mechilta records, the sea refused to split even
after Moshe demanded it to split, after he showed the sea his staff, and after
he informed the sea that he was carrying out the Ratzon Hashem. When did
the sea finally split?

dlbpy oeike eceaka eilr `ed jexa yecwd dlbpy cr eilr law `le
qpie d`x mid xn`py gxea mid ligzd ezxeabae eceaka `ed jexa yecwd
The sea maintained its insistence until HaKadosh Baruch Hu Himself, in all
of His glory and strength, directly demanded it!
What was the reason for the sea’s insistence on not splitting? R’Schwab
explains that the sea understood that its nature, as dictated by HaKadosh
Baruch Hu at its creation, was to be a mode by which man could see Yad
Hashem. By splitting and changing its nature from what it was created to
do, the sea believed it was destroying a fundamental aspect of its nature and
diminishing the ability to see Yad Hashem in the world. The sea was
apparently appeased when HaKadosh Baruch Hu directly demanded the split
as an opportunity to demonstrate an even greater Kiddush Hashem by
enabling an even greater opportunity to see Yad Hashem by the whole world
through the keriyah. But the keriyah stood for something fundamental: that
when a situation exists wherein Yad Hashem is able to be seen and a
Kiddush Hashem can be created, while “difficult” to change such a
situation, there are times when such a change is warranted to enable the
possibility of an even greater Kiddush Hashem.
This then is the parallel to the difficulty of earning a livelihood. The natural
state of existence which enables the possibility of a superior Kiddush
Hashem is poverty. This is because if man, while poverty-stricken,
powerless and unable to control his own fate, firmly believes that his
situation was formulated by HaKadosh Baruch Hu, believes that HaKadosh
Baruch Hu is the Ultimate Provider and insists on davening to Him for his
salvation, he has created an enormous Kiddush Hashem. Therefore, one
might believe that if the poor man’s prayers are answered, it will be a form
of Chillul Hashem ch”v since the great heights of complete dependence and
acknowledgment he once attained no longer exist.
Nevertheless,
notwithstanding the “difficulty” of diminishing the Kiddush Hashem
occurring in poverty, to possibly allow a greater one to exist - one where a
man no longer poor can now serve HaKadosh Baruch Hu in a multitude of
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ways beyond the one described above, by opening his home, his heart and
his wallet –a livelihood must be supplied, even though it disturbs the natural
order.
A similar phenomenon occurs when man is seeking but has not yet found his
mate. If during that time, the single man looks to HaKadosh Baruch Hu as
the “Ultimate Connector” and continually davens to Him to help find his
zivug, he will have exposed Kvod Shamayim in an almost comparable
fashion. However, while “difficult” to interrupt such a Kiddush Hashem,
HaKadosh Baruch Hu assists such a person in finding his mate in the
expectation that creating a family will enable a myriad of possibilities for
further Kiddush Hashem.
Let us daven together that in all matters of parnasa, of shidduchim and in all
areas of our lives, we can make the “difficult”easy and collectively increase
Kvod Hashem and Kiddush Hashem.
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Historical Aspects of the Haggadah
Uri Jacobs
This article will delve into two historical aspects of the Haggadah:
1) The development of the current Haggadah, and
2) Some insights into the origins and tunes of specific songs/sections
of the Haggadah
I
Although the core sections of the Haggadah were assembled during the
times of the Talmud (100-500 C.E.), its content continued to be fluid. It was
only in the period of the Geonim in the great Babylonian cities of Sura and
Pumbedita in the 9th and 10th centuries C.E., that the beginning form of the
Haggadah as we know it today was established.
The Haggadah is first mentioned in manuscripts starting in the 9th century.
The earliest completed Haggadah appears in 10th century in the siddur of
Rav Saadiah Gaon of Sura. An earlier and almost completed Haggadah
appears in the 9th century in the siddur of Rav Amram Gaon of Sura. The
earliest written forms of the Haggadah text are from Israel in the 8th or 9th
century. They were preserved only as fragments and were mostly found in
the Cairo Genizah.
The "Seder Rav Amram" contains a relatively brief, after-dinner liturgy,
which was expanded considerably following the Crusades in Europe. The
Rambam, in the 12th century, records the text of the Haggadah in his
Mishneh Torah which is essentially the same as the Haggadah we use today,
with the exception of a number of songs that were later added by Polish and
German Jews in medieval times.
The best known Hebrew Haggadah manuscript is the Sarajevo Haggadah,
originally produced around the year 1350 as a wedding gift to a young
couple in Barcelona. The first printed Haggadahs originated in Guadalajara,
Spain circa 1482 and then in Italy in 1505.
II
As noted above, the development and expansion of the current Haggadah
occurred over many centuries. As will be explained below, most of the
inclusions were originally written for other contexts and were subsequently
incorporated into the Haggadah. A similar pattern occurred with the
development of the formal siddur we have today, where many sections were
added over the centuries.
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Kadesh Urchatz…
The introduction to the Seder, the singing of the 15 “steps”, is a mnemonic
device that is usually sung by all to announce what is about to occur over the
next several hours. The earliest use of this mnemonic was recorded by the
French poet Yosef ben Shmuel Tov-Elem in the 11th century. Other opinions
hold that Rashi or one of the Baalei Tosafos composed it. No matter the
originator, it has been accepted by Jews since the time of the Rishonim.
The use of this mnemonic was instituted before the printing press and served
several purposes:
1. Organizing the Seder - this was especially important since the
Haggadah was based purely upon oral tradition.
2. It assisted in educating the children (and adults) of each step.
3. The singing puts the children into a joyous mood in an effort to get
them to ask questions.
Ha Lachma Anya
This mostly Aramaic paragraph in the Haggadah that invites the poor to
attend the Seder was instituted after the first Churban during Galut Bavel. It
is written in Aramaic, the common language in Bavel, in order for the poor
to understand the invitation that was being extended to them.
The words L’Shana Ha’Baah, which are said both here and towards the end
of the Seder, are said only one other time during the year –on Yom Kippur
at the end of Ne’ilah. The connection between the two is geulah
(Redemption): Geulah via Tzedaka and Geulah via Teshuva. According to
the Gemara in Baba Basra, “Gedolah Tzedaka Shemekareves Es Hageulah”
–“Great is charity that brings the redemption.”Likewise, the Rambam says
that the only way to achieve geulah is through teshuva. This explains the
connection between the Geulah of Pesach and the Geulah of Yom Kippur.
Lastly, one of the older tunes for Ha Lachma Anya that has been used for
centuries actually has a similar motif to the laining on Rosh Hashanah.
Adir Hu
This song, written by an anonymous poet in the 6th or 7th century in
Germany, was a song written about the rebuilding of the Beis Hamikdash. It
was originally sung at various celebrations and festivals before being
introduced into the Haggadah in the latter part of the 15th century.
The current tune for Adir Hu originated in the mid 1800’s. An adaptation of
this tune was used in various other areas of the Pesach davening throughout
the ages, including Maariv, Bircas Kohanim, and Hallel both in Ana Hashem
and in Hodu Lashem.
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The last verse “May He build His Temple very soon”has its origins in the
Gemara Shevuos, which states the third Beis Hamikdash will not be built by
man but rather will descend from Shamayim at the proper time.
Echad Mi Yodayah
The popular “Who knows one”riddle song has been in the Haggadah since
the 15th century and was probably included to keep the children awake.
Although we do not know who authored it, it was originally sung as a
Shabbos and Yom Tov table-song.
So why up until 13? Various reasons have been given including:
1) the gematria of Echad is 13, signifying the Oneness of Hashem, and
2) it relates to the 13 principles of faith.
Chad Gadya
Written in Aramaic with 10 stanzas, the oldest printed version of this poem
comes from Prague in 1590, though it was probably sung earlier and handed
down orally from generation to generation.
There are many allegorical interpretations for Chad Gadya. The most
common one is:
·
the goat symbolizes the persecuted and oppressed Jewish people,
·
the father is Hashem, and
·
the two zuzim are either Moshe and Aharon or the Shnei Luchos.
There are several reasons why this poem was included in the Haggadah:
1) To keep the children awake
2) Singing a poem that has hidden meanings can lead to many
interpretations and will extend the discussion of Yezias Mitrayim
later into the night.
3) The inclusion of this deep and somewhat disturbing summary of
Jewish History will prevent excessive joy and pride that one might
have and will in turn lead one to greater Yiras Shamayim.
4) As the last part of the Haggadah, it leaves us with the sense that at
the end of the day, Hashem’s justice will ultimately prevail.
May we be zoche to see this very shortly.
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mixvn z`ivi xetiq zevna miyp ly aeigd oipra
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mixvn z`ivi xetiq .`
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eze`a eid od s`c `nrh i`d meyn dkeq zevna zeaiig opi` miyp dnl (eid
rax`a la` 'e`c dyra[dkeq]mzd" (my) evxze ,zeqek 'ca oiaiig ixde ,qpd
`xaqd jiiy `ly ,`veid ."qpd eze`a eidy oeik miypl mb epwiz opaxc zeqek
zeevnay 'e`c zeevnn opaxc zeevn ip`yc l"xdn 'it] .'e`c zeevna "od s`"c
lkzqd d"awdy ,qpl dnxb deevnd 'e`c zeevna la` ,devnl mxb qpd opaxc
.[`nlr `xae `ziixe`a
zevna aeig miypl yiy jepigd zhiyk mipexg`e mipey`x ixtqa epivn dpde
(epy 'nr)jexrd xcq 'qa .'nba mpi`y zeyxc eycge dxezd on n"ivi xetiq
dfn zeaiig miypy (dp 'iq 'i wlg ;miwlg 'i)awri zldw 'qa k"yn `iad
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`iade],daxd mixac eilr mipery iper mgl z`xwpy dvn zlik`a zeaiigy
edpizli`y xnixn xn`de ipi` ... dcbd xneln xeht `neq" (:fhw)'nbdn dii`x
ia `zcb` c"n .sqei 'x xn` sqei ax ia `zcb` xn`c o`n sqei ax iac opaxl
`l` ?diny xkc o`n dvn ."opaxc f"dnfa dvn xaqw .zyy ax exn` zyy ax
dnk `iady (my) jexrd xcq 'qa r"re.[f"af mixeyw n"ivi xetiqe dvny k"r
xnel xyt`e" 'k (my) jepig zgpnd mbe .ef devna miyp aeigl xewnl mivexz
,mixvnn mz`vi xy` dfd meid z` xekfc df weqt o`k n"xd `iady dn itl
ly yeciwn dey dxifb iedc xyt` k"` ,eycwl zayd mei z` xekf xn`py enk
xkfen epi` olic q"ya zn`a la` ,o`k d"d zeaiig miypc myc enk ,zay
".oicd ly xewnd `evnl ewgcy `l` ,miypl aeig yiy eyibxd mleke
miypy b"fdy dyr zeevnd (my) dxez dpyna 'ky ,r"v m"anxd zhiy mbe
miypy rnyn (oiyrd oipn seq) n"dqae .n"ivietiq xikfd `le oda zeaiig
zeevn e"n yi mdae f"dnfa zebdepd dyr zeevn 'q m"anxd myx myy ,zeaiig
ayig `le oda zeaiig miypd oi`y c"ie (`nxb onfdy) oda zeaiig miypdy
.[ef `iyew xirdy 'exi oekn z`veda g"pn 'ql zexrda 'ir] .n"ivi xetiq zevn
`qip ineqxt .a
zexpe ,(.ai migqt) zeqek 'c epiidc ,`qip ineqxt meyn mdy zeevn yi dpde
mipic mda yie.(ftxz 'iq g"xta 'ir ,.ci zekxa) dlibn `xwne (:bk zay) dkepg
.dfn df micnly micgein
on 'it`e zeqek 'cn el ezgti `l ... l`xyiay ipr 'it`" migqt iaxr yixa opz
dyr xn`c r"x zrcl `l` dkxvp `l `hiyt" (.aiw my) 'nba 'ke ".iegnzd
mdy zeevnay ixd ."`qip ineqxt meyn `kd zeixal jxhvz l`e leg jzay
xzei fafai l` fafand dyr zeevn lkay s`e .zeixal 'it` mikixv p"t meyn
dn el oi` 'it`" (ai"d c"t) m"anxd 'k dkepg 'ldae .el` zeevna ok `l ,ynegn
cibnd 'ke ."wilcne zexpe ony gwele ezeqk xken e` l`ey dwcvd on `l` lk`i
`l l`xyiay ipr 'it`y dvne ung 'ldn f"t x`azpy dfn ecnly d`xp" dpyn
."`qip ineqxt meyn mrhde zeqek 'cn zegti
`eld ,b"nfdy dyr zeevn ody s`y oda zeaiig miyp el` zeevn 'bay epivne
,(.bk zay)dkepg zexpa ,(:gw migqt) zeqek rax`a ,qpd eze`a eid od s`
i"r mixeta" (s`y d"c ,my dlibn') 'qeza `ed oke ,(.c dlibn) dlibn `xwnae
s`e."el`bp xecd eze`ay zeipwcv zekfay gqta zicedi i"r dkepga xzq`
mya (c"d `"t dlibn 'qn) y"`xd 'k .miyp` lyn welg oaeig ,zeaiig miypy
ze`iven opi` ,ezrcl ,okle) drinya zeaiig miype `xwna miaiig miyp`y b"da
`qip ineqxt epiidc mipic 'a yi zeqek 'cay x`a l"vf c"ixbde .(g"i miyp`
qekd lr dkxa xeciqa `le `qip ineqxta zeaiig miype ,qekd lr dkxa xeciqe
.(l"nk`e)
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did b"x" (:fhw migqt) opzc `qip ineqxt ly oipr gqt oaxwa mb yiy epivne
,xexne dvn gqt od el`e g"i `vi `l gqta el` mixac 'b xn` `ly lk xne`
gqt gaf mzxn`e" ,xn`py mixvna epizea` iza lr mewnd gqty mey lr gqt
jixvy dxin`a 'it" eazk (mzxn`e d"c my) 'qezae ".'ebe gqt xy` 'dl `ed
exn`i ik dide" 'ky `xwna zehyt `ed oke ."milke` ep`y df gqt xnel
'ke] ."gqt gaf mzxn`e" `id daeyzde "mkl z`fd dceard dn mkipa mkilr
exkfiy ick ef devn iyxyn" (t"w zlik` 'vne gqtd zhigy 'vna) jepigd 'qa
.["mixvn z`ivia jxazi myd mdl dyry milecbd miqipd mlerl micedid
aegd" (xac wnrd) a"ivpd 'ite ,"zeytp zqkna" gqt oaxwa (c:ai zeny) 'ke
".f"dnfa zeqek 'c enk migztd lr xfgnd ipr lr 'it` lhen
,`l m`y ,`qip ineqxt ly devn `id gqt oaxw zevny a"ivpd cnly xexae
meyn da yie dxezd on `idy `id zcgein devne ,zeqek 'cl oeincd oaen `l
a"itae `"d t"w 'ldn `"t m"anx 'ir) ef devna zeaiig miype .`qip ineqxt
biliee n"xbd itn izrnye .`qip ineqxt ly zeevn x`ya enk (b"d m"ekr 'ldn
zeaiigy dfn `ed mixvn z`ivia xtql miyp ly aeigdy l"i f"try `"hily
"ly xcba epi` oaeig mpn` .qpd mqxtl mikixv t"wd lry gqt oaxw zevna
miyp zevna welig epivny enke ,miyp` ly aeigdn welge "mixvn z`ivi xetiq
df oaen f"tle .(dlrnl epazky dn 'ir) zeqek 'c zevnae dlibn `xwna
`l` oaeig oi`y (f"r 'lda) n"ivi xetiq zevna miypl aeig xikfd `l m"anxdy
'qa)ef devna miypl xeht xikfd `l dnl oaen mbe .t"w zevna oaeig meyn
miyp ly aeigl xewnd `id t"w zevny l"ie .zeaiig od dyrnly oeik (zeevnd
.oewz 'e`c oirk opax oewzc lky `qip ineqxt ly zeevn lka
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xcqd lil zaeg
Meir Finkelstein

'` wlg
z`ivi xn`zy izikf `le dpy miray oak ip` ixd :dixfr oa xfrl` iax xn`"
lk mixvn ux`n jz`v mei z` xkfz ornl' :`nef oa dyxcy cr zelila mixvn
1
".zelild –jiig ini lk .minid –jiig ini .'jiig ini
This dpyn presents the source of the devn of mixvn z`ivi zxikf every day
and night of the year. `nef oa derives from the words "jiig ini" and from the
seemingly extra word, "lk", that, in addition to the devn of z`ivi xetiq
mixvn exclusive to the night of oqip e"h, one is commanded to remember
mixvn z`ivi every day and night of the year. The jepig zgpn 2 explains that
the difference between the two miaeig is that while every day of the year one
is required to remember mixvn z`ivi, on the night of oqip e"h he is
additionally commanded to relate the story to his children. However, what is
the purpose of the isolation of mixvn z`ivi xetiq zevn? Why isn’t the daily
devn to relate the events of mixvn z`ivi to his children every night of the
year in addition to recall them for himself?
In order to substantiate this question it is necessary to understand the only
other event regarding which the dxez commands one to relate its events to
his children. dyn commands l`xyi ipa:

exeqi ote jipir e`x xy` mixacd z` gkyz ot c`n jytp xnye jl xnyd wx"
3
".'ebe axega zcnr xy` mei .jipa ipale jipal mzrcede jiig ini lk jaaln
Regarding ipiq xd cnrn, where l`xyi ipa were shown an image of the ceak
of 'd upon ipiq xd and they heard the voice of 'd speak to them face to face,
dyn commanded l`xyi ipa to remember this event and to inform their
children of it.
Regarding only ipiq xd cnrn and mixvn z`ivi does the dxez present
a devn4 to tell over events to one’s children. Presumably this is because it
was through these two events that l`xyi ipa were taken as the dlebq mr of
1. :a"i ,zekxa
2. `"k devn
3. 'h:'c ,mixac–'i
4.(my) z"dr o"anx explains that ipiq xd cnrn zrced is included in the `l zevn
dyrz to not forget ipiq xd cnrn.
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'd and because they are the foundations of their entire purpose and belief.
However, these zevn are not equal in terms of the time for their fulfillment.
The devn to relate the events of ipiq xd cnrn applies every day of the year.
However, although one is required to remember mixvn z`ivi every day, he
is only commanded to tell over its events to his children on one specific
night of the year. What is the uniqueness of the devn performed on the night
of oqip e"h limiting its aeig to that night?

xexne dvn
The weqt says:

"mixvnn iz`va il 'd dyr df xeara xn`l `edd meia jpal zcbde"

5

Many of the zevnd ipen 6 explain this weqt to be the source of the devn of
mixvn z`ivi xetiq. The `zlikn additionally understands it to be teaching
the appropriate time of the devn with the following dyxc:

cenlz ,mei ceran leki `edd meia i` .`edd meia xnel cenlz ,ycg y`xn leki"
lr jiptl migpen xexne dvn yiy drya `l` izxn` `l 'df xEara' xnFl
"jipgley
The `zlikn explains that to reject the possibility that the aeig of z`ivi xetiq
mixvn begins on oqip ycg y`x, the weqt specifies "`edd meia" –on that day,
namely, oqip e"h. To then counter the possibility that the aeig would begin
during the day, the weqt specifies "df xeara" – because of this, referring to
the dvn and xexn that must be on one’s table when reciting z`ivi xetiq
mixvn. Therefore, the aeig of mixvn z`ivi xetiq applies at the same time as
the aeig of dvn and xexn do which is on the night of oqip e"h. However, the
`zlikn adds two more words which create controversy amongst the miwqet.
It concludes by saying lr jiptl migpen xexne dvn yiy drya `l` izxn` `l"
jipgley". The xexne dvn must be on one’s table before him in order to allow
for the recitation of mixvn z`ivi xetiq. The m"anx 7 quotes the `zlikn but
omits these last two words. Why does he not include the end of the quote?
It appears that this is the basis for a big zwelgn amongst the miwqet. Based
on the oeyl of the `zlikn, the ield zia 8, the dninz dxez 9, and the ogley
5. 'g:b"i ,zeny
6. jepigd xtq ,m"anx
7. '`:'f ,dvne ung 'ld
8. ezcbda
9. 'g:b"i ,zeny
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axd jexr 10 maintain that it is not sufficient for one to own dvn and xexn and
have them in a box on the side, rather, dvn and xexn must be present on the
table in order to recite mixvn z`ivi xetiq. Others, such as the micbn ixt 11,
the oycd znexz 12, and the jepigd xtq 13 contend that the requirement of
dvn and xexn regarding mixvn z`ivi xetiq is merely that the devn only
applies at the time that one is aiig to eat dvn and xexn.
According to everyone however, the main idea of the `zlikn is that a strong
bond exists between the zevn of mixvn z`ivi xetiq and xexne dvn.
Regardless of whether the dvn and xexn must actually be present during the
xetiq or if the aeig is during the time of the miaeig to eat dvn and xexn (and
they are only actually brought out at the time that they are eaten), everyone
agrees that mixvn z`ivi xetiq cannot exist on its own without xexne dvn.
For this reason the mdxa` obn makes the following statement:
–df xeara' aizk `dc oinelyz el oi` gqt lila dcbd xn` `ly inc il d`xpe"

zevn elk`z axra' aizke ,'jiptl migpen xexne dvn yiy drya `l` izxn` `l
14
".'zeyx jli`e o`kn –
If one did not recite the dcbd on the night of oqip e"h he is unable to fulfill it
on a later date because after that night dvn zlik` is no longer a aeig and the
aeig of mixvn z`ivi xetiq only applies when there is a aeig of xexne dvn.
Similarly, `lxrt mgExi 'x 15 explains that both the o"anx and oe`b dicrq 'x
would maintain that xexne dvn are oiakrn the fulfillment of the devn of
mixvn z`ivi xetiq and that if one does not have dvn and xexn he is xeht
from mixvn z`ivi xetiq.
What is the zeaiyg of the dvn and xexn and why are they bonded so tightly
to mixvn z`ivi xetiq, causing the different miaeig to go hand in hand?
The miig utg 16 explains that the purposes of both the dvn and xexn are to
serve as visual aids in telling over mixvn z`ivi xetiq. He emphasizes that a
message cannot be instilled in a child’s mind unless he sees it being put to
action. Rav Chaim Shmulevitz17 understands the xexne dvn as the miig utg
10. 'k 'rq ,b"rz 'iq
11. d"tz 'iq ,adf zevayn
12. f"lw 'iq
13. `"k devn
14. d"tz 'iq
15. b"l dyr ,oe`b dicrq 'xl zevnd xtql zedbda
16. Haggadah of the Roshei Yeshiva, volume 3, page 96
17. Volume 3, page 120
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does and explains further that the `zlikn (quoted above) is emphasizing the
importance of teaching with the xexne dvn saying that one night of xetiq
mixvn z`ivi with the xexne dvn is more efficient than two weeks of xetiq
mixvn z`ivi without the xexne dvn.18
As was established above, however, mixvn z`ivi xetiq is not the only devn
which commands one to tell over certain events to his children. One is
required to relate the miqip of ipiq xd cnrn as well. Why is there no devn to
use visual aids while telling over those events in order to instill the message
in the children just as is done regarding mixvn z`ivi xetiq?

mixvnn `vi `ed eli`k envr z` ze`xl mc` aiig xece xec lka
After completing mixvn z`ivi xetiq the dcbd states that in every generation
one is commanded to view himself as if he was redeemed from mixvn. In
explanation of this statement the m"anx writes:

cearyn dzr `vi envra `ed eli`k envr z` ze`xdl mc` aiig xece xec lka"
ik zxkfe' dxeza d"awd dev df xac lre .'ebe myn `ived epze`e' xn`py mixvn
jkitl .zictpe zexigl z`vie car ziid jnvra dz` eli`k ,xnelk 'ziid car
cg` lke zexig jxc aqin `ede zezyle lek`l jixv dfd dlila mc` creqyk
19
".oiin zeqek drax` dfd dlila zezyl aiig miyp oia miyp` oia cg`e
In every generation one is obligated to portray himself on the night of e"h
oqip as if he is currently being redeemed from mixvn. Therefore, in addition
to the basic devn of mixvn z`ivi xetiq and the dcerq of aeh mei one must
eat in a reclined position and must drink four cups of wine. Interestingly, the
m"anx quotes the aeig to appear as if one is currently leaving mixvn as the
basis for the other primary miaeig of the night. It appears that the m"anx is
describing the atmosphere created on the night of oqip e"h. The zevn of
daiqd, zeqek 'c, dvn, and xexn come together to transform z`ivi xetiq
mixvn into a visual experience in which one creates the environment of
“currently being redeemed from mixvn.”The `"cig 20 writes similarly, that it
is insufficient for one to view himself in his mind as if he is currently leaving
mixvn, rather, he must passionately and enthusiastically portray himself to
all the members of his household as if he is being redeemed from slavery to
freedom. On the night of oqip e"h, the story of mixvn z`ivi is not simply told
18. Even according to the dhiy that xexne dvn do not have to be present
during mixvn z`ivi xetiq, bringing them out to eat them later fulfills this
purpose as well.
19. 'f- e:'f ,dvne ung 'ld
20. ytpd iza
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over, rather, on the same night that l`xyi ipa were redeemed from mixvn
3323 years ago and were taken as 'd’s nation, an atmosphere is re-created
each and every year in order to instill its importance and relevance in the
minds of the children. All year long one is obligated to recall these miqp for
himself and enhance his dpen` through them; however, only on the actual
night of redemption one is commanded to create an atmosphere which will
grip the minds of his children.
This same method is, in fact, used in relating the miqp of ipiq xd cnrn to
one’s children as well. The children have before them the azkay dxez and
dt lray dxez themselves which were given from 'd to dyn on ipiq xd. No
other visual objects or actions are necessary. Every day when one engages in
dxez cenlz he creates an atmosphere of dxez and dyecw and it is in such an
environment that one must relate the miqp of ipiq xd cnrn to his children,
instilling unwavering dpen` and reverence of 'd in them.
The aeig of dxez ozn contains two aspects just as does the aeig of
remembering mixvn z`ivi. Regarding mixvn z`ivi there is the daily aeig of
mixvn z`ivi zxikf as well as the annual aeig of mixvn z`ivi xetiq.
Similarly, the devn of dxez cenlz contains the devn of actually learning
dxez as well as relating miqip to one’s children. However, unlike z`ivi
mixvn, the aeig of xetiq regarding dxez ozn is daily. Why doesn’t this devn
only apply on oeiq 'e, the day which the dxez was given?
The xwi ilk notices that even in its commandment to observe zereay, the
dxez never refers to oeiq 'e as the date of dxez ozn. Perhaps his explanation
can explain the daily aeig of relating the events of ipiq xd cnrn as well. He
writes:

lka el dnec didiy mc`d jixvy itl reci mei liabdl 'd dvx `l dxez ozn lr"
l"fx exn` zn`a ik ,ipiq xdn dlaw mei eze`a eli`k dpyd zeni lkn meie mei
,ycg mrh da `ven `ed da ynynn wepizdy onf lky ,df ccl dlynp dxezdy
dnec didiy `ed oic ,ok lr .ycg mrh mei lka `ven da dbedd lk dxezd jk
lv` dxez ozn `ed mei lk ok m`e ,ipiq xdn dlaw meid eli`k mei lka eilr
21
".dzpizpl reci mei liabdl ie`x oi` ok lr .da mibedd
The dxez chose not to specify the date that the dxez was given because
every day one should view the dxez as if he received it on that day. Each
time one engages in dxez he discovers a new explanation or understands a
new approach and therefore it is as if one received the dxez on that day.

21. f"h:b"k ,`xwie
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It is possible to extend this idea to the devn of telling over the miqp of cnrn
ipiq xd as well. Every day one accepts the dxez anew and therefore every
day is a commemoration of dxez ozn. One must re-experience the miqp that
occurred at ipiq xd. Unlike mixvn z`ivi which occurred on one night, ozn
dxez continuously occurs, daily.

'a wlg
gaya miiqne zepba ligzn
The dpyn states:"gaya miiqne zepba ligzn"22
mixvn z`ivi xetiq is structured to begin with degradation and end with
praise. This instruction is explained in the `xnb:
,xn` l`enye epizea` eid milelb zcear icaer dligzn ,xn` ax ?zepba i`n"
23
".epiid micar
ax and l`eny debate the definition of beginning with degradation. ax says
that this requirement is to discuss the idolatrous ancestors of l`xyi ipa and
to progressively show how l`xyi ipa came to recognition of 'd. l`eny holds
that one need not extend past the strict topic of mixvn z`ivi and beginning
with degradation means to describe the slavery of l`xyi ipa in mixvn. The
m"anx describes the aeig of "gaya miiqne zepba ligzn" in the following
way:
,epizea` eid dligzay xtqne ligzn ?cvik .gaya miiqle zepba ligzdl jixve"
miiqne .milil` zcear xg` oitcexe ,ladd xg` oirehe ,mixtek ,eiptle gxz inia
ligzn oke .ecegil epaxwe zene`dn eplicade el mewnd epaxwy zn`d zca
ze`ltpae miqpa miiqne ,eplnby drxd lke mixvna drxtl epiid micary ricene
24
".epzexigae ,epl eyrpy
One is required to begin by discussing how gxz, the father of mdxa`, and
those before him were idol worshippers and denied the existence of 'd, and
conclude with how l`xyi ipa were later chosen to be the nation of 'd.
Furthermore, one is to begin with the description of the slavery of l`xyi ipa
and conclude with the great miracles that 'd performed in their redemption
and how He chose them as His nation. Rav Soloveitchik25 notices that the
m"anx quotes both the opinions of ax and l`eny. He therefore suggests that

22. .f"hw ,migqt
23. my
24. 'c:'f ,dvne ung 'ld
25. “Festival of Freedom”
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the m"anx does not understand the two mi`xen` to be arguing26. Rather, both
are integral components of mixvn z`ivi xetiq. One is required to relate how
l`xyi ipa underwent the transformation from being idol worshippers to
being chosen as the dlebq mr of 'd and receiving the dxez. The slavery and
redemption from mixvn were key components in the development of this
process. However, if this is the structure of mixvn z`ivi xetiq it appears that
a vital component is left out of the story related on oqip e"h. While zecar
mixvn and mixvn z`ivi are discussed at length, the dcbd does not mention
dxez ozn. If the purpose of mixvn z`ivi xetiq is to portray the national
development of l`xyi ipa it would appear that mixvn z`ivi cannot stand on
its own but must be linked to dxez ozn. Why do we not extend z`ivi xetiq
mixvn to dxez ozn?

zereaye xnerd zxitq
In order to properly understand the purpose of gqt and, specifically, the
night of oqip e"h it is necessary to understand the context in which gqt is
observed. On oqip f"h, the night following the night of mixvn z`ivi xetiq,
the devn of xnerd zxitq begins. Day one of the subsequent forty-eight days
leading up until zereayd bg is counted. The o"anx understands the essence
of xnerd zxitq in the following way:

miyecw mlek ik mdixg`le mdiptl dyecwa mini dray zevnd bga dev"
mei ycwe ,mler inik zereay dray mei mirax`e dryz epnn dpne ,'d mkezae
oey`xd oia cren ly elegk mizpia mixetqd minide .bg ly ipinyk ipiny
jezn erny eixace dlecbd ey` z` ea m`xdy dxez ozn mei `ede bga ipinyde
ipiny meik `ed ik ,'zxvr' zereayd bg mewn lka l"f epizeax e`xwi okle .y`d
27
".ok aezkd e`xwy bg ly
The days of xnerd zxitq are like days of cren ly eleg between gqt and
zereay. The time period from gqt through zereay is one time of dyecw and
is like one long bg. The dnkg jyn 28 explains as well that the fifty one days
26. In Rav Sherkin’s collection of mixeriy of the Rav on the micren titled
"mcw ixxd" he explains that the zwelgn between ax and l`eny is what the
main focus of one’s thanksgiving to 'd should be. According to ax one is to
thank 'd for the overall purpose of mixvn z`ivi which was the election of ipa
l`xyi as the dlebq mr of 'd. According to l`eny one is to focus on the actual
redemption from mixvn. However, ax and l`eny are in agreement that both
aspects should be included in mixvn z`ivi xetiq.
27. e"l:b"k ,`xwie
28. e"h:my
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from gqt through zereay are one unit and he elaborates that this is a
defining time period for l`xyi llk in which they separate themselves from
all other nations, proclaim their loyalty to 'd, and prepare to accept the dxez.
The night of oqip e"h is not an isolated night. mixvn z`ivi xetiq serves a
greater purpose beyond it. It begins a time period of dyecw in which ipa
l`xyi come closer to 'd and His dxez. Therefore, on the first night of gqt,
mixvn z`ivi is experienced in which the description of how l`xyi ipa
changed from idol worship to recognition of 'd (and ultimately being elected
as the dlebq mr) occurs. The slavery and redemption from mixvn which
were vital components in this process are discussed at length and d`ced is
given to 'd for the great miqp He performed. Following this, just as l`xyi ipa
did not receive the dxez immediately after their redemption from mixvn,
mixvn z`ivi is not immediately linked to dxez ozn. The xetiq ends after
mixvn z`ivi and the period of xnerd zxitq begins which is a time of
introspection and striving for closeness to 'd in preparation for dxez ozn.
Finally, on oeiq 'e this period of dyecw concludes with the observance of the
day that l`xyi ipa accepted the dxez, marking the completion of the mission
that began on gqt.
Rabbi Rothwachs (Rav of Congregation Beth Aaron) once described this
mission as the transition from animals to men. On oqip f"h, the second day of
gqt, the xner oaxw, consisting of barley, is brought. Barley is animal food.
On zereay the mgld izy oaxw, consisting of two loaves of bread, is brought.
Bread is human food. Rabbi Rothwachs explained that between gqt and
zerEay an internal change occurs as one works to improve himself and draw
closer to 'd, changing him from an animal to a man. mixvn z`ivi xetiq is
not an isolated night. Rather, it is the beginning of an exalted time period.
Why then does xnerd zxitq not begin on oqip e"h? If this night is the
beginning of this time period, setting its tone, wouldn’t it stand to reason that
it should be counted as day one?
Rav Soloveitchik29 writes that gqt is a holiday of great awe. The nation of
l`xyi ipa was born through wondrous miracles and divine revelation. 'd
redeemed l`xyi ipa Himself as the dcbd states, "j`ln `le ip`". The Rav
explains that such times have been repeated throughout the history of llk
l`xyi. There have been times in which the presence of 'd has been easily
recognizable. Every event clearly had the hand of 'd behind it. At such times
life is a great joy. There are no problems, dreams are fulfilled, and one feels
that life is purposeful. These times are represented by gqt. However, such
29.my mcw ixxd
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times do not last forever. The mielb miqp disappear. The mid zxiy is a mere
memory and wlnr attacks. One finds himself lost of purpose and direction
and life is full of contradiction. How is one supposed to respond to such
change? The Rav says that in such times a Jew must live with dignity. He
must commit to hard work to sustain himself but at the same time he needs
to be ready to sacrifice and give up for the sake of the community. Although
he is surrounded by enemies and doubt and he can barely sustain his own
household, he must still be prepared to submit himself to the community and
the dxez. This is symbolized by the xner oaxw. When times change and one
is living in times of difficulty he still must separate the first sheaf of barley
from the new harvest and bring it to the odk.
Contrary to gqt, the period of xnerd zxitq symbolizes the difficult
everyday life. Therefore, although the greatness of 'd and the redemption of
l`xyi ipa are discussed in an exalted atmosphere on the night of oqip e"h,
these same ideas and lessons must be remembered and applied in one’s
strenuous everyday life.
Rav Soloveitchik notes that xnerd zxitq is not unique in the sense that
many other instances of counting occur in dkld. Six days are counted
leading up to zay, six years are counted leading up to dhiny, forty nine
years are counted leading up to laei, certain mi`nh such as af and dcp are
required to count days, and an la` counts dray and miyely. What is the
role that counting plays in Jewish life? The Rav explained that when one
counts he looks both backwards and forwards. When he states that today is
the thirty third day of the xner he is recognizing that thirty two days have
passed but that many more are yet to come. The dxez requires each person to
look backwards and forwards at the same time. Life is full of both review
and thought and anticipation and searching. One must contemplate and
understand Jewish history and must understand the stories of the dxez and
develop an understanding of 'd. However, such stories and events are not
meant to remain in the past, rather, one must apply them to daily life and
utilize them to understand the world around him. The Rav states that one
who understands the stories of the dxez understands the world around him.
This is the goal of xnerd zxitq. One is to understand history, namely, z`ivi
mixvn, the travels in the xacn, and ultimately dxez ozn, but at the same time
he must use these events to look forwards in his daily life. The Rav
concludes with the following statement:
“The Jew who approaches Mount Sinai to receive the Torah is rooted in the
ancient past and at the same time committed to a future pre-experienced as a
reality. One’s mind is precise and exact, pedantic as to the component parts,
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and also beholds an exalted vision of the whole. All this is symbolized by
counting the xner.”
On zereay the conclusion of the mission is reached having both analyzed the
past and having looked forward in preparation to accept the dxez, moving
forwards.
On the first night of gqt, with the atmosphere we are creating with xetiq
mixvn z`ivi, we begin a fifty one - day - long mission in which we
recognize our roots and journey to becoming the nation of 'd. We understand
the foundations of our existence and look ahead to their application in our
daily life.
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The Four Sons
Tzipora Ross
When examining the pesukim in which the four sons ask their questions, we
may be left with several questions ourselves. First, what is the general
context in which the Torah records the asking of these questions? Second,
do the answers in the Torah correspond with the answers in the Haggadah,
and if not, why? Third, how do the questions connote the character traits
that the Haggadah ascribes to the sons?
The source for the four sons comes from the Yerushalmi, Pesachim 10:4.
Strangely, the Gemara alters the mkg’s question from the pasuk (Devarim
6:20) "mkz` epiwl` 'd dev xy` mihtynde miwgde zecrd dn" to "dev xy`
epze` epiwl` 'd." Our Haggadah quotes the pasuk verbatim, which often
leads the more astute to comment that, like the ryx, the mkg seems to
remove himself from the group by using the term "mkz`" - you. The ipt
dyn, commenting on the Yerushalmi, explains that the mkg purposely alters
the pasuk so as not to remove himself from the group.
What is the context of the mkg’s question? In other words, why does the
Yerushalmi attribute the character trait of wisdom to the son who asks such a
question? First, it is important to realize that the mkg’s question alone is the
only one not in zeny, but rather in mixac. It takes place after the command
of rny, told not to the slave generation that had experienced the Exodus, but
to their children, who lived their entire existence surrounded by divine
clouds. It is this son, presumably the third generation, who wants to know
the essentials behind halakha. The Torah answers "epiid micar"; in other
words, he must remember his history because, as Rabbi Shimshon Raphael
Hirsch writes, only if a Jew realizes where he came from, can he properly
serve d"awd.
Although the dcbd lra includes the pasuk of "epiid micar" in the evening’s
liturgy, the answer he gives to the mkg is in fact from the Mishna: oi`"
"onewit` gqtd xg` oixihtn (Pesachim 10:8). Perhaps the nature of the
mkg’s question indicates that we need to answer him on a deeper level, for
one cannot really know the mihtyne ,miwg ,zecr without delving into dxez
dt lray. Why do we choose to answer him with the halakha of this
Mishna specifically? Perhaps because it is the last Mishna in Pesachim that
deals directly with the seder. Alternatively, the Gemara (119b) comments
that the word oixihtn means that one should not move from one group to
another when eating the gqt oaxw. Staying with one’s original group,
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ostensibly one’s family, is an essential part of the gqt oaxw and therefore of
xcqd lil. Perhaps the dcbd lra’s answer then is not as different from the
Torah’s as we first assumed. Both answers show how essential it is to study
and connect to one’s roots. These roots include both one’s family and one’s
liturgy, namely the dt lray dxez.
While we have explained that the mkg tries to be inclusive, we recognize the
ryx’s quality of excluding himself. His question (Shmot 12:26) is asked in
the larger context of Moshe instructing Bnai Yisrael to place blood on their
doorposts. Once they enter into Eretz Yisrael, the ryx asks dceard dn"
"mkl z`fd. The Torah answers that the father should say gqt gaf mzxn`e"
"...mixvna l`xyi ipa iza lr gqt xy` 'dl `ed. By virtue of the fact that the
ryx uses the word z`f, this conversation is taking place during the Pesach
seder itself. Hence the dcbd lra’s scathing response: - il 'd dyr df xEara"
"el `le il - since he excluded himself by saying "mkl" we can exclude him
as well.
Another notable difference related to the context of the ryx’s question is the
following: for each of the other sons, the Torah introduces the question with
almost the identical pasuk of jl rayp xy`k iprpkd ux` l` 'd j`iai ik"
"...jzea`le an emphasis on the promise that Hashem made to the Avot to
bring their descendants into Eretz Yisrael. For the ryx however, the Torah
says, (Shmot 12:25) xac xy`k mkl 'd ozi xy` ux`d l` e`eaz ik dide"
"z`fd dceard z` mzxnye. The key differences are the marked absence of
the promise to the Avot and the absence of the word "xgn" found in the
questions of the mkg and the mz. The land is ours not because of an ancient
divine promise, but seemingly only if we keep this service, namely
remembering mixvn z`ivi by offering the gqt oaxw each year. In addition,
in this context, the ryx does not wait for tomorrow, for the mistiness of time
to obscure the reason for a mitzvah. Although he also asks in the future, it is
in the context of actually doing the mitzvah. By questioning the validity of
the dcear, the ryx rejects the history of our nation’s birth. Had he been in
Egypt, he would not have been redeemed because he would have similarly
rejected nationhood then as well.
An obvious difference between the Yerushalmi’s version of the four sons and
the Haggadah’s is the referral to the mz as a yth. yth is seemingly a
negative trait, and yet mz, while it may be someone who is foolish or
uneducated, also denotes zeninz as in "mz yi` awri". In fact, Ramban sees
him as positive, not someone who scoffs at the mitzvot. He proves this by
the use of the word xgn. Like the mkg, the mz has the sense or the manners
not to question the mitzvot of gqt while they occur, but rather waits for the
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apparently unrelated mitzva of xeng xht oeict to ask "z`f dn". The mz is
neither a mkg nor a ryx, and so we answer him simply: 'd ep`ived ci wfega"
"micar zian mixvnn. Here we have the same answer in the Torah and the
Haggadah. The answer is both concise and historical; we keep these mitzvot
because of the landmark historical event of our Exodus. Had Hashem not
spared the mixeka of Bnai Yisrael, had He not taken us out of Egypt, none of
these mitzvot would exist because we as a nation would not exist.
Finally, we come to the le`yl rcei epi`y. He is being taught within the
context of the Pesach seder itself (Shmot 13:8), xn`l `edd meia jpal zcbde"
"mixvnn iz`va il 'd dyr df xeara. Perhaps he is too young to ask, but the
tangible experiences of the seder can enlighten him about the Exodus. Or
perhaps he is an adult son who is completely apathetic about Torah and
mitzvot. Therefore, we find the context of his unasked question in the
introduction to the mitzva of tefillin. Tefillin is a daily mitzva that
emphasizes our actions (ci ly oilitz) and our thoughts (y`x ly oilitz) as
being devoted to Hashem. The father needs to explain to his son that it is not
only at the annual seder that we remember and discuss our history, but every
single day, when wearing tefillin. As Rabbi Shimshon Raphael Hirsch
explains, xcqd lil is not an ancient story, but a current one. Its relevance
applies to our generation because we are so sure of the tradition that we are
transmitting to our children. If we conduct the seder properly, then this son
will realize it is his own father’s head that the zend j`ln passed over, his
own father’s hand that had been shackled in chains, and his own father who
was liberated from Egypt. Hence, the dcbd lra uses the same pasuk for the
ryx and the le`yl rcei epi`y - not to compare them, but for completely
different emphases. This child needs to feel connected to his past, not
excluded from it. When the father says ""il 'd dyr he is stretching out his
hand to the le`yl rcei epi`y to include him in the mesora.
While the Torah and the Haggadah respond differently to the sons’
questions, underlying themes connect the responses. Both emphasize the
need to connect to one’s family and to one’s history. The Seder is the best
example of these two areas coming together. We use the dt lray dxez to
illustrate the azkay dxez, as well as adding in long-standing customs, while
placing an overall emphasis on transmission to future generations.
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Go Out and Learn
Dov Adler
Throughout the Haggadah we find many references to the Avos and to the
role they played in the rise of Klal Yisrael. The paragraph of V'hi She'amda
is sandwiched in between the description of the bris bain habesarim and
Tzai U'lmad, which describes Lavan's role in trying to uproot everything
Ya'akov stood for. As it states, aŸw£ri©l§ zFU£r©l iO¦ x£̀
© d̈ oä¨l WT¥ A¦ dn© ,cn§
© lE `¥v"
"lŸMdÎz
© ¤̀ xŸw£r©l WT¥ A¦ oä¨le§ ,mixk̈
¦ G§d© lr© `¨N ¤̀ x©fb̈ `Ÿl dŸrx§R© W¤ .Epi«a¦ `¨ - “Go out and
learn what Lavan wanted to do to our father Ya'akov, for Pharoah issued a
decree only against the male children, but Lavan wanted to uproot
everything.”
Two questions arise about this sequence. First, what is the meaning of `¥v"
"cn§
© lE– “Go Out and learn.” Where are we “going”? We do most of our
learning in the context of our homes, our shuls and our community. What
does the ba’al Haggadah refer to when instructing us to go out and learn?
Second, what is the connection to the previous paragraph of V'hi She'amda
which states that Hakadosh Baruch Hu saves us from our enemies in every
generation?
The following interpretation was suggested by my father in a drasha he
delivered in K''K Rinat Yisrael, in h"nyz. We find the word "`¥v" used by
the Torah in a very different context. In Parshas Noach (Braishis 8:16)
Hakadosh Baruch Hu tells Noach 'dazd on `v". The rain had stopped, the
water had receded and G-d was now instructing Noach to leave the daz. The
obvious question on that pasuk is why did Hashem have to instruct and
command Noach to leave the daz? After being in the daz for the last year,
once he realized it was time to leave, it would seem logical that he would
want to leave! He would want to take his family out of their cramped
quarters and see what of the world remained. Why would Noach wait for
Hakadosh Baruch Hu to command him to leave the daz? Rather, after
the lEan, Noach thought that perhaps it would be better for him to remain in
the daz and not to embark on starting the world anew. Perhaps it was not
worth it to invest all of his energy into creating a new world only for
Hakadosh Baruch Hu to get angry once again and to bring the destruction all
over again. It seemed impossible to live up to the standards that Hakadosh
Baruch Hu expected and therefore it was not worth it. It would be
impossible to ward off all of the enemies of Hakadosh Baruch Hu who want
to distance the world from Torah and Mitzvos. Why make the sacrifice if it
all will be for naught? Hence, Hashem had to command Noach –“Leave the
daz.”You have the mandate to start fresh, to start a new world and to do
your best at making sure that the next generation will be one that Hakadosh
Baruch Hu is proud of.
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Similarly, this applies generations later to Klal Yisrael as well. In V'hi
She'amda we say "Ep«zFN
¥ k§
© l Epi«¥lr̈ cnr̈
© ,cä§lA¦ cg̈ ¤̀ `ŸlW"
¤ – “for not only one
enemy has risen against us to destroy us.”We have many enemies - external
enemies that we see on a daily basis and enemies that we deal with
internally, within our conscience and our beliefs. Many individuals and
many generations will have the same thought process as Noach. “It’s not
worth it to fight the day to day battles. It’s difficult to face the pressure of
being a Jew in public. It's not worth it to face the challenges that Hakadosh
Baruch Hu puts before us. We can be Jews in private, in our own daz, but
publicly it is not worth it to fight that battle. It’s not something we can
overcome.”Other generations will take it one step further and say that it is
not worth it to fight that battle at all and they may totally give up being an
Eved Hashem. Therefore, the Ba’al Haggadah uses the terminology of `¥v
cn§
© lE. Just as G-d was commanding Noach to go into the world, to do his
best at warding off those who may oppose his way of life and his belief in
G-d, so too, Hashem is commanding us to go out and learn. Step into the
public domain to see what Lavan tried to do. Step into the public domain to
learn how we can counter our enemies, both physical and spiritual, in order
to help perpetuate the name of Hashem. Therefore on the heels of V'hi
she'amda, we recite cn§
© lE `¥v -to counterbalance the natural instinct of the
human being to retreat and to instruct us that we cannot worry about what
others will do to us. We can only be responsible for what we can do for
ourselves.
Ya'akov Avinu also could have fallen prey to the same thought process. He
had a brother who was chasing him and who wanted to kill him. He was
away from his family for 20 years and lived in a house of ovdai ovoda zarah.
Yet, he was able to overcome and resist any temptation he faced. As Chazal
darshen – "izxny zFevn b"ixze izxb oal mr"- “I lived with Lavan, who was
an ovaid ovoda zarah, yet I was able to keep my emunah and my
commitment to Hakadosh Baruch Hu and His mitzvos.”
Many commentators find it difficult to identify the source of the theme of `¥v
cn§
© lE. Where did Lavan attempt to eradicate everything? The Vilna Gaon
explains that indeed there is no explicit source for this statement. However,
that is precisely the point. There are times when our enemies fully announce
their intent to eradicate the Jewish people. At other times they contemplate
the idea without precisely stating their intentions. Hakadosh Baruch Hu is
still aware of their intentions and destroys them as well. The proof of this is
Lavan. Even though his intention to destroy us is not documented, Hakadosh
Baruch Hu still saves us from his hands.
During the seder night we tell the world that we are not afraid. We open up
the door after bentching, before reciting Shfoch Chamascha, not to let
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Eliyahu in, as many have learned in yeshiva ketana, but rather to show the
world the belief we have in the Lail Shimurim. We demonstrate the belief we
have that Hakadosh Baruch Hu indeed will protect us against any enemy. It
is our collective hope and prayer that this Pesach will once again serve as a
reminder for us not to be afraid of our enemies. May it remind us to Go out
and show the world our unwavering belief in our G-d. May this Pesach serve
as a source of inner strength in our continuing daily service of Hakadosh
Baruch Hu.
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The Plague of Darkness Explained:
The Machlokes between the GR”A and Einstein
on the Nature of Light and Darkness
Dr. Yosi Fishkin
The plague of darkness was the most mysterious of the ten plagues in Egypt.
Every other plague involved some permutation of something we have
physically seen in this world, albeit in an extraordinary manifestation. But
the darkness in Egypt differed from the darkness we usually experience in
many ways.
The Torah states (Shemos 10:23) V’yamesh choshech – “and the darkness
will be palpable.” Not only was this darkness impervious to light, but also to
movement; the Egyptians were restricted in their mobility during this time
period. However, as the pasuk states, for the Jews there was light. They
experienced the freedom of sight and movement.
This darkness was clearly different from the usual darkness we customarily
experience in the absence of light. Since this plague of darkness was a
one-time event that we have not experienced since, it is impossible for us to
fully understand the nature of the experience. But perhaps we can combine
traditional sources with modern science to try to gain a better understanding
of the nature of this plague of darkness.
In order to appreciate the nature of this miraculous darkness, we need to
understand more fully the nature of light. Is darkness simply the absence of
light, or is darkness a separate entity in the natural world? As we shall see,
there are two basic approaches to this question.
The opinion of the GR”A1 (1720-1797) is that darkness is an entity to itself,
and not simply the absence of light. He cites the pasuk (Yeshayah 45:7)
Yotzer Or U’voreh Choshech–“He formed light, and created darkness.” To
understand the difference between usage of the word “Yotzer”and the word
“Boreh” in this pasuk, it is necessary to understand that there are four
distinct worlds2:
1. The Olam Ha’asiyah – our physical world. “Asiyah” refers to
putting the finishing touches on something which has already been
created.

1. At the end of his peirush to Sefer Yetzirah, as well as in Aderes Eliyahu.
2. According to Chachmei Hakabbalah; the wording here is as elucidated by
Rav Schwab in Rav Schwab on Prayer.
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2.
3.
4.

The Olam HaYetzirah – the world where Hashem “forms” things
that will eventually exist in the Olam Ha’asiyah.
The Olam Haberiyah – the world of creation, where Hashem
creates something where nothing previously existed.
The Olam Ha’atzilus –a higher level, the world before creation.

By saying Yotzer Or U’voreh Choshech, the pasuk refers to the process of
Yetzirah for light, but Beriyah for darkness. Beriyah implies a creation
without defined characteristics or limits, while Yetzirah implies a creation
with specifications. Hashem “formed”light by giving it defined boundaries
that describe its attributes. Light can only project a specific distance, it must
have a source, and it has other physical limitations, as well. Darkness, on
the other hand, was made through Beriyah without Yetzirah; it was created,
but limits were not put on it. Darkness can extend out to infinity, and
doesn’t require a “source;” darkness simply “appears” whenever a light
source is removed.
The one limitation Hashem put on darkness is that it cannot intermingle with
light; wherever light exists, darkness cannot penetrate. This unique
limitation is what is meant by the pasuk Vayavdel bein ha’Or uvein
ha’Choshech (Bereishis 1:4) – Hashem “divided between the light and
between the darkness.” This is similar to the air that fills the world – it
naturally extends everywhere in the world, but in the physical location where
a person or any other object stands, air is displaced from that spot.
Keeping in mind these concepts, we can now understand, to a limited extent,
what took place during the plague of darkness. Hashem temporarily “flipped
the switch,” as it were, removing the usual limitations on darkness and
giving it additional powers. Although usually darkness could not exist in the
presence of light, suddenly, when Moshe stretched out his hands toward the
shamayim, the rules changed. Darkness was able to penetrate even in areas
where usually light existed, and was no longer pushed away by light. The
normal restrictions on darkness were removed to such an extent that it was
even able to limit the Egyptians’physical movement. However, for the
Jewish people, hayah or b’moshvosum – they had light, and the light for
them behaved as it usually does, pushing away darkness.
We see, therefore, that according to the GR”A, both light and darkness have
their own unique existences, each with rules set forth by the Ribono shel
Olam. However, let’s now explore what modern science teaches us about the
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nature of light, and its ramifications for understanding the spiritual nature of
light and darkness3.
In 1905, Albert Einstein published his Theory of Relativity. He
demonstrated that matter, space, and time are all interconnected, with each
having an influence on the other. These conclusions happen to be consistent
with the views of early Jewish philosophical writers.
One of the fascinating aspects of Einstein’s theories is the concept of the
relativity of time. Time slows down in proportion to speed; the faster an
object travels, the slower the effect of time on that object. To give a classic
explanatory example: If an astronaut and an observer on the ground both
synchronize their watches, and then the astronaut spends time in a spacecraft
traveling at very high speeds, an interesting result ensues. When the
astronaut and the observer on the ground later compare their watches, more
time will have passed for the observer on the ground than for the astronaut.
The ground-based watch may display 9:00 am, while the astronaut’s watch
may only indicate 8:55 am. Time actually passes more slowly on the
spaceship, relative to the observer on the ground. This is not just a
theoretical idea, but has been proven through many modern experiments.
The faster an object moves, the slower it travels in time. The fastest speed in
the universe is the speed of light, which is just over 186,000 miles per
second. At that speed, time actually stops altogether, which is admittedly a
difficult concept for the human brain to grasp. Light travels, by definition, at
the speed of light. Therefore, since light is traveling at the speed of light,
light itself is not bound by the structure of time as we know it. All of us are
familiar with light and we interact with light on a constant basis throughout
the day. But it is an amazing concept to contemplate that light exists outside
the rules of time.
This is a fascinating concept, but what is its spiritual significance? The
Ribono shel Olam created the world as a world bound by the rules of time.
The world, and everything in it, has a definite past, present, and future. We,
as human beings created to function in this world, cannot even contemplate
what it would mean to be “outside” or “before” time. How do we even
explain what the nature of time really is? Time is defined by the Maharal
(1520-1609) in his sefer Ohr Chadash as a phenomenon of constantly
changing existence. Our bodies are constantly changing, the world around
us is constantly changing, our thoughts are constantly changing, and all these
3. Much of the following analysis is based on Rabbi Yisrael Lorberbaum’s
The Dimension Beyond, the English translation of his sefer HaMeimad
HaNosaf, which is highly recommended reading for those interested in this
subject.
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provide the experience of time. We don’t experience time passing while
we’re asleep, unconscious, or otherwise deprived of our senses. Hashem
gave us the gift of living in a time-bound world, since this provides us with
changing moments in time that we can use to serve Him in many different
ways throughout our lives. The gift of time also allows us to develop and
continuously improve ourselves. This is the concept of time in our physical
world.
The spiritual world, as opposed to the physical world, exists outside time and
is not bound by it. In the spiritual world, things are constant and
unchanging. Hashem is unchanging, and He exists in past, present, and
future with no change and no contradiction. Malachim are unchanging,
unmoving, as indicated by the example of them having one “foot”since they
do not “walk.” Spiritual concepts and dimensions are constants that exist
outside of time.
Now, if we can define the physical world as being that which is subject to
the laws of time, and the spiritual world as that which is outside time –what
category does light belong to, physical or spiritual? Light obviously has a
physical manifestation in our world, and we interact with light on a constant
basis in our world. On the other hand, since light is not bound by time, as
explained above, it has a spiritual nature to it as well. Light has both a
physical and spiritual nature.
The pasuk (Mishlei 6:23) states Ki ner mitzvah v’Sorah or, “A mitzvah is a
candle and Torah is light.” The Maharal explains that Torah is compared to
light because the Torah is not dependent on the physical world, it is entirely
spiritual. Therefore, it is compared to light, since light is also a spiritual
phenomenon. Neither the Torah nor light is bound by the rules of time.
Mitzvos, however, are very much bound by the physical world. Mitzvos
depend on the human being who is performing the mitzvah, as well as the
time the mitzvah is taking place. Mitzvos are therefore compared to a
candle, which depends on its specific physical location in time and space to
provide light. A candle is a specific physical location that provides a source
for light, which can have a spiritual nature. Similarly, a mitzvah is a specific
time-and-space-bound manifestation of a spiritual idea in the Torah.
Light has both a physical and spiritual nature. What is the reason for this
dual nature of light? What’s so special about light that it deserves to be free
of the bounds of time? Science can describe the fact that light is not subject
to time, but it cannot explain the underlying reason for this fact. To
determine the reason, we need to look at the creation of light, as described
by the Torah.
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On the first day of creation, Hashem said (Bereishis 1:3) “Let there be light.”
The very first recorded “statement”of Hashem in the Torah was the creation
of light. But it’s not until the fourth day of creation that the sun, moon and
stars, the sources of light, were created. If the source did not yet exist, what
was the nature of the light that existed on the first day? The Gemara
(Chagiga 12a) explains that it was a unique type of spiritual light that would
have permitted man to see from one end of the world to the other. Hashem
saw that it was unfitting for mortals to use, so after the creation of this purely
spiritual aspect of light, He then hid this spiritual light away for the future.
Instead, on the fourth day, physical light was created. This physical light
still retained some of its spiritual aspects, it is still referred to as “light”just
like the purely spiritual light created on the first day, but it was a spiritual
light wrapped in a physical form more fitting for use by human beings.
It is no coincidence that light was created so early in the creation process,
immediately after the “beginning of time”; it came into existence very close
to the “before-time”state. It is therefore less surprising that time has such a
tenuous hold on light.
This is the unique aspect of light: it is a physical creation that has its roots in
its original spiritual nature.
Now, according to this way of thinking about light, how do we define
darkness? Unlike the GR”A, who postulated that darkness is an entity to
itself, according to Einstein and others who describe the modern scientific
way of analyzing light, darkness is the absence of light. This actually fits
with the basic p’shat of the pesukim. The second pasuk of the Torah
mentions the fact that there was darkness, but unlike the creation of light in
the next pasuk, it doesn’t mention the fact that darkness was explicitly
created. The word choshech immediately follows the term sohu va’vohu,
further leading to the implication that darkness was related to the state of
“emptiness,”a lack of creation. It is clear from the p’shat that darkness was
the state before the creation of light, but not a creation all to itself. Einstein’s
science appears to be in agreement with the p’shat of the pasuk.
If light is a physical manifestation of an innately spiritual nature, then
darkness is the total absence of that spiritual nature. Darkness, as the
opposite of light, is representative of an “anti-spirituality.”
Let us now apply this to the plague of darkness in Egypt. If we conceive of
darkness as being anti-light and at the same time anti-spiritual, a number of
interesting consequences can arise from this line of reasoning.
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Egypt was a country deep in Tumah, and as a result of the Egyptian
influence, the Jewish people had sunk to the 49 th level of Tumah. Egypt was
as close as possible to being a national manifestation of anti-spirituality. It
was a very fitting punishment, therefore, to inflict Egypt with darkness,
which is itself the antithesis of spirituality.
The pasuk states that while the Egyptians were experiencing darkness, the
Jews were experiencing light. The innate nature and destiny of the two
nations manifested themselves in their physical experiences. Egypt, the
anti-spiritual nation, experienced darkness, at the precise moment that the
Jews, the primary spiritual nation, experienced light.
The Midrash states that it was during this plague of darkness that those Jews
who were unworthy of redemption perished. The contrast of the light versus
darkness divided between the more spiritual versus the less spiritual among
the people, with mortal consequences. The spiritual aspect of light
“protected” those who were more spiritual, while those who were lacking
spirituality were lost in the darkness.
Although the Jews had reached a terribly deep level of Tumah, the Torah
still attests to the fact that they had light. Even with darkness/anti-spirituality
around them, the Jews were about to begin their journey upwards through
the levels of greater Kedusha. Even the very beginning steps of this process,
where they were just barely escaping the clutches of Tumah and starting
their long journey upwards, is described by the Torah as light/spirituality.
If we accept the fact that light is a combined manifestation of both physical
and spiritual forces, perhaps we can conjecture that this can also explain the
restrictive nature the darkness placed on the Egyptians’movements. The
Egyptians were forced to experience total and absolute darkness. All of the
effects of light were removed from them, representing a removal of
combined physical and spiritual forces. With the absence of physical forces,
they were deprived of their physical ability to move through space. With the
removal of spiritual forces, their psychological motivation to move was
removed as well. The combined spiritual and physical consequences of the
absolute darkness prevented them from any movement for the duration of the
plague.
We have attempted to understand the plague of darkness in Egypt from the
perspective of two approaches. We have considered the approach of the
GR”A, who felt that darkness was a created entity of its own with its own
unique attributes. We have contrasted that with our second approach, stating
that darkness is the absence of light, representative of a lack of spirituality.
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When Einstein eventually received his Nobel Prize in 1921, it wasn’t for the
principles of relativity discussed above. It was for his description of the
quantum mechanics of light: Light can behave as a particle, and as a wave, at
the exact same time. Although these are two apparently contradictory
concepts, both are true simultaneously4. This radical concept took the secular
scientific world by storm, but it was no chiddush in the beis medrash. This
principle is clearly found in the Gemara in the statement “Elu v’elu divrei
Elokim chayim”(Eruvin 13b). Two sides of a Machlokes, which may seem
to be opposites, can both be correct.
Although they seem to be opposite approaches to the plague of darkness, the
principles of quantum mechanics, and Elu V’Elu, demonstrate that there may
be no essential contradiction at all between the approach of the GR”A and
the consequences of Einstein’s relativity.
May this Yom Tov season be one of light and increased spirituality for us
all.

4. A revolutionary concept, which although difficult to comprehend, has
been experimentally proven. The physicist Niels Bohr said, “Anyone who is
not shocked by quantum theory has not understood it.”
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Pesach, Matzah, Maror - Leap of Faith
Rabbi Asher Teigman
The Haggadah quotes Rabban Gamliel’s statement that anyone who does not
speak of three things does not fulfill his obligation of Sipur Yetzias Mitrayim
at the Seder: Pesach, Matzah and Marror. Obviously, these mitzvos are
central to the night of Pesach, especially in the times of the Bais Hamikdash,
but what is their deeper message that makes their mere mention so pivotal to
Pesach night, and can we take this message away with us into our everyday
lives?
I’d like to share the following understanding based on the Ohr Gedalyahu.
The Korban Pesach commemorates the fact that Hashem “pasach”over the
Jewish homes during Makkas Bechoros. The Ohr Gedalyahu explains that
the fact that Hashem “skipped over”the Jewish homes represents that Bnai
Yisrael experienced a level of gilui Shechina they did not deserve. They
were not yet at the spiritual level normally necessary to merit such nissim.
Hashem, in His infinite mercy, allowed Bnai Yisrael to “skip”to the level of
tahara required to experience such gilui Shechina. Thus, the entire geulah
of Yetzias Mitrayim was a leap of spiritual growth.
Generally speaking, spiritual growth is obtained through gradual
introspection and self improvement. However, there are times that we
experience a sudden inspiring moment and if we do not try to capitalize on
that moment right away, the inspiration wears off and we have lost an
opportunity to come closer to Hashem. In those moments of inspiration, we
must immediately take action and introspect only later. Yetzias Mitzrayim is
one of the events that Bnai Yisrael needed to capitalize on immediately, and
they did so. That is represented by the Matzah. Bnai Yisrael did not wait for
the dough to rise, and they did not take their time to contemplate the
situation. Rather, they saw the need to capitalize immediately on the
awesomeness of what they experienced.
Bnai Yisrael’s ability to seize the moment would not have been possible had
they not felt that they were in galus. Had they gotten used to their routine
and felt content with their lives, they would not have had the will power to
follow Hashem blindly into the desert. The Marror represents the fact that
Bnai Yisrael recognized their galus and were therefore able to pick
themselves up and leap to new heights.
That being the case, why does the Matzah precede the Marror at the Seder?
The reason is that the Marror also represents the realization that we must
praise Hashem even for the bitterness we experience. The galus is
preparation for geulah, and ultimately is for our own good. However, this
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realization can only be obtained in retrospect. Only after we have
experienced geulah can we look back and see that Hashem was with us the
entire time, guiding our every day lives. This is why even though the
bitterness preceded the geulah, at the Seder the Matzah comes before the
Marror, because only after we experience geulah can we recognize that the
bitterness was also to our own benefit and worthy of praise to Hashem.
Every year, Pesach provides us with a new opportunity to improve our
relationship with Hashem. We must seize the moment and not waste the
opportunity.
Sefiras HaOmer provides us with the opportunity to
contemplate our growth, but only after the spiritual high of Pesach. May we
take these messages to heart and ultimately experience the Geulah
Sheleimah.
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Charoses –To Shake or Not to Shake
Rabbi Elchanan Dulitz
The mishnah in Pesachim states: At the seder we bring matza, maror and
charoses to the table even though it is not a mitzvah. R. Eliezer argues and
claims that charoses is a mitzvah. The gemara will analyze both sides of
this dispute. Is charoses a mitzvah or not? If charoses is a mitzvah, why do
we not make a bracha when we eat it, and if it is not a mitzvah, then why is
it not mafsik when we eat it with the matzah and maror. In addition, we will
attempt to address the issue of why we shake off the charoses and whether it
resolves all problems.
The gemara asks if charoses is not a mitzvah, then why bring it to the seder
table in the first place? The answer given is because of “kapa.” The gemara
explains that the smell of the charoses gets rid of kapa. What exactly is
meant by “kapa” is itself subject to a debate.
Rashi says that kapa is a sharp taste with the possibility of poison contained
in the maror. Dipping maror into charoses eliminates the kapa. Tosfos
argues and says that kapa is a worm. This worm dies when it smells the
charoses. The obvious problem with the approach of Tosfos is that even if
the worm in the maror is dead, one should not be permitted to eat the maror
as a full worm never becomes batel? Tosfos assumes that the person
checked for worms and concluded that the maror was clean. If that is the
case, why does one need the charoses at all, --if one checks and confirms
that the maror is free of worms, there should be no need for charoses
according to Tosfos, and if one is not able to determine that there are no
worms in the maror, then charoses does not help? Tosfos concludes that it
must be that we rely on rov, namely most maror does not contain these
worms. For the issur of eating non kosher we can rely on a rov to allow it,
but when it comes to danger we have a much lower tolerance and we cannot
rely on a majority and must use the charoses as the antidote.
The gemara asks what the basis is for R. Eliezer to assume charoses is a
mitzvah. R. Levi says charoses serves as a remembrance of the tapuach
(usually translated as an apple tree), while R. Yochanan says charoses
serves as a remembrance of the mortar in Egypt.
The gemarah in Shabbos quotes Shir HaShirim, which compares the Jews
to an apple tree. Rashbam explains the comparison by quoting the gemara
in Sota which states that the women in Egypt gave birth under the apple tree.
On Pesach the charoses reminds us of these great women. He then quotes a
second reason, just like the tapuach has the fruit grow in before the leaves so
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too the Jews accepted Hashem’s commandments before he told them what
the commandments were at Har Sinai. Tosfos, assuming that an apple tree
does not grow in this manner, says that tapuach refers to an esrog where the
leaves grow in after the fruit. Tosfos cites a proof from Targum Unklos, who
translates the word as the “fragrance of an Esrog.” Tosfos also quotes the
Yerushalmi, which holds that charoses is a remembrance of the blood in
Egypt. In order to comply with both positions, Tosfos suggests that we
should start making the charoses very thick and immediately before we use
it, add wine to thin it out so it will have a similar look and texture to blood.
Rambam has an alternate recipe. He states that we must crush figs or dates
and nuts and then add vinegar to the mixture. However, when he quotes the
mitzvah he states that the obligation is to put it on the table as opposed to
eating it and therefore there is no bracha when we eat it.
The Shulchan Aruch concludes like Tosfos and assumes that we should start
by making a thick mixture of apples, figs, nuts and pomegranates and then
right before we eat it we should add wine or vinegar and liquefy it. We
should dip the maror in but not lose the bitter taste because that would defeat
the purpose of the maror. The Mishnah Brurah adds that this addition should
be done right before the charoses is eaten. If erev Pesach is Shabbos then
there is a potential problem of lisha so in order to avoid such a problem, one
should do it before Shabbos (the issue of whether adding wine to a mixture is
lisha is a major topic for a different time). Rama adds that there is a custom
not to eat fruit on the fourteenth of Nissan but we do not hold by the custom.
The Shulchan Aruch HaRav holds that we should not dip the maror all the
way in to the charoses because today there are no bugs in maror, and since
we still use charoses we must therefore assume that our dipping is a mitzvah.
However, we do not make a bracha because charoses is tafel to the maror.
He holds that we should dip the maror in and then knock some of it off to
make sure that there is not too much being eaten, which may require a
separate bracha.
The Tzitz Eliezer also concludes that we should knock some of the charoses
off in order to do the mitzvah properly. He adds that it not a problem of
borer for two reasons: (i) because one is separating the charoses from the
maror for a mitzvah, and (ii) breira requires the actor to want the two foods
totally separated, whereas here the person only wants some of the food
separated, which is permissible.
As we sit down and prepare for the seder we must use the proper recipe for
charoses, and when we dip we should be careful not to have too much, which
may negatively impact the other mitzvos of the evening.
Good yom tov.
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gqt ly iriay Is it a Fnvr ipta lbx?
Rabbi Brian Gopin
The last days of Pesach are always a strange time: on the one hand, we
celebrate the day as any normal yom tov with the prohibition of melacha and
the obligation to eat and drink. On the other hand, we do not recite the
beracha of she’hecheyanu (see Shulchan Aruch OC 490:7), which is the
declaration of a new yom tov, nor do we recite a full Hallel. How are we to
understand this holiday?
It would appear from the Torah reading for the seventh day of Pesach, which
is taken from Parshas Beshalach and which describes the miracle of keriyas
yam suf, that we are celebrating the actual miracle that Hashem performed
for us on that day (see Rashi on Shmos 14:5) and that is why we are
commanded to keep the seventh day of Pesach as a yom tov. But the
commandment to keep the seventh day of Pesach as a yom tov was given to
us in Parshas Bo when Bnei Yisrael were still in Mitzrayim (Shmos 12:16)
and the miracle of keriyas yam suf had not yet taken place. It then would
appear from the Torah itself that the last days of Pesach are celebrated as
part of the holiday of Pesach and are not related to the miracle at all. 1 The
Meshech Chochma is troubled by this point and explains that unlike the
nations of the world, Jews do not formally celebrate the destruction of their
enemies – it is for this reason, explains the Meshech Chochma, that we
describe the holiday of Pesach as the days we left Mitzrayim and not as the
days when Hashem judged the Egyptians.2 In fact the Medrash says that
when the Angels wanted to praise Hashem for destroying the Egyptians,
Hashem responded dxiy mixne` mz`e mia miraeh ici iyrn “My creatures
are drowning and you want to sing praise?”(see Megilla 10b), yet another
proof that celebrating the downfall of our enemies is frowned upon.
Therefore, concludes the Meshech Chochma, Hashem commanded Bnei
Yisrael to celebrate the seventh day of Pesach when they were still in
Mitzrayim so it would not appear that we are celebrating the destruction of
our enemies.
In light of the above explanation, how are we to understand this holiday? Is
the seventh day of Pesach a new yom tov where we are celebrating the
1. See Ibn Ezra on Shmos 12:16 who says that the seventh day was
commanded to remember the miracle which would occur in the future.
2. See Meshech Chochma who explains why the holiday of Chanukah was
instituted because of the miracle of the candles and also why Purim was
"mdiaie`n egp xy` minia" and not on the day when Haman was killed.
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miracle of the yam suf – in other words, does the miracle of the yam suf
obligate us to celebrate a new yom tov - or is the seventh day just a
conclusion to the seven day period we know as Pesach and it is just a
coincidence that the miracle occurred on that day? This very basic question
has some practical halachic applications as described below.
The Torah Reading on the Seventh Day
As mentioned above, the Torah reading which was chosen for the seventh
day of Pesach is the story of the splitting of the sea in Parshas Beshalach.
What would be the halacha should the congregation forget to read this
portion and read the parsha of xekad lk (the reading chosen for the eight day
of Pesach) in its stead? Would we require the congregation to go back and
read the portion of keriyas yam suf or would we say that since they
mentioned the yom tov in the Torah reading that would suffice to fulfill their
obligation? The Pri Megadim (Eishel Avraham 490:3) questions the Pri
Chadash who seems to imply that if the congregation read the incorrect
portion on the seventh day they would not be obligated to read the parsha of
keriyas yam suf on the eighth day to make up for the incorrect omission of
that parsha. Also, the Shaarei Ephraim (8:26) is of the opinion that if one
were to read the incorrect portion on the seventh day, he would be required
to read the parsha of keriyas yam suf on the eighth day, but in the Sha’arei
Rachamim (8:8) he rules that if the congregation were to read the incorrect
portion on both the seventh and eighth days they would not be obligated to
go back and read the parsha of keriyas yam suf. It seems that the
disagreement between the Pri Chadash and the Sha’arei Ephraim on the one
hand and the Pri Megadim on the other is based on our fundamental question
regarding the nature of the seventh day of Pesach: if the obligation of the
yom tov is derived from the miracle that occurred on that day then we can
understand why we would be obligated to read that Torah portion (and why
we would require the congregation to go back and read that story should they
make a mistake) but if the reason why we celebrate the seventh day is that it
is the concluding days of Pesach which obligate us to declare it yom tov,
perhaps the congregation can fulfill their Torah reading obligation by just
mentioning the yom tov itself and not referencing the miracle.
The Recitation of Hallel on the Seventh Day
The gemara in Arachin 10a questions why there is an obligation to recite the
full Hallel all the days of Sukkos while on Pesach we only say a full Hallel
on the first day (our custom is to recite a “half”Hallel on chol hamoed and
the last days of Pesach – see Tosfos there). The gemara explains that since
Sukkos has a different korban mussaf every day we consider each day as a
separate yom tov which would require the recitation of a full Hallel.
However, on Pesach, the korbanos musaf are the same every day of the
holiday so there is no inherent kedusha which is added on the second day
over and above the first and as a result, there is no new obligation to recite
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the full Hallel. When explaining the reason for not saying a full Hallel on
Pesach, the Taz seemingly ignores the reason given by the gemara and
explains based on the Medrash cited above: the Medrash says that the
malachim wanted to praise Hashem at the time of keriyas yam suf but
Hashem stopped them, saying that it is not appropriate to recite dxiy when
the creatures of Hashem are drowning in the sea. Here too, explains the Taz,
it is not appropriate for us to recite a full Hallel on the last day of Pesach
since that was a time when the Egyptians were killed. Furthermore,
continues the Taz, since we do not recite the full Hallel on the last days of
Pesach we do not recite the full Hallel on chol hamoed either, so as not to
treat chol hamoed with greater importance than yom tov.
Why did the Taz ignore the reason given by the gemara for reciting a half
Hallel on the last days of Pesach and use the reason mentioned by the
Medrash? The k 'iq uari zli`y explains the Taz’s omission of the reason
of the gemara as follows: on the seventh day of yom tov there are really two
separate reasons for reciting Hallel, (1) the fact that this day is a yom tov and
like any other yom tov, we are required to say Hallel, and (2) the fact that the
miracle of keriyas yam suf was performed for us on that day, which requires
us to say a full Hallel like any other miracle performed for us. The gemara’s
reasoning for not saying Hallel on the seventh day only addressed the reason
why the yom tov of the seventh day of Pesach does not require a recitation of
Hallel, but the gemara did not address the second obligation of Hallel,
namely, the miracle aspect of the day. Therefore, the Taz explained that for
the miracle of keriyas yam suf we cannot recite a full Hallel either due to the
fact that mia miraeh ici iyrn. Perhaps this discussion is based on the very
nature of the seventh day of Pesach. If the miracle of keriyas yam suf
obligates us to celebrate the yom tov of the seventh day then we would need
to recite a full Hallel because of the miracle and then we would need the
reasoning of the Taz to tell us that there is no obligation of Hallel (because
the Egyptians were killed on that day). However, if the yom tov is not
related to the miracle at all and we are really celebrating the concluding days
of Pesach then the only reason why we would not recite a full Hallel is that
the day has no additional kedusha (as the gemara states).
Reciting epizexig onf on the Seventh Day of Pesach
The Chok Yaakov in Hilchos Pesach 492:9 brings the opinion of the Maharil
that on the seventh day of Pesach one should recite within the Kiddush and
Tefilla “epizgny onf" because of the joy and happiness we have over the fall
of the Egyptians on that day and not "epizexig onf" which is recited on the
first days of Pesach. It seems that the Maharil believed that the last days of
Pesach were inherently different from the first days and that there is an
added level of dgny on the last day which changes the very nature of the
day when compared to the first days of Pesach. In contrast to this opinion,
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Maseches Sofrim states, "dfd zxvrd iriay meia xne` gqt ly iriaya"3. It
seems that the Maseches Sofrim understood that the seventh day of Pesach is
considered to be the concluding day of the whole Pesach experience and that
is why this day is labeled as zxvr, unlike the Maharil who understood that
the nature of this day is based on the miracle of keriyas yam suf, thus
declaring this day as one of joy and happiness.
Although the Maharil and the Maseches Sofrim seem to argue about the
nature of the concluding days of Pesach, they both agree that there is a need
to change the actual title of the yom tov and that it would not be appropriate
to label these days as "epizexig onf". We, however, do not follow either
opinion and we continue reciting "epizexig onf" in the Kiddush and Tefilla.
What is the basis for this disagreement4? Is there any reason why these
concluding days should not be considered “epizexig onf"? Perhaps this
discussion is related to the very fundamental question about the miracle of
keriyas yam suf and its relationship to the whole yetzias mitzrayim
experience. Are we to consider the whole seven day journey from Egypt to
the yam suf as part of yetzias mitzrayim or do we only refer to the actual
leaving of Egypt as the central focus of yetzias mitzrayim and see the
splitting of the sea as a separate miracle that Hashem performed for us. This
fundamental question is highlighted in two very important issues raised by
the poskim:
1.

In the Haggadah we recite a series of paragraphs that
reference the makkos that were given to the Egyptians at
yam suf. The Rambam in his Haggadah leaves out this
whole section (as well as epiic) – after explaining the
various pesukim mentioned in the Haggadah the Rambam
moves right to the paragraph of l`ilnb oax. Perhaps the
Rambam believed that the commandment of z`ivi xetiq
mixvn only requires us to convey the actual leaving of
Egypt and that the miracles that were performed at the yam
suf are not a part of what we term mixvn z`ivi.
2. The ` w"q fq 'iq mdxa` obn says that if in the morning
a person definitely recited the first paragraph of z`ixw
rny but is not sure whether he said the third paragraph, he
would not be obligated to repeat the whole rny z`ixw
because of the obligation to remember mixvn z`ivi. Since

3. See hlw w"q ai zeny dninz dxez who discusses this opinion.
4. It should be noted that based on the opinion of the dninz dxez mentioned
in footnote 3 we who do not change the text of our davening are actually
following the opinion of the Maseches Sofrim.
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he already recited the paragraph of xiyi f` he has already
fulfilled his obligation of mixvn z`ivi zxikf and there is
no reason to go back.
my xbi` `aiwr 'x argues with the opinion of the obn
mdxa` and maintains that the obligation of z`ivi zxikf
mixvn only relates to the actual day that Bnei Yisrael left
Egypt and not to the subsequent days, and therefore, one
would have to repeat rny z`ixw in such a case.
Here too, we can apply the same concept to the text of the Tefilla and
Kiddush on the last days of Pesach. We who do not change the text and
continue to recite "epizexig onf" are expressing the belief that the miracle of
keriyas yam suf is an extension of the miracles of the first days of Pesach and
is still part of what we call mixvn z`ivi. However, the Maharil who insisted
on changing the text to ensure that the last days of Pesach were not labeled
as "epizexig onf", believed that mixvn z`ivi only included the physical
departure from Egypt and not the miracles that occurred subsequently and
for that, we would be required to declare these last days as “epizgny onf".
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Why I Wear a Bow Tie on Yom Tov (and so should you):
Selected Thoughts on Simchas Yom Tov
Yechiel Rotblat
Many of you have noticed that I wear a bow tie on Yom Tov and have asked
me why (approvingly or otherwise). The answer is to observe the mitzvah of
Simchas Yom Tov, as the posuk in D’vorim 16 states:

mezide xbde ielde jzn`e jcare jzae jpae dz` jibga zgnye
jixrya xy` dpnl`de
“And you shall rejoice in your feast, you, and your son, and
your daughter, and your man-servant, and your maid-servant,
and the Levite, and the stranger, and the fatherless, and the
widow, that are within your gates.”
The Shulchan Aruch in ` sirq ,h"kwz oniq ,aeh mei zekld states:

. . . zaya enk ebprle ecakl jixve zay lyn miaeh xzei eidi aeh mei icbae
“One should honor (Kavod1) and delight (Oneg2) on Yom Tov
just as one does for Shabbos; however, one’s clothing for Yom
Tov should be nicer than one’s clothing for Shabbos.”
The Kitzur Shulchan Aruch writes in d sirq b"w oniq

zay lyn xzei mixwi eidi aeh mei icba mbe
“Also one’s Yom Tov clothing should be more expensive (or
special) than those for Shabbos.”
According to the Magen Avraham, the reason for wearing special clothing
on Yom Tov is because of the additional mitzvah of Simchas Yom Tov. This
reason is also cited by the Mishna Berurah.
The Source for Yom Tov Clothing
Based on my limited research, the concept of wearing nicer clothing on Yom
Tov than on Shabbos first appears in the Talmud Yerushalmi (Kiddushin, Daf
16a).

1. Kavod generally refers to acts performed before Shabbos or Yom Tov
begins. Examples would include washing, putting on clean clothes, not
eating a large meal on Erev Shabbos or Yom Tov, cleaning the house, setting
the table, etc.
2. Oneg generally takes place on Shabbos or Yom Tov itself and involves
partaking in formal seudos (meals).
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die`xa oiwlege rvn`l oi`ian oi` ezial `lhw dyerd
rvn`l oi`ian lbxa ynzydl die`xa la` lega ynzydl
`kixv zay ilk oiwleg lbx ilk xn` `pn iax oiwlege
The gemorah discusses the case of a brother that used property
of a joint estate to fashion a necklace for his daughter. The
gemorah states if it is fit to be worn only on weekdays, then
when the final accounting is performed, it is not taken into
account. However, if it is fit to be worn on Yom Tov, then
when the accounting is performed, the value is taken into
account. Rav Manna adds that in general, Yom Tov clothing is
accounted for when splitting up an estate, while weekday
clothing is not. The gemorah then asks what should be done
for clothes that are fit for Shabbos (but not for Yom Tov).
The poskim understand from this gemorah that there is a difference between
Shabbos clothing and Yom Tov clothing and that Yom Tov clothing should be
finer than Shabbos clothing.
What Kind of Clothing Fulfills the Mitzvah of Simchas Yom Tov
The Be’er Heitiv states that if a person has limited funds he should at least
get new shoes for Yom Tov. There are 2 interesting points that are implied in
this statement: (1) that one should wear something new on Yom Tov and (2)
new shoes are considered less significant than other garments. (The
appendix in the back of the Ta’amei Haminhagim cites this Be’er Heitiv to
explain why even though we don’t wear new clothes during the three weeks,
we only refrain from wearing new shoes from Rosh Chodesh Av. The author
attributes this to the fact that we don’t recite a epiigdy on new shoes).
The foregoing would lead one to conclude that the special clothing one
wears for Yom Tov should be of the caliber that would warrant a blessing of
epiigdy, perhaps something much more significant than a bow tie.
Nevertheless, I would like to present two sources that support wearing
something special for Yom Tov, even if it’s only an accessory such as a bow
tie.
Support # 1:
On the subject of Simchas Yom Tov, the Rishonim are divided as to
whether the mitzvah is d’oraisa nowadays.
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Tosafos3 is of the view that the correct way to perform this mitzvah is to
partake in the offerings brought in the Beis Hamikdash, and therefore
nowadays we can only fulfill this mitzvah on a rabbinic level.
Rambam is of the opinion that Simchas Yom Tov is d’oraisa nowadays,
even if one can no longer fulfill this mitzvah through the consumption of
korbonos. As the Rambam writes:

g"i-f"i zFkld e wxt ,aeh mei zekld
minï
¦ x`¨ W§ mr¦ bg̈d¤ in§
¥ i z©pFnWE
§ gq© R¤ d© in§
¥ i z©ra§ W¦ [fi]
zFid¦§ l mc̈`¨ aÏg© e§ .zi¦pr§ z© e§ ct¤ q§ d¤ A§ mixEq£̀
¦
m¨NMª ,miaFh
¦
mie§¦lP¦ d© lk̈e§ Fzi¥A i¥paE
§ FYW§ `¦ e§ eip̈äE `Ed ,a¥l aFhe§ g© n¥ Ü odÄ
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In summary, the Rambam states that even though the simcha
addressed in the Torah is referring to the simcha of partaking in
the korban shlomim, nevertheless simcha also includes the
mitzvah to rejoice with one’s family “each in a way befitting him
or her.” The Rambam then continues and recites a number of
examples such as clothing and accessories (jewelry) for women,
treats for children and meat and wine for men.
Some poskim understand the Rambam literally and recommend that one
consume wine each day of Yom Tov, including Chol HaMoed4. Some
Rishonim, such as the Sefer Yereim,5 believe that wine is not the
exclusive way to perform the mitzvah of Simchas Yom Tov; rather each
person should celebrate in the manner that brings joy to his heart.
Likewise, the dix` zb`y6 in an essay on this subject concludes that
Simchas Yom Tov nowadays is a Torah level obligation, which should
be observed by each individual based on what brings him simcha:
3. Moed Katan 14(b) dyr d"c
4. Rav Moshe Feinstein and Rav Yaakov Kaminetsky, as per Sefer Chol
HaMoed by Rabbi Dovid Zucker and Rabbi Moshe Francis, both
recommend consuming wine on each day of Chol HaMoed.
5. oniq 126 and 127
6. d"q oniq
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`l xiyrd mc` lka oieyy zFevn x`yl inc `le
mc`e mc` lk Ff dgny la` ,hirni `l lcde daxi
miyp` oke .FxyFr aFx itlE FzlFki itk gFnyl aiEgn
.odl iE`xa miype odl iE`xa
This is not comparable to other mitzvos that are
performed equally by all, where the rich may not add
and the poor may not diminish, rather this rejoicing
needs to be performed by each person based on his own
means, men with what is befitting them and women with
what is befitting them.
Therefore, we see that nowadays, in the absence of the Beis Hamikdash,
there is no specific way to celebrate the mitzvah of Simchas Yom Tov
and one could very well fulfill the mitzvah of Simchas Yom Tov by
wearing special clothing or accessories on Yom Tov.
Support # 2:
Regarding Oneg Shabbos - the mitzvah to partake in special Shabbos
meals - the Rambam writes in g dkld ,l wxt ,zay zekld

lk£̀
© n© n¦ zäy© lk£̀
© n© zFpy§
© l Kixv̈--zä
¦
y© k© ein̈ï lk̈ ix£
¥de© ,xiyr̈
¦ e§ bepr̈ dïd̈y¤ in¦
,mic¦ w§ d§
© l lib¦ x¨ dïd̈ m`¦ :d¨lik£̀
¦ d̈ on̈f§ d¤py© n§ ,zFpy§
© l xÿt§ `¦ i ¥̀ m`¦ e§ .lFgd©
.mic¦ w§ n© ,xg© `§
© l lib¦ x¨ dïd̈ m`¦ e§ ;xg¥ `© n§
If on one is wealthy and pampered and all his days are
like Shabbos, he is required to change his menu for
Shabbos and if he can’t do that, then he should at least
eat at different times. If he usually eats early, he should
eat later. If he usually eats later, he should eat earlier.
I would propose similar reasoning to the requirement to wear special
clothing on Yom Tov. Just like one who has delicacies all week long is
required to come up with some variation for Shabbos, similarly one who
is accustomed to wearing fine garments every Shabbos should also
come up with some kind of variation for Yom Tov. Nowadays, B”H our
economic situation does not present us with the need to trade up from a
tattered or wrinkled suit to a finely pressed suit in honor of Yom Tov.
However, we should still make an effort to distinguish our Yom Tov
clothing from Shabbos clothing, hence, a bow tie … an opportunity for a
real aeh mei xkid!
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Incidental Halachik Bonus for Wearing a Bow Tie
A bow tie (i.e., a “real”one that needs to be tied), in halachik terms is an
xyw iab lr daipr –a bow on top of a single knot (the same as the bow one
would use to tie shoelaces). Although the full discussion of the various
opinions regarding knots that are prohibited on Shabbos is beyond the scope
of this essay, it will suffice for our discussion to note that there are poskim
that prohibit tying an xyw iab lr daipr if one knows that it will remain in
place for more than 24 hours. The Sefer Shmiras Shabbos Kehilchasa in
Chapter 15:58, states that “One may tie a necktie on Shabbos if it is not
made as a knot and stands to be opened within 24 hours.” Therefore, if one
is going to tie a necktie on Shabbos, one must be careful to undo the knot
when the tie is removed (or at least after Shabbos). A bow tie, however,
although it is an xyw iab lr daipr will always be undone within 24 hours
because there is no way to just loosen it and slide it off. A bow tie has to be
completely undone in order to remove it and therefore, it can be tied on
Shabbos and Yom Tov without any concern about when the knot will be
undone.
Final Thoughts
The Arzei Halevanon II Hagaddah, shares an interesting thought from Rav
Gedalia Shcorr, regarding the phrase dgnyl micren. Rav Schorr explained
that the phrase refers not only to the celebration of Yom Tov, but also applies
to the performance of all mitzvos, and the idea is that we apply the simcha
with which we celebrate Yom Tov to the performance of all other mitzvos.
As many say in the cegi myl that appears in many Machzorim and
Haggados,
. . . . da mielzd zevn b"ixze diyxye dizehxt lka dizniiw el`k ef devn daeyg `dze
Please consider my performance of this mitzvah as if I
performed it with all of its details and with the 613 mitzvos that
are “dependent”(or “included”) in it.
Rav Schorr explains that each mitzvah has an element or a trait that we can
apply to the performance of all other mitzvos. For example, the posuk says
"zFvnd
© z` mzxnyE” - “you should watch the Matzos.” However, the
gemorah also reads this as zFev§ nd
¦ z` mzxnyE to teach us that “you should
watch the mitzvos”and therefore dpvingz l` jcil `ad devn - if you have
a chance to perform a mitzvah do not let it leaven (i.e., do not delay).
Likewise, the phrase dgnyl micren teaches us that not only has Hashem
given us “holidays on which to rejoice”but also “holidays that show us how
to rejoice”in the performance of all of the mitzvos.
Wishing you all a gny bg.
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aFh mFie zaya dxizi dnyp
Passing or Everlasting?
Rabbi Avie Schreiber
I. dxizi dnyp - Only on Shabbos?
On Shabbos a transformation occurs. A sense of tranquility imbues our
homes. An aura of majesty and elegance envelops our dining rooms. Our
family time becomes more focused and more meaningful. Not just
externally, but internally, we ourselves feel changed as well. A refreshed
spirit animates us and we interact differently with our environment and with
those around us.
The name for the cause of this change that occurs within us is the dnyp
dxizi - the additional soul. yiwl yix, in the Gemara in Masechet Beitzah
(17a), teaches us:

,zay axr mc`a `ed jexa yecwd ozep dxizi dnyp
,epnid dze` oilhep zay i`venle
,"ytpie zay" (`l zeny)xn`py
.ytp dca` iee zayy oeik
G-d grants a person an additional soul on the eve
of Shabbos. At the end of Shabbos, it is taken from
him as it says in the Pasuk, “He ceased working
and rested”- after he ceases, woe! the soul is lost.
Inevitably though, as the day of Shabbos wanes and comes to a close and as
the new week begins, we sense a loss of this spirit. Most Rishonim and
Poskim explain that the fragrance of the minya (spices) we breathe in as part
of havdalah is in order to alleviate this feeling of loss and to revive our
weakened selves. And so our dxizi dnyp departs for the time being, to
return to us in less than a week, at the onset of the next Shabbos.
But what about on Yom Tov? Does G-d grant us a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov
as well - or is this phenomenon limited to Shabbos? A fascinating discussion
in the Rishonim about this question revolves around what seems to be
conflicting halachot in Masechet Pesachim.
On the one hand, the halacha is that during havdalah at the close of Yom
Tov, minya is absent. The underlying assumption of this halacha seems to
be that we do not possess a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov. The rationale for the
lack of minya therefore is that since there is no significant sense of loss as
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Yom Tov ends there is no need to revive our spirits.
On the other hand, the Gemara in :aw sc migqt concludes that when aFh mFi
falls out on zay i`vFn (Saturday night), kiddush for the incoming Yom Tov
and havdalah for the outgoing Shabbos merge into a set of multiple brachot.
They are recited in the following order: first otbd ixt `xFa, then yEcw (to
begin Yom Tov), then y`d ixF`n `xFa, then dlcad (to end shabbos), and
then Epiigdy (for the new day of Yom Tov). The Gemara refers to this
combination of Brachot as f"dpwi - onf ,dlcad ,xp ,yEciw ,oii. Many of the
Rishonim note the absence of minya in this set of Brachot. For some reason,
when we perform the Mitzvah of havdalah to delineate the transition from
Shabbos to Yom Tov, minya is not required. The underlying assumption of
this halacha seems to be that indeed, we do possess a dxizi dnyp on Yom
Tov. The logic for the missing minya is as follows: since Yom Tov begins
immediately as Shabbos ends, and on Yom Tov we also experience the
additional soul, there is no loss of the dxizi dnyp as Shabbos ends, and
hence no weakened spirit to revive.
To summarize - the first halacha above implies that there is no dxizi dnyp
on Yom Tov, and the second halacha implies that there is. Which of these
two sources is the decisive one?
The m"ayx in Masechet Pesachim (102b) considers the second source to be
definitive. He explicitly addresses the issue of why we don’t use minya
when Yom Tov begins on zay i`vFn. He explains, Epl yi aFh mFia mb ixdy
zayk dxizi dnyp - Because on Yom Tov as well we possess a dxizi dnyp
just as we do on Shabbos. According to the m"ayx, as explained above, there
is no need for minya in havdalah in this particular instance because the
dxizi dnyp doesn’t leave on zay i`vFn when aFh mFi immediately follows.
This is because on aFh mFi too, we possess a dxizi dnyp.
Why then, according to the m"ayx, is there no minya as part of havdalah of
Yom Tov? If there is a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov, doesn’t it depart when the
day ends? Don’t we need minya to assuage our feeling of loss? About this
question, the m"ayx is silent. We will return to this question later.
The zFtqFY ilra (ibid.), as well as the vast majority of the Rishonim, take a
different approach. They view the first halacha above, i.e. the lack of minya
on aFh mFi i`vFn, as the defining source for our discussion. The ilra
zFtqFz argue, that the absence of minya on aFh mFi i`vFn clearly proves
that in fact there is no dxizi dnyp present on aFh mFi. But why then is
minya missing when Yom Tov falls out on zay i`vFn - doesn’t the dnyp
dxizi depart when Shabbos comes to an end? The zFtqFY ilra respond to
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this question and explain that when aFh mFi is on zay i`vFn there is no need
for minya because something else takes the place of the minya and serves the
same function: minya Fnk lirFn dizyE dlik`e aFh mFi zgnyc... - The joy of
the Festival and the eating and drinking accomplish the same result as minya.
In sum, the m"ayx and the zFtqFz ilra dispute whether or not on aFh mFi we
are endowed with a dxizi dnyp. According to the m"ayx we are, and
according to the zFtqFz ilra we are not.
For the Rashbam a very powerful question needs to be addressed as Tosfot
points out and as we pointed out above. If there is a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov,
why do we not use minya as part of havdalah on aFh mFi i`vFn to relieve the
loss of the dxizi dnyp.
In order to answer this question, it would be helpful to better understand the
reasons behind the zwFlgn between Rashbam and Tosfot. Why should there
be or not be a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov? In order to explain this argument, we
need to first define and describe the dxizi dnyp in clear terms.
II. Different Views of the dxizi dnyp
As we survey some of the more common descriptions of the dxizi dnyp, I
believe we will see that there are some clear differences among the Rishonim
in defining its nature.

1) Rashba's First Opinion:
The Rashba offers two different explanations of the dxizi dnyp. In his first
explanation, he says:

zlgzd oipr itk milrtp minidy iptn `ed exn`y dxizi dnyp ik il d`xp...
ezenilye eze`ixa lr mlerd cnr d`ixad zk`ln dxnbpyk jkitle... mz`ixa
oey`xd meie ozligzk milrtp zeidl dlilg zayd zeni oixfeg zayyk .zaya
1
...dlgzdd epnny mlekn yelg
The Rashba explains that the days of the week continuously operate based on
the prototype of creation. For example, we somehow experience every Yom
Rishon based on what happened on the first day of creation, and every Yom
Sheini based on what happened on the second day of creation etc. Since the
original Shabbos represented the culmination of creation and exemplified a
sense of completion, every Shabbos in turn, cycles us back to that
accomplishment. Every Shabbos is imbued with the same sense of fullness and
completeness. Thus the Rashba defines the dxizi dnyp as a feeling of zEnly of wholeness.

1.hny oniq f wlg `"ayxd z"ey
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2) Rashba’s Second Opinion:

dnyp `id eli`k d`ven ytpdy bperde dgepnd epiidc dxizi dnyp miyxtn yie
dxizi dnyp epnn dca` eli`k iepirde gxehd inia qpkp epnn xaeryke dxizi
2
.ylgp `edy
According to this view, the Rashba identifies the dxizi dnyp with the rest,
relaxation, and enjoyment we experience on Shabbos. It is interesting to note
that whereas according to the first explanation of the Rashba, the dxizi dnyp
seems to be a metaphysical phenomenon, according to his second
explanation, the dxizi dnyp is more of a psychological feeling - on Shabbos
we feel as if (note the word Eli`k in the Rashba) we are suffused with an
additional soul. When Shabbos ends it feels as if this additional soul is
leaving.
[Rashi, I believe, takes a similar, albeit, slightly different, approach as the
Rashba.
In Masechet Beitzah, he defines the dxizi dnyp as: dgnylE dgEpnl al agFx"
"eilr dvw Fytp oi`e dzFye lkF`e dgexl gEzt zFidle - “an expanded heart
(capacity) for rest and happiness and to be open to expansion (or salvation).
Also, one can eat and drink and not become disgusted by it.”It is interesting
to note that according to Rashi the dxizi dnyp adds a dimension to us on
many different levels. Menucha seems to relate to our mental and
psychological health, Simcha to our emotional state, dgexl gEzt relates to
our intellectual capacity and an open minded perspective enabling us to
contemplate fresh ideas. ( The word dgex used by Rashi conjures up the
phrase dgexl dxvn which means literally - “from a narrow place to an open
place.”Perhaps this means that often we get “boxed in" to a certain way of
thinking and on Shabbos, we have the ability to think “outside the box”.)
And finally, the phrase, eilr dvw Fytp oi`e relates to our physical selves, in
particular to our appetites.]

3) Ibn Ezra:

a wxt ziy`xa `xfr oa`
gk zenc zeteba ycgzz dfd meiae ,daeh zetqez dkxa yexit - miwl` jxaie
.lkyde dxkdd gk zenypae ,zecleza
The Ibn Ezra, in his explanation of the phrase miwl` jxaie, explains that on
Shabbos we are granted an abundance of goodness. This goodness is
associated with both physiological creativity and intellectual clarity.
According to the Ibn Ezra, the dxizi dnyp is the manifestation of the
blessing that G-d bestowed upon Shabbos.

2. .my
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4) Sfas Emes:

ybie zyxt ziy`xa zn` zty
`ed zayd ik oicirne oirceie xac lkn oipet l`xyi ipae zayd mei `ayk okle
oeilrd mlern dyecwe dkxa cxei f` .dyecw lawl ilk wx `ede .d`ixad zilkz
`xwpy ycew zaya ok enke... .dxizi dnypl oikef f`e .xenye xekf zpiga edfe
.iniptd yealnn dybxde dxizi dnyp l`xyi yi` lkl yi daeh dpzn
The Sfas Emes explains that as we accept and observe Shabbos, and as we
recognize Shabbos as a day of great potential for holiness, the dxizi dnyp
descends upon us. The dxizi dnyp, according to the Sfas Emes, is the
connection to our inner soul - to our inner holiness that we are able to feel on
Shabbos (See the Sfas Emes for elaboration).
III. The Source for the Different Definitions of the dxizi dnyp
What is the basis for these differing views and definitions of the dnyp
dxizi? I would like to suggest that the argument is based on the following
question: what aspect of Shabbos in particular triggers the presence of the
dxizi dnyp? We know that Shabbos is a complex day with many
components and layers, for example - it is a day of rest, it is a day of
holiness, it is a day of testimony that Hashem created the world etc. Which
of these elements of Shabbos produces the dxizi dnyp? To focus the
question more clearly, we can frame it based on the first paragraph of
Kiddush Friday night (the beginning of the second perek of Bereishit). In
this paragraph we say:

ªie© `
dÜr̈ xW£̀
¤ FYk`©
§ ln§ iri
¦ a¦ X§ d© mFIA© miwŸl¡` lk§
© ie© a :m`ä
¨ vÎlk̈
§ e§ ux¤`¨ d̈e§ m¦in© Ẍd© ENk§
iri
¦ a¦ X§ d© mFiÎz ¤̀ miwŸl¡` Kxä§
¤ ie© b :dÜr̈ xW£̀
¤ FYk`©
§ lnÎlM̈
§ n¦ iri
¦ a¦ X§ d© mFIA© zŸAW¦
§ Ie©
© ie©
:zFU£r©l miwŸl¡` `xÄÎx
¨ W£̀
¤ FYk`©
§ lnÎlM̈
§ n¦ za© Ẅ Fa iM¦ FzŸ̀ WC¥w§
Four stages and aspects of Shabbos are mentioned:
1. lk§
© ie©... ENk§
ªi © - and the heavens and the earth were completed. And G-d
completed...
2. zŸ
AW¦
§ Ie© - And He ceased working and rested
3. Kxä§
¤ ie© - And He blessed
4. WC¥w§
© ie© - And He sanctified
The progression of the formation of Shabbos is: the completion of the world
leads to G-d resting on the seventh day which leads to G-d blessing the day
which in turn leads to G-d sanctifying Shabbos. And so to reframe the
question we asked above - which of the four facets of Shabbos listed in the
Pesukim above sparks the onset of the dxizi dnyp? Is it the sense of
completion felt on Shabbos, is it the dziay - the cessation form work, is it
the dkxa - the blessing of Shabbos, or is the dyEcw - the holiness of
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Shabbos?
Perhaps the four opinions listed above (two in the Rashba, the Ibn Ezra, and
the Sfas Emes) argue about this very question. The first opinion of the
Rashba identifies the dxizi dnyp as a feeling of completeness and
wholeness that descends upon us on Shabbos. The Rashba further explains
that on every Shabbos we tap into the experience of the original Shabbos.
The Rashba clearly links the dxizi dnyp to the ElEkie aspect of Shabbos. The
second opinion of the Rashba explained the dxizi dnyp as a feeling of rest
and relaxation emanating from our abstention from work. According to this
opinion, the dxizi dnyp is linked to the dziay - the resting - of Shabbos
which derives from the word zFayie. The Ibn Ezra clearly states that the
dxizi dnyp is an abundance of good resulting from the dkxa of Shabbos and
is thus connected to the word jxaie. The Sfas Emes explains that the dnyp
dxizi is the ability to tap into our inner resources of holiness. He explicitly
relates the dxizi dnyp to the dyEcw of Shabbos, and thus to the word ycwie.
IV. Explanation of the machlokes between Rashbam and Tosfos
Now we can try to understand what lies behind the disagreement over the
presence of a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov, with the Rashbam holding it is
present and Tosfot holding it is not. According to the first three views above
- the two of the Rashba and the Ibn Ezra - the presence of the dxizi dnyp is
initiated by either the quality of completeness we feel on Shabbos (ElEkie), or
by the cessation of work (zFayie) or by the the blessing bestowed on
Shabbos (jxaie). These three elements are wholly unique to Shabbos and do
not seem to be present at all on Yom Tov. Yom Tov does not represent any
theme of completing work, it is not a day of dziay3, and there is no specific
dkxa associated with it4. According to these three views, it follows that we
are not endowed with a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov.
However, according to the Sfas Emes who says that the dyEcw of Shabbos
activates the dxizi dnyp, perhaps the dyEcw of Yom Tov activates a dnyp
dxizi as well. Perhaps, the Rashbam bases his opinion (that there is a dnyp
dxizi on Yom Tov) on this idea. The Rashbam’s view of the dxizi dnyp on
Shabbos is fundamentally different from that of Tosfot. While according to
Tosfot, the dxizi dnyp is not really related to the dyEcw of Shabbos per se,
according to the Rashbam the two are inextricably linked. And therefore, just
3. The Rashba states this explicitly. hny oniq f wlg `"ayxd z"ey
zk`lnn elit`e dgepn mei `edy iptn dnyp ea sqezipy `ed zaya df yexit itle...
.aeh meia ok oi`y dn ytp lke`
4. Further though is required about this point in light of the phrase from
Tefilat Yom Tov - Epkxal zxn`e ... jicrFn zkxa z` EpiwFl` 'd Ep`iyde.
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as the dxizi dnyp is present on Shabbos as a result of its dyEcw, the dnyp
dxizi is also present on Yom Tov.
V. Why no Besamim at the end of Yom Tov?
Now we can return to the very powerful objection raised against the
Rashbam - if indeed there is a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov, why do we not use
minya at the end of the day? We can suggest two answers to this question.
1) Even though there is dyEcw on Yom Tov, it is a lower level dyEcw than
Shabbos. This is expressed clearly in the nusach of the havdalah when Yom
Tov begins on zay i`vFn. In the Bracha of havdalah we say oia licand
ycFwl ycFw - He who separates between holy and holy - meaning - between
the higher level of zay zyEcw and the lower level of aFh mFi zyEcw. Just as
the dyEcw of Yom Tov is lower, consequently its corresponding dxizi dnyp
is of a lower kind. The aivi ixac z"ey writes: aFh meiac xnel xyt` did"
".dkenp xzei dbixcna la` ,dxizi dnyp inp `ki` - “It is possible that there
exists a dxizi dnyp on Yom Tov, but on a lower level.”
According to this understanding we can explain why according to the
Rashbam there is no minya at the close of Yom Tov. The only time we need
minya is when transitioning from a high level dxizi dnyp to no dxizi dnyp
at all. In such a case, we strongly feel the loss of the “added soul” and
therefore we need minya to revive our spirits. When Yom Tov begins right
after Shabbos, there is no need for minya because on Yom Tov we also
possess a dxizi dnyp, albeit on a lower level. When Yom Tov ends, we do
not need minya either because we are merely losing a low level dxizi dnypthe feeling of loss in this case is not acute enough to require the use of
minya.

2) The Sfas Emes based on the Ramban offers a different and absolutely
stunning answer. The Ramban in `k wxt oFghaE dpEn`d xtq,
astoundingly writes:

dpi`e ,aFh mFiae zaya mc`l yiy dxizi dnypl fnx ,"wlg oz" xn`y dne
ly eleg oi`y it lr s` legl aFh mFi i`vena `le ,cren ly elega zwlzqn
.aFh mFi i`vena minyad lr oikxan oi` okly ,cren
According to the Ramban, the dxizi dnyp we possess on Yom Tov never
leaves! Even when Yom Tov ends and the days of lFg resume, somehow our
dxizi dnyp remains intact. Consequently, there is no requirement of minya
at the end of Yom Tov.
But of course, the Ramban’s statement raises questions even as it answers
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one. How could it be that the dxizi dnyp of Yom Tov is permanent? What
does it even mean that it is permanent? Why does the dxizi dnyp of
Shabbos not share this property?
VI. aFh mFi ly dxizi dnyp - In What Way is it Different?
Based on the Sfas Emes and others, we can suggest the following: The
difference between the dyEcw of Shabbos and the dyEcw of Yom Tov is not
merely quantitative. It is qualitative. The holiness of Yom Tov is not just lower
than Shabbos; it is fundamentally different. The Sfas Emes5 explains:

`nei `ede .eifpb ziaa dpzn `ed zayd ik zecrenl zayd oia yxtdd dfe
xy` ycew i`xwn md zecrene .ycew `ede w"defa `zi`ck `tebc e`le oiznypc
mb dyecwd zx`d lawl oilekie .l`xyi ipa zeytpl xzei aexw `edy e`xwz
d`ad dyecwd akrn sebd oi` ik h"eia xzen ytp lke` zk`ln okl .seba
k"` h"eia yi i` dxizi dnypd oipra 'qezd ziyew x`al d`xp dfae] .zecrena
lr jxap h"eil zay oia k"` h"eia dpi` i`e minyad lr jxap h"ei i`vena
hytzn dx`ddy ici lr la` dxizi dnyp yi i`cee ik d`xp l"pd itke .minyad
minyal jixv oi` okl 'ek mizeara bg exq` y"nk dniyx mlerl x`yp seba
dx`d lawl leki sebd oi`y ytp dca` ie zay i`vena wx aFh mFi i`vFna
[l"pk zayd ly efk dpeilr
The Kedushas Levi6 in a similar way writes:

mc`l yiy dpigady meyn ,minyad lr envr aeh mei i`vena oikxan oi`y dne
oi` jkle ,ea envr xywl mc` leki ,oezgzd zexxerzd ici lr `edy aeh meia
oeike ,oeilrd zexxerzd `ed zay la` ,aeh mei i`vena minyad lr jxal jixv
.ea envr xywl mc`l xyt` i`e ,oeilrd zexxerzd wlzqn zay `viy
According to both the Sfas Emes and the Kedushas Levi, the dyEcw of Yom
Tov is such that we are able to connect to it, internalize it, and to a large degree
take it with us beyond the Yom Tov limits. The dyEcw of Shabbos, on the
other hand is so transcendent that we only truly feel its effect on the day of
Shabbos itself.
The Sfas Emes describes the difference between the two zFyEcw by saying that
Shabbos is a day of pure spirituality, whereas Yom Tov is a day of physical
celebration infused with spirituality. The Sfas Emes links this to the concept
that on Yom Tov, we are permitted to perform ytp lkF` zk`ln - food related
Melachot, but not on Shabbos.

The Kedushas Levi explains in a slightly different way, that the dyEcw of
5. ybie zyxt ziy`xa zn` zty
6. gqtl `xwie iel zyecw
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Shabbos emanates purely from above - from d"awd, whereas the dyEcw of
Yom Tov predominately emanates from below - from l`xyi llk. We
therefore, in a sense, gain “ownership”of the aFh mFi zyEcw as embodied by
the steadfast dxizi dnyp that remains with us even after the end of the day.
This idea links to the notion, as stated in the Gemara (pesachim 117b), that
the dyEcw of Shabbos is `niiwe `riaw - is permanent and preexisting, while
the dyEcw of Yom Tov dil irawc `ed l`xyi - the Jewish people establish it
- by determining the day of Rosh Chodesh, and thereby the correct days of
Yom Tov. This is expressed in the nussach ha’tefila - on Shabbos we
conclude the bracha of kedushas hayom, with the words zayd ycwn
whereas on Yom Tov we say mipnfde l`xyi ycwn - the Jewish people are a
prerequisite and an active partner in creating the kedusha of Yom Tov.
Building on the ideas of the Sfas Emes and the Kedushas HaLevi, I would
like to suggest another way to describe the difference between the dnyp
dxizi of Shabbos and that of Yom Tov.
Allow me to explain with a lyn - an analogy. There are complimentary
methods that can be used to motivate and facilitate oneself (or others) to
improve and to accomplish a challenging goal. One method is to visualize
the end result, the accomplished task. Feeling and seeing what it would be
like to achieve the desired result helps a person view it as a reality. The
second method is not just to visualize the end result, but to clearly identify
and see the next step one needs to take, and of course to actually begin
working at achieving the goal.
The day of Shabbos is parallel to the first method. Shabbos is an encounter
with perfection - with the ideal. As we say in various places in the liturgy Shabbos is `ad mlFr oirn - a taste of the world to come - of the ideal world.
On Shabbos, we grow spiritually as a result of simply coming into contact,
even for short while, with the highest level of dyEcw. It follows that the
dxizi dnyp of Shabbos is of a similar nature. Our dxizi dnyp on Shabbos, is
a more perfected and ideal version of ourselves. We catch a glimpse of what
we can be, of our potential, and this experience propels us to improve and
progress. Since the dxizi dnyp on Shabbos is of an ideal kind, it cannot
possibly remain with us after the conclusion of Shabbos. It is a wholly
unique experience that we cannot even remotely duplicate on any other day
of the week.
The day of Yom Tov is parallel to the second method. Yom Tov introduces
us to various key elements of 'd zcFar that we need to work on and
incorporate into our personality and character. Consequently, the dxizi dnyp
of Yom Tov allows us realistically to feel and accomplish “the next step”in
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improving ourselves and our relationship with d"awd and l`xyi llk.7 Since
the dxizi dnyp of Yom Tov is rooted in the reality of where we are now, as
opposed to the ideal potential of what we can become, it has “staying
power.” And so, long after Yom Tov itself becomes a memory (distant or
recent), the spiritual accomplishment of Yom Tov remains. The dxizi dnyp
of Yom Tov is not a passing phenomenon; rather, it is everlasting.

!gny bg

7. The Nesivos Shalom in l cEnr mixEt ixn`n quotes the following lyn to
explain the difference between Shabbos and Yom Tov:
`ly jlnd yyge ,miqb miyp` oia zFidle jlnd eia`n Fwigxdl eilr xfbpy jln oa
dpya minrt dnke ,Flkida Flawl rEaya zg` mrt onf raw jkl ,mzFnk didie lwlwzi
FqipknE icEdil Fnixn jlndy `id zay zpiga .my `Ed xy`a Fpa lv` jlnd xwan
.`Ed xy`a FzF` xwan jlndy `id aFh mFi zpigaE ,Flkida
(Rav Soloveitchik z’l is often quoted as offering the exact opposite analogy.)
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Korban Omer and Birkas Hamazon: The Shared Message
Rabbi Benzion Scheinfeld
The well-known popular mitzvah of Sefiras Ha’Omer gets its name from the
lesser known and less understood mitzvah of Hava’as Korban Omer. The
Korban Omer is a Korban Tzibbur. It is an obligation of Klal Yisrael to bring
a measurement (Omer is the Hebrew term connoting a specific measurement
- weight or volume) of Barley as an offering on the second day of Pesach.
The Korban Omer is not only an obligation, but also serves as a Matir. It
allows Bnei Yisrael to eat from the new crop of wheat that had taken root
after the last Korban Omer was brought. It is forbidden to eat “New”grain
(known as Chadash) that has grown in Eretz Yisrael (and oicd xwirn even
grain grown in Chutz La’aretz) until it undergoes this Matir of the Korban
Omer. Once Bnei Yisrael brings the Korban Omer, the grain henceforth
becomes known as “Yashan”. Nowadays, since there is no Beis Hamikdash,
the 16th of Nissan serves as a Matir of the new wheat even though the
Korban cannot be brought. As Rav Yochanan ben Zakai points out in the
Mishna in Succa, BE”H when the Beis Hamikdash is rebuilt the situation
will return to the original status whereby the Korban is the Matir and we will
have to wait until the actual Korban is brought to start eating the new wheat.
[It is debatable whether or not the mitzvah of Sefiras Ha’Omer has a
thematic connection to the Korban Omer or if the convergence of the two is
coincidental. Perhaps the name – Sefiras Ha’Omer- is just used as a
convenient way to identify the 16th of Nissan – the day after Yetzias
Mitzraim - as the starting point for the mitzvah to count. Perhaps there is no
intrinsic connection between Sefiras HaOmer and Hava’as Korban Omer.
This relates to the reason behind the Mitzva of Sefiras Omer and is beyond
the scope of this D’var Torah - see Sefer Hachinuch regarding the mitzvah of
Sefiras HaOmer].
I would like to discuss the message of the Korban Omer and the reason it
must serve as a Matir for the new grain. Through this, we will show the
deep connection between the Korban Omer and Birkas Hamazon.
The first time the mitzvah of Korban Omer is mentioned is in Parshas Emor
in the Parshas Hamoadim:

E`Ÿaz̈-iM¦ ,md¥
¤ l£̀ Ÿx§n© `¨ e§ ,l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i i¥pA-l
§ ¤̀ x¥AC© i .xŸn`¥N dWŸ
¤ n-l ¤̀ ,'d x¥Ac§©ie© h
ziW`
¦ x¥ xnŸ
¤ r-z ¤̀ mz`¥
¤ ad£ e©--Dxi¨ v¦ w-z
§ ¤̀ mY¤ x§v© wE
§ ,m¤k¨l ozŸ
¥ p i¦p£̀ xW£̀
¤ ux¤`¨ d̈-l ¤̀
,EPti¦
¤ pi§ ,zÄX© d© ,zx¢
©gÖn¦ ;m¤kp§ Ÿvx¦§l ,'d i¥pt¦§ l xnŸ
¤ rd̈-z ¤̀ si¦pd¥ e§ `i .odŸ
¥ Md-l
© ¤̀ ,m¤kxi§ v¦ w§
bi .'d©l ,d¨lŸrl§ Fzp̈W-o
§ A¤ min¦ Ÿ Ua¤
¤ M ,xnŸ
¤ rd̈-z ¤̀ m¤kti¦
§ pd£ mFiA§ ,mzi
¤ U£
¦ re© ai .odŸ
¥ Md©
zri
¦ a¦ x§ ,o¦ii© dŸMq¦
§ pe§ ;gŸ
© gi¦p gi
© x--'d©
¥ l dX¤ `¦ ,on¤ X¤ a© d¨lElA§ z¤lŸq mi¦pŸxU¤
§ r i¥pW§ Fzg̈§pnE
¦
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oA© x§ẅ-z ¤̀ ,m¤k£̀ia£
¦ d cr--d¤
© Gd© mFId© m¤vr¤ -cr© ,Elk`Ÿ
§ z `Ÿl ln¤ x§k© e§ i¦lẅe§ mg¤
¤ le§ ci .oid¦ d©
.mk¤ izŸ
¥ aWŸ
§ n lŸkA§ ,m¤kizŸ
¥ xŸcl§ m¨lFr zT© gª :m¤kiwŸl¡`
,zFzÄW© ra© W¤ :dẗEpY§ d© xnŸ
¤ r-z ¤̀ ,m¤k£̀ia£
¦ d mFIn¦ ,zÄX© d© zx¢
©gÖn¦ ,m¤k¨l mY¤ x§t© qE
§ eh
mY¤ a§ x©w§ d¦ e§ ;mFi miX¦ n£
¦ g ExR§ q§ Y¦ ,zri
¦ a¦ X§ d© zÄX© d© zx¢
©gÖn¦ cr© fh .dp̈i¤id§ Y¦ zŸnin¦ Y§
z¤lŸq--mi¦pŸxU¤
§ r i¥pW§ m¦iY© W§ ,dẗEpY§ mg¤
¤ l E`ia¦ Ÿ m¤kizŸ
¥ aWFO
§ n¦ fi .'d©l ,dẄc̈£g dg̈§pn¦
'd©l ,mixEM
¦ A¦ :dp̈it¤ `¨ Y¥ un¥ g̈ ,dp̈i¤id§ Y¦
By using the words “Mimacharas hashabas”the Torah gives an enigmatic
date for the exact day that the Mitzva of Korban Omer applies (enigmatic
enough for the Tzedukim to have misinterpreted it). It is only through Torah
Shebe’al Peh that we know that the term is actually referring to 16th of
Nissan. The Torah does not give any reason why this day is the chosen day
for the Mitzva. This leaves us to wonder why this day specifically, in the
middle of Pesach, was the day chosen for Korban Omer?
I believe we can find the answer by looking at the Pesukim in Sefer
Yehoshua Perek 5 describing the first few days that Bnei Yisrael spent in
Eretz Yisrael:
Yehoshua Perek 5

mFwÖd© mW¥ `x¨w¦
§ Ie© ;m¤ki¥l£rn¥ ,m¦ix©v§ n¦ zR© x§g-z
¤ ¤̀ izFN©
¦ B mFId© ,r© WFd§
ª i-l ¤̀ ,'d xn`Ÿ
¤ Ie© h
dr̈Äx§`© A§ gq© R¤ d-z
© ¤̀ EU£rI©e© ;lB̈§lB¦ A© ,l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i-i¥pa§ Ep£gI©e© i .d¤Gd© mFId© ,cr© ,lB̈§lB¦ ,`Edd©
zx¢
©gÖn¦ ,ux¤`¨ d̈ xEa£rn¥ Elk`Ÿ
§ Ie© `i .Fgix§¦i zFax§r© A--a
§ x¤
¤rÄ ,WcŸ
¤g©l mFi xÜr̈
xEa£rn¥ m¨lk§ `¨ A§ ,zx¢
¨gÖn¦ oÖd© zŸAW¦
§ Ie© ai .d¤Gd© mFId© ,m¤vr¤ A§ :iElẅe§ zFSn--g
© q© R¤ d©
.`id¦ d© ,dp̈ẌA© ,or©
© pM§ ux¤ ¤̀ z`Ea
© Y§ n¦ ,Elk`Ÿ
§ Ie© ;on̈ ,l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i i¥pa¦§ l cFr dïd̈-`Ÿle§ ,ux¤`¨ d̈
The Pesukim quoted above reference 3 related events:
1) The Jews observed Pesach on the 14th (and presumably the 15th).
2) The Jews ate from the produce of the land the day after Pesach
(presumably the 16th).
The gift of Manna stopped on the same day that they started eating
from the produce of the land.
It turns out that the 16th of Nissan is not just any day. In fact, it is the day
that Bnei Yisrael started getting their food from the land and consequently
ended their dependency upon the Manna. We may suggest therefore that
when the Torah in Parshat Emor designates the 16th of Nissan to be the date
for the Korban Omer it is based on a future event – on the cessation of the
Manna. The Torah wants us to commemorate this day forever as the day of
transition from our supernatural dependency upon Hashem for food and
sustenance (most clearly represented by the Manna) to a completely new
type of connection to Hashem. This new type of connection is through the
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natural processes of agriculture (and rain) that are perhaps the defining
features of Eretz Yisrael. Recognizing the dangers and pitfalls inherent in
such a transition, the Torah instituted the Mitzva and Matir of Korban Omer.
We must bring a Korban Omer before we partake of the produce of the
natural world to insure that we recognize our clear dependency upon
Hashem, despite the illusion that may lead one to believe that nature runs the
world. In fact, the Torah prohibited all of the grains (Chadash) until we
bring this Korban, thereby acknowledging our dependency on Hashem.
Thus, the Korban Omer is the Korban that signifies the transition from
Manna to nature and all that it entails. Of course, we must therefore bring it
on the 16th, the day when historically this transition took place.
This connection between the Manna and Korban Omer also explains a rather
strange quirk inherent in the Korban Omer that seems obvious but is often
overlooked - namely its name. Although Korbanos are often named based on
a number of different factors (the process - “Olah”, the motivation - “Todah”
and perhaps other etymologies) , the Korban Omer is unique in that its name
reflects neither process nor motivation but rather the measurement of barley
used in the Korban. Why would this seemingly arbitrary and thematically
insignificant detail about the Korban (the amount) take center stage so
brightly that it actually becomes the name of the Korban? For no other
Korban do we find the measurement playing such a prominent role!
We can find the answer if we take notice of the following detail about the
Manna in Sefer Shemos:
Shemot Perek 16:

¨ ¤̀ Wi`¦ Exn`Ÿ
§ Ie© ,l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i-i¥pa§ E`x¦§Ie© eh
xn`Ÿ
¤ Ie© ;`Ed-dn© ,Ercï§ `Ÿl iM¦ -`Ed on̈ eig¦ `-l
,'d dËv¦ xW£̀
¤ ,xäC̈d© d¤f fh .d¨lk§ `§
¨ l m¤k¨l 'd ozp̈
© xW£̀
¤ ,mg¤
¤ Nd© `Ed ,md¥
¤ l£̀ ,dWŸ
¤n
,Fl¢d`¨ A§ xW£̀©
¤ l Wi`--m¤
¦ kizŸ
¥ Wt©
§ p xR© q§ n¦ ,z¤lŸBl§ ªB©l xnŸ
¤ r :Flk§ `¨ it§¦ l Wi`¦ ,EPO¤ n¦ Ehw¦§ l
¤ rä ECŸnÏ©e gi .hir¦ n§ O© d© e§ dA¤ x§O© d© ,Ehw§
§ lI¦ e© ;l ¥̀ x¨U¦
§ i i¥pA§ ,o¥k-EU£rI©e© fi .EgT̈Y¦
`Ÿle-§ xnŸ
.Ehẅ¨l ,Flk§ `-i
¨ t§¦ l Wi`¦ :xiq¦ g§ d¤ `Ÿl hir¦ n§ O© d© e§ ,dA¤ x§O© d© siC¦ r§ d¤
As we see from the Pesukim, the amount of Manna that each person received
per day was exactly an Omer. This amount was embedded in the hearts and
minds of Bnei Yisrael as the amount of food allotted to them supernaturally
by Hashem each day for forty years. And of course it was this measurement
that was to be be used for the Korban Omer, the Korban that signifies our
obligation to stay connected to Hashem as we transition from supernatural to
natural dependency upon Him. It is for this reason that the seemingly
insignificant factor of the measurement of the korban takes center stage and
in fact becomes part of the name of the korban itself - Korban Omer.
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Now that we have established that the Korban Omer preserves our
dependent connection to Hashem (that we learned from the Manna) even in
our natural world , let us analyze the content and even more so the context of
the mitzvah of Birkas Hamazon.
The context of Birkas Hamazon is a complicated topic that needs much
explanation. First, the content:
At first glance, one would expect Birkas Hamazon to be a blessing thanking
Hashem for food. In fact, only one blessing is actually thanking Hashem
(Nodeh Lecha). Two blessings are praising Hashem (Hazan, Hatov Umetiv)
and the other is actually a request (notice the similarities to Shemona Esrei).
But even harder to explain are the array of themes that make their way into
the blessing about food. The first blessing is about food but then comes a
blessing for the land, for Jerusalem and finally a blessing commemorating
the martyrs of Betar and the fact that their bodies did not decompose and
were eventually buried! Why are all of these themes included in this blessing
about food?
These questions need much explanation (see Rav Hirsch and Rav Kook for
divergent explanations).
However, at least a starting point for the underlying theme of Birkas
Hamazon can be gleaned from its context in the Torah when it is
commanded.
Devarim Perek 8:

mz`äE
¤
,mzi
¤ a¦ xE§ oEig§ Y¦ or© n§
© l :zFU£r©l oExn§ W§ Y--mFI
¦
d© LE©
§vn§ ikŸ
¦ p`¨ xW£̀
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©
`
Lki¦
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©
¤̀ Ÿx§kf̈
© e§ a .mk¤ izŸ
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¤ ,ux¤`¨ d̈-z ¤̀ mY¤ W§ xi¦ e¦
Laä§
§ lA¦ xW£̀-z
¤
¤̀ z©rc¨
©l ,LzŸ
§ Qp©l§ LzŸ
§ Pr© or© n§
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©
Ẅ mirÄ
¦ x§`© d¤f LiwŸl¡` 'd
© l xW£̀
¤ oÖd-z
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© xW£̀
¤ däŸHd© ux¤`¨ d̈-lr© ,LiwŸl¡` 'd-z ¤̀ Ÿk§ x¥
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§ Üe§ ,Ÿ§lk© `¨ e§ i
LE©
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¦ p`¨ xW£̀
¤ ,eiz̈ŸTgªe§ eiḧR̈W§ nE
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¦ R¤ ,L§l
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§ Üe§ ,lk`Ÿ
© Y-oR¤ ai .mFId©
,oªiA§ x¦§i L§p`Ÿve§ Lx§ẅaE
§ bi .Ÿa§ Ẅïe§ ,d¤pa§ Y¦ miaŸ
,LiwŸl¡` 'd-z ¤̀ Ÿg§ k© Ẅe§ ;Laä§
¤ l ,mx¨e§ ci .dA¤ x¦§i ,L§l-xW£̀
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¨ d© e§ lŸcB̈d© xÄc§ O¦ A© Lki¦
§ lFOd© eh .micä£
¦ r zi¥An¦ m¦ix©v§ n¦ ux¤ ¤̀ n¥ L£̀ivFO
¦ d©
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on̈ L§lk£̀
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The Tzivui for Birkas Hamazon is found in Sefer Devarim Perek 8. The
context of Sefer Devarim from the beginning until this Perek (and actually
all the way through to Perek 12) is not about Hashem commanding ritual
Mitzvot to Bnei Yisrael; rather, it is primarily a mussar schmuz that Moshe
Rabbeinu is giving to Bnei Yisrael about the dangers of life in the “real
world”. In the middle of this schmuz, Moshe Rabbeinu mentions the Mitzva
of Birkas Hamazon. The context (as is apparent from the underlined pesukim
in the above paragraph) is that Birkas Hamazon is not simply a gesture to
thank Hashem for giving us the food we have. Rather, the Torah established
Birkas Hamazon to counter the dangerous challenge that Bnei Yisrael would
face upon losing their supernatural dependency on Hashem. The entire
paragraph in the Torah that commands Birkas Hamazon is really a paragraph
begging Bnei Yisrael not to forget the lessons of the Manna. It warns them of
the dangers of Kochi V’otzem Yadi caused by the illusion of the natural
world. As part of this Musar schmuz Moshe Rabbeinu commands Birkas
Hamazon. By commanding Bnei Yisrael to bentch after they eat, Moshe is
hoping that Bnei Yisrael will forever remember the lessons of the desert
experience and the dependency upon Hashem that (along with the other
miracles in the desert) the Manna instilled. (This may be a starting point to
explain the other themes included in Birkas Hamazon although a full
explanation of those themes is beyond the scope of this D’var Torah). Birkas
Hamazon enables us to connect to the world of the Manna even though our
food comes from the ground.
So as it turns out, Korban Omer and Birkas Hamazon are the two bookends
of the eating process and both are trying to help us hold on to the reality of
our dependency upon Hashem despite the illusions of nature. Korban Omer
is the Matir that allows us to eat the food in the first place and we must offer
it before we start to eat. Birkas Hamazon is the reminder that begs us to hold
on to that perspective even though we are now completely satisfied.
May we all find ways to connect to Hashem despite the hidden quality that is
inherent in our experience of the natural world.
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The Final Count UP
Thoughts on Sefiras Haomer
David Greenberg
The forty nine days that we count from Pesach to Shavuos are given to us to
work on our middos. It is a time of introspection, a time when we ask the
Ribbono Shel Olam to help us improve our ways. The sefira period is a time
that we must use to prepare ourselves for kabalos haTorah on Shavuos. We
are told that we are to count the 49 days from the second night of Pesach
through Shavuos. The torah tells us “u’sfartem lachem mi’mochoras
ha’shabbos… .. tisperu chamishim yom.”One of the more famous questions
that is asked is why do we count up to Shavuos? We know that when we are
anticipating something we count down to that event. When we were children
we counted down to the last day of school. We count down the days until
vacation or a special wedding. We count “down”to our desired goals. Rabbi
Akiva Tatz in his sefer “Living Inspired”questions; it is the natural activity
of one who anticipates a longed-for event to “count down” towards that
event. Therefore, we should count from 50 days down till the last day of
Shavuos, each day one less, rather that an increasing count of days?
Another question to add to this difficulty is; we count towards the chag of
Shavuos, but we call the time period “Sefiras Haomer” – literally the
counting of the omer. The omer is the korban that we bring on Pesach. Why
then is the mitzvah named for the starting point (Pesach) as opposed to the
finish line (Shavuos)? And finally, why is the counting named after the
small, single barley (omer) and not the superior shtei halechem (2 breads)
that we bring on Shavuos?
On Pesach, Benei Yisroel were on the 49th level of tumah. They had reached
such a low spiritual level, that if HKB”H had not taken them out of
Mitzrayim on the fifteenth day of Nissan, they would have remained there
forever. When HKB”H did take them out, He elevated them to the highest
level of kedusha. He took them from physical slavery to spiritual redemption
overnight. Benei Yirsroel ascended to unimaginable heights of holiness;
heights they could not have received on their own merits. It was only
through HKB”H’s love and sympathy for Am Yirsroel that they received the
miracle of redemption. However, once they entered the desert, and the
miracles of Yitziyas Mitzrayim were behind them, they now had to make
every effort to try to regain that feeling of holiness that HKB”H had gifted to
them. It was time for Benei Yisroel to maintain the level that HKB”H had
raised them to. This is the mission and undertaking of the fifty days between
Pesach and Shavuos. It is a task of each and every one of us to try to increase
our kedusha each day during the routine of the mundane practical life
without the assistance of nisim and nefloas.
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On the day after Yitziyas Mitzrayim HKB”H told Benei Yisroel that they
need to count 50 days – fifty levels that they will need to ascend on their
own. HKB”H had elevated them just the day before; so that they would
know exactly what kedusha feels like. Now it was their responsibility to
achieve it through their own efforts. It was their obligation to obtain the
exalted level they experienced during Yitziyas Mitzrayim. Each day we
count upwards towards Matan Torah on Shavuos so that we can take on new
mitzvos and become closer to HKB”H, as this is what Benei Yirsroel were
told to do. We count up as if we are climbing a ladder to try and achieve the
kedusha that HKB”H wants for us.
This perhaps now explains why we use the poor, small, single omer of
barley. HKB”H told Benei Yisroel to bring as the first korban a small omer
of barley. He wanted Benei Yisroel to bring a korban that came from their
own will. HKB”H didn’t want that first korban to have any inspiration form
above. He didn’t want them to feel that they needed to overdo it and bring an
animal or something loftier. It was to be just a regular small korban brought
with the true sense of giving. According to R’Eliyahu KiTov, HKB”H said
“do not bring ME more than this, for you are not ready for a major sacrifice
and if you bring one, it will not be desired. Rather, if that which you bring is
offered on your own volition, in a spirit of true giving, it will be sufficient for
ME to bestow upon you an abundance of good from the heavens above and
from the earth below." Begin your ascent and count as you ascend. But when
counting do not raise your eyes to the ultimate goal, for you are not yet
aware of it. Always look back to the omer, your very first offering. Count
from there and you will see how far you have ascended. Your hearts will be
uplifted as you ascend on God's path and you will, at the end of fifty days,
reach a level that you had never expected.
“Then you will bring Me a new offering - new because you never believed or
knew that man could ascend so high a level.”(Book of our Heritage pg 688)
Now after the 50-day arduous process of climbing back to the level of
kedusha they obtained at Yitziyas Mitzrayim, Benei Yisroel were ready to
receive the Torah. It is for this reason that we count from Pesach towards
Shavuos, as it is a process that we all need to go through to be able to accept
the torah. We build from day one to day fifty, counting each day and each
week as a reminder that we need to climb the ladder to achieve the level of
kedusha our ancestors reached. Through the counting of the omer, the simple
barely, we create a pathway to Shavuos always looking back as a reminder
that we are building towards the superior bread we will bring on Shavuos.
May we all be zocheh to increase our level of kedusha throughout the 50
days of sefira and be mekabel the Torah b’bracha and simcha on Shavuos.
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Last Night, Talkin’‘Bout Last Night1
Seth Lebowitz
We’ve all seen the situation before: the end of ma’ariv during the
springtime, and the shaliach tzibur has just recited kaddish shalem. He then
recites the birkat hamitzva for sefirat ha-omer. But instead of continuing
directly to the sefira itself, he pauses for a brief moment, a slight frown
appearing on his face –he has forgotten what night of the omer it is. One of
the congregants present (we’ll call him Harold), wanting to be helpful, calls
out, “Seventeen!”Three quarters of the congregation then turns in unison to
Harold with a look that is equal parts horror, mirth and astonishment on their
faces. The slap of Harold’s palm on his forehead reverberates throughout
the shul as he winces. Harold has fallen prey to one of the ultimate public
synagogue “Gotchas!” The shaliach tzibur continues “Hayom shiva asar
yom, shehem… ,”followed by the brachot of the rest of the tzibur, except for
poor Harold, who counts without a beracha.
The Mechaber states in siman 489, s’if 4: “Mi she shoel oto chavero bain
hashemashot kama y’mei hasefira bezeh halaila yomar lo etmol haya kach
v’kach, she’im yomar lo hayom kach v’kach aino yachol lachzor v’limnot
bevracha… ” If one is asked during bain hashmashot (or at night2) what
night of the omer is tonight, he should respond “last night was [night X-1]”
for if he responds “tonight is night X,” he can no longer count with a
beracha, since he has already fulfilled the mitzvah for that night. This is a
well-known and widely followed halacha. Experience seems to show that
there are individuals who may not even bother to count each night, but who
if asked will always respond “Last night was… ”
The Mishna Berura narrows the scope of application of this halacha to such
an extent that Harold only very rarely may not count with a beracha, despite
the common practice to respond with the previous night’s count. Armed
with this knowledge, Harold can hold his head high, proud of the mitzvah he
performed by helping out a sweating shaliach tzibur, and knowing that he is
free of the “Gotcha!”3

1. Any questions about practical applications of these halachot naturally
should be directed to Rabbi Neuburger.
2. Mishna Berura s’if katan 19.
3. Whether the opinions of the Mishna Berura discussed here create a kind of
reverse Gotcha! that Harold may then use on the rest of the congregation is
an interesting question, but is beyond the scope of this essay. Please consult
your local sociologist.
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Conceptually, the Mishna Berura asks why the halacha should be so in the
first place, when Harold clearly did not have kavana to perform the mitzvah
of sefirat ha’omer (he was helping out the shatz, or in a more general sense
he was answering his friend’s question) and generally speaking, mitzvot
tzrichot kavana.4 The Mishna Berura concludes that although in general
mitzvot require kavana, in this case we are extra strict and are choshesh for
the opinion that mitzvot do not require kavana because a potential beracha
l’vatala is at stake.5
Recall that Harold only called out “Seventeen!” and not “tonight is
seventeen.” The Mishna Berura reads the Mechaber’s words very carefully
and states that if someone did not say “hayom,”i.e. if he did not say “tonight
is”or “today is,”then he need not worry about having fulfilled the mitzvah
of sefira and can count later with a beracha.6 This is because “ikar mitzvat
hasefira hu sheyomar hayom kach v’kach.”7
In our example, even if Harold had blurted out “tonight is seventeen!”the
Mishna Berura states that Harold would not have been yotzei and may still
count with a beracha.8 This is because the normal way that everyone counts
is to count both days and weeks, and we are entitled to assume that anyone
who counts only the days was not intending to perform the mitzvah. Thus
even though we assume for the purposes of this particular halacha that
“mitzvot ain tzrichot kavana,”Harold was not yotzei because his leaving out
the weeks showed his negative kavana –his specific kavana not to perform
the mitzvah.9
4. s’if katan 22.
5. See Sha’ar Hatziun 26 for the opinions of other acharonim on why the
Mechaber nevertheless considers answering a question about the night of
sefira a problem for a later beracha.
6. s’if katan 20
7. I assume that this means that if he doesn’t say “hayom,”then his statement
is not an act of counting, but rather just stating a number. However, others
may have a different interpretation. I once asked a friend who had been to a
bris that morning “How many children does your brother- in-law have
now?” and the friend refused to answer me on the grounds that it was
forbidden to count Jews. I suggested that he merely state the number
without saying “He has X children”and that shouldn’t be considered
counting by analogy to this Mishna Berura. He still refused to tell me how
many children, perhaps on the grounds that he interprets the Mishna Berura
differently.
8. s’if katan 22.
9. Sha’ar hatziun 28 has a discussion of views of several poskim who believe
that leaving out the weeks holds one back from being mikayem the mitzvah
only when it is strictly necessary to mention weeks –that is, on the 7th, 14th,
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The Biur Halacha10 considers another possible way out for Harold. A person
who is careful to count sefira only after tzeit hakochavim but is asked what
night it is during bein hashemashot (which is the way the halacha is originally
phrased by the Mechaber) may be said to have clear negative kavana when he
answers the question, since it isn’t yet the time that he normally counts, in
fulfillment of the statement by the Mechaber “V’hamedakdekim ainam sofrim
ad tzeit hakochavim.” However, this theory is left as “lema’aseh tzarich iyun,”
i.e., it is considered inconclusive, so by itself it does not appear to help
Harold’s cause.
The Mishna Berura suggests a more straightforward way than any of those
mentioned so far for Harold to be able to count sefira with a beracha. One
would assume that Harold has either read this article or the Mishna Berura on
Siman 489 S’if 4 (or maybe even both), so he knows that negative kavana will
work to ensure that he is not yotzei sefira when he informs someone else what
night it is. So all he has to do is say “tonight is the seventeenth night, which is
two weeks and three days of the omer,” all the while having in mind that he
does not intend to perform the mitzvah now, but only to help out his friend
who forgot, and he may perform the mitzvah later with a beracha.11
Another interesting aspect of this rule, mentioned by the Mechaber and
seconded by the Biur Halacha12, is that before the beginning of bein
hashemashot (which in our community we assume starts immediately at sunset)
“Ain b’kach klum” if someone counted at this time. So if Harold were
attending an early ma’ariv minyan and the person making the announcements
said, “don’t forget to count sefira later, last night was… ah… ah… ,”Harold can
feel free to jump in and say “Tonight will be seventeen!”without fear of falling
prey to this dreaded Gotcha!
So we see that at least according to the Mishna Berura, someone who answers
his friend who asks him during the zman of sefira what night it is will only be
precluded from counting later with a beracha if (1) it was during the first six
days of sefira before the counting of weeks begins, (2) he formulated his
answer using “hayom” (or the equivalent in another language), and (3) he did
not have kavana not to be yotzei with his answer. We may find the
implications of the Mishna Berura’s opinions surprising or even unsettling, but
just think of how pleased Harold must be.

21st, 28th, 35th, 42nd, and 49th nights, but the Mishna Berura concludes that
leaving out the week works all the time starting on the 7th night.
10. D”H “She’im… .”
11. s’if katan 22.
12. Sof D”H “Aino yachol… ” (“...Nireh li pashut afilu haya achar plag
hamincha ukvar hitpallel hameishiv maariv, afilu hachi ain l’hachmir
bik’gon zeh v’yachol lachzor achar kach v’limnot bivracha”)
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Shavuos -Where was Moshe?
Josh Gelernter
We are familiar with the gemara in Shabbos, daf 88, that contains the
Machlokes between Rab Yosi and the Rabannan regarding the time of Matan
Torah. Everyone agrees that Matan Torah happened on Shabbos. The
disagreement is regarding what day of the month of Sivan Matan Torah
occurred on, either the 6th because Rosh Chodesh was Monday or the 7th
because Rosh Chodesh was Sunday. Both shitos analyze the various
pesukim that lead up to Matan Torah and explain which events (perisha,
hagbala etc . . .) happened on which days through the diburim of HKB”H to
Moshe.
The gemara does not discuss, however, where Moshe was when HKB”H
spoke to klal yisroel. I always assumed Moshe was up on the mountain, but
this poses a difficulty. We know that part of the way through the dibros, the
people spoke to Moshe, saying ‘we cannot handle hearing the words of
Hashem, rather you speak to us.’ It is difficult to envision the people
conveying this message to Moshe while he is on top of the mountain,
especially considering that there was an area surrounding the mountain
where the people were prohibited from going. Perhaps it was a chain call,
the people told the zekainim who were in there own mechitza and who
relayed the message to Aharon and then Aharon relayed it to Moshe, but it is
hard to envision this as being the scenario at Matan Torah. Let us analyze
the pesukim, picking up on the day of Matan Torah in Shemos 19:16 where
the pasuk says “vayhi bayom hashlishi.”
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We see clearly from the end of pasuk 20 that Moshe goes up to the mountain
prior to the giving of the Aseres Hadibros. We see further in pesukim 21 and
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24 that HKB”H commands Moshe to go down. Also in pasuk 24, Hashem
tells Moshe to come back up with Aharon. In pasuk 25 we find Moshe in
fact going down to the people as HKB”H commanded, and we don’t find
anything else happening before the Aseres Hadibros . . .
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The Torah then recounts the Aseres Hadibros and at the conclusion states the
following:
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As mentioned above, it is hard to envision that Moshe was on top of Har
Sinai when the people made this statement directly to him. And although the
pasuk is written after the Aseres Hadibros are complete, it makes sense that
this conversation occurred in the middle of the Dibros. Furthermore, at the
end of pasuk 17, Moshe approaches the arafel, indicating that until that point
he was not “where HKB”H was”during the Aseres Hadibros.
We also know that Ma’amad Har Sinai is broken up between Parshas Yisro
and Parshas Mishpatim. The pesukim below are from Mishpatim and the
time frame for these pesukim is the subject of some debate between the
meforshim. Exactly when did each instance of the pesukim describing
Moshe “going up”occur?
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Presumably, the aliyah referred to in Pasuk 9 is the fulfillment of the
commandment in pasuk 1.
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Here, the command to go up in pasuk 12 seems to be fulfilled in pasuk 13,
leaving us with the question of what is the aliyah in pasuk 15.
Meforshim on the Pesukim
The Sforno is probably the most explicit in explaining where Moshe was. In
his commentary to 19:24 the Sforno says that the command of z̈i¦lr̈e§ ,cx-K¤
¥ l
is for a future time, i.e. HKB”H wants Moshe and Aharon to come back up
after the Aseres Hadibros and parshas mishpatim.
The Ibn Ezra has a different interpretation. He explains that Aharon and
Moshe went up before the Aseres Hadibros. However, he explains based on
EpÖr¦ dŸ`-x¥
© AC© ,dWŸ
¤ n-l ¤̀ ,Exn`Ÿ
§ Ie© that Moshe and Aharon only went up
partway, in order to facilitate the people talking to Moshe. Apparently,
Moshe and Aharon went a little past the gevul, but were still within shouting
distance of the people. Interestingly, the Ibn Ezra says that ,dWŸ
¤ n-l ¤̀ ,Exn`Ÿ
§ Ie©
EpÖr¦ dŸ`-x¥
© AC© occurred after all 10 dibros were spoken by HKB”H. The
reason HKB”H told Moshe to go down in 19:24 is to warn the people again
about the gevul. Because Moshe was past the gevul, they needed to be
extremely careful about possibly crossing the gevul when calling for him.
Pasuk 19:25 says Moshe went down, and the Ibn Ezra assumes that even
though it does not say he went back up, HKB”H started the Aseres Hadibros
immediately when Moshe returned. The Ibn Ezra explains in 20:16 that the
leaders of the people spoke to Moshe after the Dibros, requesting that Moshe
speak rather than God. They were under the impression that HKB”H was
going to transmit the entire Torah at Ma’amad Har Sinai, and Moshe allayed
their fears, saying that the encounter was over. Interestingly, the pasuk in
Parshas Va’eschanan seems to indicate, consistent with the view of Ibn Ezra,
that the leaders of the people spoke to Moshe at that point (Devarim
5:20-24).
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The Netziv on pasuk 19:24 explains that klal yisroel were under the
impression that HKB”H was going to communicate the entirety of the
chamisha chumshei Torah at Har Sinai and only the oral kabbalos would be
transmitted privately to Moshe Rabbeinu.
Midrashim on the Psukim
The Torah Shleima cites a midrash that sheds light on our problem.1 The
first piece quoted by the Torah Shleima on Perek 20 is from Shmos Rabba
28:3. Moshe was up on Har Sinai and HKB”H said to Himself (k’vyachol), I
am about to speak to Klal Yisroel and reveal to them the Heavens, and
Moshe is up on the mountain. Perhaps the people will mistakenly think that
it is Moshe who is speaking. So HKB”H needed a plan to get Moshe down.
Therefore, He instructed Moshe to go down and warn the people (19:21).
Moshe responded that they have already been warned (19:23). HKB”H
instructed Moshe to go down anyway (19:24) and warn the people and then
come back up. Moshe went down (19:25) and we do not find that he came
back up. The Midrash states: “Ad she’Moshe yoraid, niglah HKB”H” as
proven by the beginning of perek 20, meaning that HKB”H in effect “pulled
a fast one” on Moshe and started the Aseres Hadibros before Moshe
returned.

1. Thanks to Rav Elchanan Grunwald for pointing this source out to me.
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Shavuos: The Holiday of Mesiras Nefesh
Tzvi Aryeh Benoff
The sefer Taamim Uminhagim1 presents different reasons why we read
Megillas Rus on Shavuos. The Binyan Ariel explains that Shmuel Hanavi
wrote Megillas Rus to trace the lineage of Dovid Hamelech. Therefore, we
read the Megilla on his birthday, Shavuos2, to honor him. This answer,
however, is very peculiar; we do not usually commemorate the birthday of a
Biblical figure by reading the relevant portions of Tanach. Why then, do we
single out the birth of Dovid by reading Megillas Rus?
The simple connection between Rus and Shavuos is that Rus is the
archetypical proselyte who accepted the Torah. Similarly, the Avudraham
explains, B’nei Yisroel also ‘converted3’to Judaism prior to their acceptance
of the Torah on Shavuos. The Mogen Avraham elaborates that we read the
Megilla on Shavuos to demonstrate that “the Torah is only ‘given’through
hardships and poverty… ”4 Thus, Megillas Rus delineates the prerequisites
that prepare the Jew to receive the Torah.
The Tiferes Shimshon5, Rav Shimshon Dovid Pincus zt”l, explains that there
was a fundamental difference between the Avodas Hashem of Yosef and that
of Yehuda, which was manifested throughout their respective dynasties,
Malchus Yisroel and Malchus Yehuda.
Yosef was known as “Yosef Hatzaddik,”a “tzaddik yesod olam,”a tzaddik
who supports the world. He operated via middas hadin, strict ‘measure for
measure’ judgment. He served Hashem perfectly (by refusing to marry
Potiphar’s wife) and was rewarded with riches and dominion over the entire
civilized world. If, however, Yosef would have sinned even once, he would
have lost everything. Thus, Yosef had a binary relationship with Hashem:
tremendous reward for perfect fealty and loss of everything for a single
error.
Such was the fate of Shaul Hamelech. (Rav Pincus notes that Yosef
symbolized the rest of B’nei Yisroel, including all Jewish kings that were not
descendents of Dovid Hamelech. Thus, Shaul is considered part of Malchus
Yisroel, with respect to the nature of his avodas Hashem.) The medrash

1. ‘jxze ,'hixz , 'dtwz ,'ctwz mipniq
2. inlyexd mya dbibg ly '` wxt 'qez
3. "mcd z`xde dliahe ,dlina" ulegd wxt
4. 'g w"q 'uz oniq
5. ayie zyxt lr mixn`n
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states6 that Shaul was a greater tzaddik than Dovid, yet “Shaul sinned once
and lost everything, while Dovid sinned twice and retained his kingship,”a
kingship that perpetuated a dynasty promised to exist forever. Why was
Shaul judged so much more harshly than his counterpart Dovid? Like
Yosef, Shaul merited kingship because he was perfect, a tzaddik. However,
he immediately lost it when he succumbed to public pressure and offered
karbanos in Mitzpeh to defeat the P’lishtim, despite divine orders to wait for
Shmuel’s arrival.7 (This punishment was executed after Shaul again defied
Shmuel’s command to kill every member of Amalek, sparing King Agag and
the cattle.8)
Similarly, Yeravam ben Navat was promised by Achiya Hashiloni9 that he
would merit to rule over B’nei Yisroel and produce a “bayis ne’eman,” an
eternal dynasty10, as long as he remained loyal to Hashem. In fact, the
gemara11 recounts a dialogue between Yeravam and Hashem during which
Hashem begs Yeravam to repent, promising that Yeravam “and ben Yishai
(Dovid Hamelech)” would walk beside Him in Gan Eden. Only after
Yeravam asked who would walk first did Hashem say that Dovid would.
Before the question, however, Hashem implied, by mentioning Yeravam
first, that Yeravam would walk in the front. Thus, Yeravam, at one point,
was greater than (or could have become greater than) Dovid himself! Like
Shaul, Yeravam lost everything after he sinned, even relinquishing his
portion of Olam Haboh, the World to Come.
Yehuda’s avoda was Mesiras Nefesh, self-sacrifice. Although he made
‘mistakes,’ he always remained loyal to Hashem regardless of the
consequences. This devotion was epitomized when Yehuda chose to
publicly admit his deed with Tamar in front of Yitzchak, Reuvain, Shimon,
Levi, and Yisachar instead of adjourning the court and telling them privately
to repeal the death sentence. Similarly, Dovid Hamelech ‘erred’ by
marrying Bas Sheva, but did not lose his kingship because he too went above
and beyond what is expected of people. In a situation similar to Shaul’s test
at Mitzpeh, Dovid was told by the Urim V’tumim to not attack the Pelishtim
until the trees bent in the wind. Dovid refused to accede to the demands of
his troops to attack. Instead, the Yalkut Shemoni expounds12, he replied that
“it would be better to die as tzaddikim than live as reshaim.” Thus, the

6. ` `wqit ,` dtqed izax `zwiqt
7. bi wxt ` l`eny
8. eh wxt my
9.`i wxt ` mikln
10. gl ,my oeiv zcevn
11. .aw oixcdpq
12. anw fnx a l`eny iperny hewli
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extraordinary strength and self-sacrifice to cling to G-d, not perfection, was
responsible for the continuity of the Davidic Dynasty.13
This concept of Mesiras Nefesh can be extended to Rus. Although her
original connection to B’nei Yisroel via Machlon might not have been
proper, she nevertheless gave up her power, money and lavish lifestyle as a
princess to follow a poor widow back to a land where she would probably
not find anyone willing to marry her and would have to collect matnos
aniyim to survive. Finally, she followed Naomi’s orders to approach Boaz in
the middle of the night even though she might have appeared as a perutzah, a
promiscuous woman, to the one person in the country that respected her. It
was her Mesiras Nefesh to Hashem that provided her with the fortitude to
convert to Judaism and perform such deeds. Thus, she merited to be the
matriarch of a line of kings that would live and survive by this avoda.
One of the reasons suggested why the Torah doesn’t mention Shavuos as the
day we received the Torah was because B’nei Yisroel made the aigel
hazahav, the golden Calf, and lost the luchos that were given on Shavuos.
Rather, the true kabbalas haTorah occurred on Yom Kippur, the day we
received the second set of luchos. If this is true, why then do we celebrate
Shavuos at all? The answer is that Shavuos was the day on which the Torah
became an inseparable and integral component of our lives and existence.
We read Megillas Rus, the story of a woman who was the paradigm of
Mesiras Nefesh and the forbear of Dovid Hamelech, the king who was
willing to give up his life to remain loyal to G-d, to symbolize that although
we may err, the Jewish nation will always remain a mamleches kohanim, a
nation of priests, to Hashem because of our Mesiras Nefesh to uphold the
Torah. As we stood by Har Sinai, we proclaimed “na’aseh v’nishma,”“we
will do and we will hear,”promising to do His will regardless of the trials
and tribulations that might befall us. Throughout the ages, we have lived up
to this vow; even some of the most wicked Jews have sacrificed their lives
rather than renounce their Father in heaven. In the merit of our extraordinary
devotion to Hashem, may we merit to see the day when the kingdom of
Dovid will be restored to its former glory, the era of Moshiach and the third
Beis Hamikdash. Amen

13. Another episode when the mesiras nefesh of Yehuda was demonstrated
occurred by the Yam Suf when Nachson ben Aminadav, the nasi of Shevet
Yehuda obeyed Hashem’s command and marched into the raging sea,
completely submerging himself and nearly dying.
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Bikkurim: The Intersection of Zeraim and Kodshim
Rabbi Aryeh Stechler
As Religious Zionists, our perspective on the political State of Israel is
derived from our religious texts and traditions. Too often, however, our
policies and ideas are rooted solely in Aggadic material. We ought to spend
more time mining for meaning the Halakhic source material on Israel and
Jerusalem, such as the laws of Zeraim and Kodshim, and to employ them in
the development of our religious philosophy for the Halakhic State of Israel.
Shavous is the Chag HaBikkurim, a holiday devoted to the communal and
personal fulfillment of the mitzvah of Bikkurim - the commandment to bring
one’s first fruit to the Mikdash. On Shavous, the communal korban called
the Shetai HaLechem, the only biblical mitzvah of the day, was a Korban
categorized by the Gemara (Menachos 84a) as Bikkurim for the Mikdash.
Additionally, Halakhic sources mandate that personal Bikkurim may be
brought commencing on Shavuos, not before (Rambam Bikkurim 2:6). This
holiday, biblically focused solely on Halakhos pertaining to Israel, offers us
a unique opportunity to rededicate ourselves to our study of Israel from a
Halakhic perspective.
Bikkurim as Zeraim
Analysis of the mitzvah of Bikkurim represents a unique challenge because it
is very difficult to place among the categories of Jewish law. At first glance,
Bikkurim should be classified as a law pertaining to Israel, similar to
Terumah, Maaser, Sheviis and Kilayim. This group is often referred to as
“Mitzvos HaTeluyos BaAretz” – commandments dependent on the land.
Along these lines, Maseches Bikkurim appears in the first order of the
Mishna called Zeraim, which is also where the Rambam codifies these laws,
alongside the other Mitzvos of the Land. In fact, the Mishnah (Bikkurim 2:1)
relates that most of the laws of the sanctity of Bikkurim are replicates of the
laws of Terumah. The Yerushalmi (ibid) derives this from the fact that the
Torah “speaks of two Terumahs – Terumah Gedolah and Bikkurim.”
Furthermore, regarding the laws of Tumah, Halakha has three categories,
Kodesh (Temple related material), Terumah and regular items, and Rambam
notes that Bikkurim is treated as Terumah, not on the high level of Kodesh
and certainly not regular food.
However, many Rishonim believe that Bikkurim is not a regular mitzvah
Hateluyah BaAretz. Later commentaries noticed that when Rashi (Kidushin
34a) lists examples of these laws, he leaves out Bikkurim, because he
believes they are a mitzvah that fall on the person to perform. If one does not
want to eat the food that grows in his field, he may not be obligated to tithe,
but he must bring the first fruits to Jerusalem (Rashi Gitin 46a).
Furthermore, the Rishonim are bothered as to why the Gemara (Tosfos to
Bava Basra 81a) quotes a separate exemption derived from the Torah that
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excludes Bikkurim from outside of Israel. By definition, a mitzvah that is
dependent on the land of Israel is not relevant to foods grown outside of
Israel! Rashba, one of the Baalei Tosfos (there), argues that Bikkurim is not a
mitzvah that is dependent on the land, and therefore one might have thought
can be brought from fruits grown abroad.
Bikkurim as the Climax of Zeraim
To reconcile this apparent contradiction – how Bikkurim can be an integral
unit within Zeraim and yet not rank on the list of Laws Dependent on Israel we turn to the Mishna in the first chapter of Keilim (1:6). The Mishna lists
the ten levels of holy space that exist in the world, and describes the unique
halakhos that pertain to each level of Kedusha. The first level of Kedusha is
the land of Israel, which is holier than the rest of the world. The Mishna
delineates three mitzvos that highlight Israel’s unique holiness over the rest
of the world. The first barley for the Omer sacrifice brought on Pesach to
allow the new crop to be eaten outside the Mikdash, the first wheat for the
Shetai HaLechem to allow the new crop to be used in the Mikdash and the
first fruits – the Bikkurim - of the individual all come only from the land of
Israel and not from abroad. Strikingly, the Mishna that highlights the
Kedusha of Israel over the rest of the world leaves out all ten of the Mitzvos
that Rashi (above) lists as Mitzvos HaTeluyos BaAretz! Because of this
glaring omission, the Vilna Goan emends the text to include only the
Korbanos of Omer and Shetai HaLechem, because it was inconceivable to
the Gaon that Bikkurim outranks Terumah, Maaser and so on. If we are not
willing to accept the emendation of the Gaon, why is it that Bikkurim, which
is not one of the Mitzvos HaTeluyos BaAretz is listed as the law that
represents the special level of Kedusha of Eretz Yisroel?
From close analysis of the remaining 9 levels of Kedusha it is clear that the
laws quoted as different from level to level do not represent a comprehensive
list of differences. Rather, they are specific laws that highlight and celebrate
the particular Kedusha of that place. Factually, Terumah pertains specifically
to Israel and not to the rest of the world and is thus a mitzvah that depends
on the land. However, Bikkurim is much more than factually tied to Israel.
The entire purpose of the mitzvah of Bikkurim is to take a moment each year
to celebrate that one lives and owns land in Israel, the holiest country in the
world. Thus, Bikkurim is employed in the Mishnah Keilim to symbolize
Israel’s superior kedusha to other lands.
Beyond the mitzvah to bring the Bikkurim to the Mikdash, the Torah
prescribes a mitzvah to recite the Parsha of Bikkurim upon reaching the inner
chambers of the Mikdash. The recitation includes him saying, “I declare
today to HaShem… that I have come to the Land Hashem swore to our
forefathers to give us.”The recitation includes a brief history of our national
birth in the sweatshops of Mitzrayim and how we yearned for Israel. “And
He brought us to this place and gave us this land flowing with milk and
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honey. [Therefore,] I now bring my first fruits from the land He gave me… ”
The mitzvah of Bikkurim is a symbol of the realization of our national dream
to live in the Land of Israel and an offering of gratitude to HaShem for a
personal connection to our historical homeland. While the borders of the
Land of Israel for the laws of Mitzvos HaTeluyos BaAretz can include vast
areas tangentially connected to Israel, the borders of Bikkurim are limited to
areas that are flowing of milk and honey, the land that we had dreamed of.
For example, Ever HaYarden is not considered Israel for the laws of the
Bikkurim, even though according to many it is considered Israel for the other
laws dependent on Israel (Maharik 122).
Additionally, to be obligated in Terumah and Maaser one must own produce
grown in Israel. However, the obligation to bring Bikkurim is limited to
those significantly connected to the land of Israel – only those who own a
parcel of land (Mishnah Bikkurim 1:2). Some authorities argue that produce
which is completed in Israel, despite growing outside of Israel can be
obligated in Terumah and Maaser (even biblically - Kesef Mishnah Terumos
1:22). However, since Bikkurim is a celebration of our realization of the
dream of living in Israel, it may be argued that Bikkurim has a special
exemption for all produce not grown in Israel, even when completed in
Israel. Similarly, the scope of produce differs from Terumah and Maaser and
Bikkurim. Bikkurim is biblically mandated for the seven types of produce for
which the Land of Israel was praised and celebrates the uniqueness of Israel
(Rambam Bikkurim 2:2). Bikkurim is not just a law whose application is
dependent on the land of Israel. Rather, it is much more. Bikkurim is the
mitzvah in the Torah that celebrates our realization of the dream of living in
Israel and is therefore the prototypical mitzvah related to Israel.
Chronologically, Bikkurim is the first and fundamentally the primary
mitzvah performed on produce (before Terumah is taken), and
simultaneously the last Masechta listed in Zeraim –the climax of the entire
Seder.
Bikkurim as Kodshim
However, viewing Bikkurim solely through the prism of Zeraim would be to
disregard the process of Hakravas Bikkurim (offering) and the point of
inception of the Kedushas Bikkurim, which fit squarely into the world of
Kodshim. The Mishnah (Bikkurim 2:4) says that the Bikkurim process must
be linked to the offering of a Korban, must be accompanied by the Leviim
singing shir (at the time of Nesachim like all other Shiras HaKorbanos –
Archin 11a) and requires Tenufah - waving. Furthermore, Ramban
(Bamidbar 5:9) requires Hagasha –that the Bikkurim actually touch the altar
before they may be eaten. He derives this from the Torah classification of
Bikkurim as “Asher Yakrivu”(whose shoresh is K,R,V) –a term that is only
used in the world of Kodshim and only for offerings that involve contact
with the Mizbeach.
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Ramban argues that the Torah’s categorization of Bikkurim as a korban is
also the source for the Rabbis’opinion (Mishnah Bikkurim 3:12) that the
Bikkurim were eaten by the Anshei Mishmar – the Kohanim on duty that
week in the Mikdash. Rabbi Yehuda disagrees, arguing that in truth
Bikkurim should be treated like Terumah, which may be given to any Kohein
one chooses. The Yerushalmi (Terumos 1:1 and Bikkurim 1:2) quotes this
debate to solve two other queries regarding Bikkurim. Children can offer
Korbanos once they understand the concept of giving to HaShem, while
some Tannaim limit their involvement in Terumah. Therefore, a child may
bring Bikkurim according to the Rabbis, but not Rabbi Yehuda. Similarly,
according to the Yerushalmi stolen items may not be used for Korbanot, but
may be used for other mitzvos. If Bikkurim were stolen, they may be brought
according to Rabbi Yehuda who views Bikkurim as a Zeraim law, but not
according to the other Tanaim who consider the offering of Bikkurim to be a
Kodshim process.
Although the Rambam quoted earlier categorized the Kedusha of Bikkurim
as Terumah, regarding Tumah, Rambam (Bikkurim 2:19) says that when
Bikkurim becomes Tamei it should be treated as a Korban and not Terumah.
Tamei Terumah may be burned for benefit for the Kohein, but Korbanos
when Tamei may not be burned. The same is true of Bikkurim.
Most importantly, the inception of Kedushas HaBikkurim differs
significantly from Terumah. When one designates a selection of produce as
Terumah it is immediately invested with Kedusha. A non-Kohein
immediately faces severe consequences and penalties for eating Terumah.
The severity and penalties for a non-Kohein eating Bikkurim are identical to
Terumah, but differ as Bikkurim does not initially attain this Kedusha. Only
once the fruits undergo the beginning of the Hakravah – offering – process
do they receive their Kedusha, for Rashi, it begins upon entering the
Mikdash (Makkos 19a). If produce was grown in Tel Aviv and designated
there as Bikkurim, it will not receive its full Kedusha until the produce is
transported to the Mikdash in Jerusalem.
Bikkurim as the Intersection of Zeraim and Kodshim
Bikkurim are quite paradoxical. The Kedusha of Bikkurim is identical to
Terumah and the world of Zeraim, but this Kedusha is instilled only as the
Bikkurim commence their Korban-like process! Why would the Bikkurim –a
mitzvah that celebrates the unique Kedusha and beauty of the Land of Israel
- only reach its climax in Yerushalayim as part of the Avodah? It seems clear
that the Torah wishes to impress upon us a critical clue to our understanding
of Eretz Yisroel. While living in and farming the land is a realization of our
national dream for Israel, without incorporating this dream into the service
of HaShem in the Mikdash, our dream does not reach its full expression.
Israel is not Israel without Yerushalayim, her spiritual center and core. We
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cannot celebrate Israel without bringing the fruits of our labor to HaShem and
celebrating in a religious framework.
Ironically, Bikkurim also highlights the opposite point as well. Yerushalayim,
the religious core of Israel is not an independent entity divorced from the rest
of the nation. When the Jews from all around the country would come to
Jerusalem, they would stop just short of the outskirts of the city and send
emissaries to alert the people of Jerusalem they had made it. A corresponding
crowd of Jerusalemites would exit the city to greet them. Hand in hand, the
people of Israel with the locals would dance the remainder of the way to the
Mikdash (Rambam Bikkurim 4:16). The Hakravah of the Bikkurim was the
process through which the relationship between Yerushalmis and the Jews
from the other corners of the land was cemented.
The song that the Levites sang during the Hakravah of the Bikkurim was
“Mizmor Shir Chanukas HaMizbeach.” (there 4:17) It is not clear what the
relevance of this chapter of Tehilim is to Bikkurim. This paragraph was also
sung at the dedication ceremony when more space was added to the Mikdash
(Shavuos 15b). The minhag is to recite this paragraph on Chanukah, another
dedication of the Mikdash (Bear Hateiv 132:7). It could be that the singing of
a song of Chanukas HaMizbeach during the Bikkurim process teaches us that
the mitzvah of Bikkurim adds holiness to the Mikdash or should be seen in
light of a dedication process. When Israelites made the Mikdash their place
for celebrating the success of (what many would call today) the Zionist
dream, they were signaling that Jerusalem and the Mikdash were the spiritual
capital of Israel. This mitzvah process cemented the holiness of the Mikdash.
(See Rash Sirlio on Yerushalmi 3:4 who connects the song of Bikkurim to the
song of Chanukas HaMizbeach, although for other reasons than I suggest
here.)
Bikkurim – the realization of Zeraim and Zionism – must be rooted in the
Kedusha of Kodshim and the Mikdash. Simultaneously, the scenes of Anshei
Yerushalayim dancing hand in hand with those bringing Bikkurim and the
Leviim singing of Mizmor Shir Chanukas HaMizbeiach both highlight that
the flipside is true as well. The Kedusha of the Mikdash is not an independent
or standalone Kedusha. Only when Yerushalayim has a strong connection to
the rest of the land and serves as her capital is the Mikdash achieving its full
Kedusha. Without dancing hand in hand with the rest of Israel, Yerushalayim
becomes isolationist and much less meaningful.
Let us hope that this Shavous our learning will inspire us to both infuse our
Zionism with the Kedusha of religion and turn our religion and community
outward to the entirety of Israel. From the Halakhic perspective of Israel
which we derived from Bikkurim it is clear that the celebration of Israel must
be performed in a religious framework and that our religious framework and
our Mikdash requires the partnership of the entirety of the Israeli community.
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Murex Trunculus The Rediscovery of Techeiles or just another Fashion Fad1
Rabbi Chaim Ozer Shulman

I. Third Parsha of Shma
In the last paragraph of rny we read (from gly):

'd ip` ...zlkz lizt spkd zviv-lr epzpe mzxcl mdicba itpk lr zviv mdl eyre
...mixvn ux`n mkz` iz`ved xy` mkiwl`
Rashi quotes a `xnb in n"a:
dpi`yl xeka ly dth oia mixvna izpgady `ed ip` ?mixvn z`ivi xn`p dnl
zlkz xne`e ecbaa oli` `lw dlezd on rxtdle oigadl cizr `ed ip` xeka ly
.`ed
Why is the exodus from Mitzrayim mentioned in the parsha of Tzitzis?
Because it is I who distinguished in Mitzrayim between the drop which was
firstborn and that which was not firstborn. It is I who will distinguish and
punish those who attach indigo-dyed strings on their garments and claim that
it is Techeiles.
II. History & Background
A. Lost after `xnbd znizg (perhaps 600’s CE)
’ek dewca i`g` ax ipya `zlkz izii` ikynn xn - .bn zegpn `xnb
“Mar from Mashki brought Techeiles in the time of Rav Achai, and they
tested it [and it was Techeiles].” Rav Achai was one of the the latest
Amoraim. In fact, he was one of the Rabbanan Savurai and he passed away
in 510 CE (lived one generation after Ravina & Rav Ashi).

.fpbp zlkz zlkz epl oi` eiykre - gly ’xt `negpz yxcn
The Midrash Tanchuma (compiled 750 CE) says that we no longer have
Techeiles since Techeiles was hidden.
So it’s assumed that Techeiles and the chilazon that produces it was lost
some time in the 600’s (perhaps 639 Arab conquest) about 1300 to 1400
years ago.
B. 1857 - Murex discovery
French zoologist Henri de Lacaze discovers three dye producing snails in the
Mediterranean - Murex brandaris, Murex trunculus and Thais haemastoma,
as the source for the purple dye used by royalty (royal purple) in ancient
times.

1. This article is written in an outline format.
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C. 1888 Radziner Rebbi identifies cuttlefish as chilazon
Rav Gershon Henoch Leiner, Radziner Rebbi, felt discovery of Techeiles
was precursor to coming of mashiach. He identified the cuttlefish (Sepia
officinalis - similar to a squid) as chilazon.
D. 1913 Rav Herzog Disproves Radziner Techeiles
Rav Herzog (later first Chief Rabbi of Israel) in his doctoral dissertation
proves that cuttlefish does not create blue dye, but rather the chemical
additives themselves produce a blue dye and the cuttlefish can be replaced
with any organic entity. Thus cuttlefish is not an essential component of
blue dye!
E. 1913 Rav Herzog Identifies Murex trunculus as a likely candidate as
chilazon, but it’s purple
Rav Herzog identifies the Murex trunculus as a likely candidate for the
chilazon, but the dye produced is purple rather than blue.

iptn ?oiperav ipin lkn zlkz dpzyp dn :xne` xi`n 'x did ,`ipz - :bn sc zegpn
.ceakd `qkl riwxe riwxl dnec mie mil dnec zlkzdy
It is unlikely that Techeiles is purple since Techeiles is compared to the sea
(contrary to Prof. Irving Ziderman).
F. Rav Herzog suggests that Janthina snail may be chilazon but secretion
turns brown
Rav Herzog identifies Janthina snail as likely candidate for chilazon, but
there doesn’t seem to be a way to produce blue dye from it. Janthina does
secrete blue liquid, but it turns brown after a few minutes. (See claim of Dr.
Kaplan in www.realtekhelet.com that in 2002 he was able to produce blue
dye from it, though he does not present any details or scientific verification
on his website.)
G. 1980 - Professor Elsner discovers that exposure to sunlight causes
Murex trunculus reduced dye to produce blue dye (dibromoindigo turns to
indigo)
Professor Otto Elsner and Prof. Ehud Spanier discover that when trunculus
dye is in reduced to dehydrated state, exposure to ultra-violet light of sun
will (unbind the bromide atoms from the indigo molecule) and transform the
blue-purple dibromoindigo to pure blue indigo.
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H. 1993 - Amutat Ptil Tekhelet founded to produce tekhelet strings
Based on work of Rabbi Eliyahu Tavger in 1980s and 1990s, Ari Greenspan,
Baruch Sterman and Joel Guberman form Amutat P’til Tekhelet and begin
producing and selling blue Techeiles from Murex trunculus.

III. Proofs for Murex Trunculus Being Chilazon
A. Archeological evidence shows tremendous amounts of Murex shells in
coast of Northern Israel and Lebanon, in area identified in Maseches
Shabbos as place chilazon fisherman were situated.

'dinxi) miabeile minxkl migah ax oc`xfeap xi`yd ux`d zlcne - .ek sc zay
- miabei .`znx cre icb oirn oenqxt` ihwln el` sqei 'x ipz - minxek .(52 16
dtig cre xev ly zenleqn oeflg iciiv el`
Nevuzadran chief executioner left the poorest of land to the kormim and the
yogvim. The kormim are the gatherers of balsam from Ein Gedi to Ramasa.
Yogvim are the ones who catch chilazon [on the Mediterranean] from the
height of Tyre until Haifa.
Archeological digs show much evidence of the dyeing industry in Northern
coast of Israel and southern Lebanon. Phoenicia was the center of the dye
industry in the ancient world.
Archeological digs in the late 19th Century show enormous numbers of
broken Murex shells (Murex trunculus, Murex brandaris and Thais
haemastoma) in Sidon (Lebanon) and Tyre (Lebanon; south of Sidon), and
the shells are cut open by the hypobrachial gland where the dye was
extracted.
The gemara in Shabbos identifies the area in northern Israel and southern
Lebanon from Sulamos Tzur until Chaifa as the place where Techeiles dye
was obtained where chilazon was fished. It is very possible that since Murex
in produced in Northern Israel / Lebanon coast and chilazon is produced in
Northern Israel/Lebanon that Murex is chilazon.
This proof does not support Janthina or cuttlefish.
Dr. Zvi Koren found in Masada a fabric with purple dye, which tested as
being from Murex trunculus, according to paper given Feb. 28, 2011. See
NY Times Feb. 28, 2011. [Perhaps that dye was prepared without sunlight.]
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B. In Shir Hashirim Raba and in Maseches Shabbos, Chilazon is identified
as having a shell.

dil xn` ?milcb eid `le 'ek jilrn dzla `l jzlny - (11:4) dax mixiyd xiy
enr lcb ewizxp lcb `edy onf lky oeflgd on cnle `v
Go and learn about the Jews in the desert from the chilazon that all the time
it grows, its shell grows with it.

.mizy aiig xne` dcedi 'x 'ek ervetde oeflg cvd - .dr sc zay
One who traps chilazon and “breaks it open”on shabbos violates hunting, or
according to Rabi Yehuda two transgressions - for hunting (dciv) and
threshing (dyic).
So we see that chilazon is not a cuttlefish, but rather a snail with a shell that
must be broken open, like the Murex snail (or possibly the Janthina snail).
C. Zevulun is promised Sefunei Timunei Chol - Murex Snail Burrows in
Sand

mixd zzp ile minxke zecy mdl zzp iig`l 'ek oeleaf xn` - .e dlibn `xnb
lr jl oikixv olek el xn` .zexdpe mini zzp ile zevx` mdl zzp iig`l zerabe
ipenh ipetye [ewpii mini rty ik 'ek e`xwi xd minr] (bl mixac) xn`py oeflg ici
.leg
Zevulun was given chilazon as stated in Vizos Habracha: “By the riches of
the sea they will be nourished and by treasures concealed in sand.”
We see that the chilazon is buried in the sand. Murex burrows into sand and
sediment on the sea floor.
This is not true of the cuttlefish or the Janthina snail (Janthina lives by
floating on water and will drown underwater, so it can’t live burrowed in the
sand according to Twerski).
D. Etymology - In Farsi Chilazon is a Snail; Raavia quotes the Yerushalmi
that Chilazon is Propherin which is a Greek word for Murex.
As pointed out by the Twerski article, in Farsi (Persian language) and
Assyrian “chilazon”means a snail. This supports snail (Murex or Janthina)
theories, but not cuttlefish.
Also, the Raavia quotes a Yerushalmi

oixitext oia izxkl zlkz oia inlyexia opiqxbe - dk 'iq .h sc zekxa d"ia`x
oixitixt oial
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This identifies Techeiles with the Greek word for Murex. (Not Janthina or
cuttlefish.)
E. Gemara Shabbos says chilazon must be alive to produce good dye consistent with mucus of Murex that deteriorates very quickly after death

zlihp lv` `ed wqrzn 'ek ?dnyp zlihp meyn inp aiigle .dr sc zay 'nb
dia zi`c dnkc `kd ip`y ?zeni `le `yix wiqta oerny 'x dcen `de .dnyp
(.znd mcn aeh igd mcy i"yx) .diraiv livilc ikid ik dil `gip ith dnyp
Let him also be also punishable for violating “killing” on shabbos! (this
refers to someone who squeezes out the dye of the chilazon on shabbos). The
Gemara answers that one is preoccupied with removing the dye and is not
mechaven to kill. But Rebi Shimon agrees one is chayav when it is an
inevitable consequence (such as this case)! It’s Lo Nicha Lei - one doesn’t
want that consequence (and considered as “not mechaven” according to
Aruch or Melacha Sheein Tzricha Ligufa according to Tosafos). The
Gemara explains that he actually doesn’t want it to die, because the longer
the chilazon stays the clearer the dye will be (as Rashi says that the dye of
the live chilazon is better than the dye of the dead chilazon).
This is consistent with Murex because in order for the color changing
process to develop with the mucus of Murex, a specific enzyme purporase
must be present which quickly deteriorates soon after death, and then the
mucus won’t develop into the dye (Twerski).
This is not true of Janthina or cuttlefish.
F. If not Murex, generally should have warned against it like oli` `lw
Another support that Murex is chilazon, is that if it is another unidentified
source, e.g. another snail, why would the Gemara not specifically warn to
exclude Murex like it warned to exclude the indigo plant dye.
IV. Problems With Murex Theory and Solutions
A. Chilazon Braisa

cg` dlere ,bcl dnec eziixae ,mil dnec eteb - edf oeflg :x"z .cn sc zegpn
.mixwi einc jkitl ,zlkz oiraev encae ,dpy mirayl
The chilazon - its body is similar to the sea, its form is like a fish and it
comes up every 70 years, and its blood is used for Techeiles, therefore it is
very expensive.
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B. Problem 1 with Braisa - mil dnec eteb
Solution - Sea fouling gives it appearance like the seabed
Several problems are raised based on this Braisa. First, as Rav Herzog asks,
the body of the Murex snail does not appear to be blue. It’s more white or
grey.
The answer given by Baruch Sterman and others is that the Murex snail in its
natural habitat is covered with sea fouling, giving it a blue hue, and making
it look like the seabed. So mil dnec means it looks like the seabed when
diving for it, so it is very hard to find. (Rav Herzog’s Murex was probably
cleaned.)
Rav Yehuda Rock says this may be a reason why it is expensive.
C. Problem 2 with Braisa - bcl dnec eziixa
Solution - Its creation is like fish in that it spawns eggs like fish
Dr. Mendel Singer asks that how is it bcl dnec eziixa which Rashi explains
to mean epweic zipaz - its form (and Rabeinu Gershom says ezxev z`ixa).
How is its form like a fish?
It may just mean it is a snail which has certain characteristics like a fish,
even though a snail is not a fish in the common usage of the word. (In the
English language though, snail is defined as a type of fish.)
It may also mean, as Baruch Sterman suggests, that eziixa means its
creation. Its creation is like fish because the Murex spawns, depositing its
eggs like a fish.
D. Biggest problem with Braisa - dpy mirayl cg` dler
Possible solution - Comes up on the beach very infrequently
The biggest problem posed from the Chilazon Braisa cited above is its final
statement

mixwi einc jkitl ,zlkz oiraev encae ,dpy mirayl cg` dlere
Murex does not have a cycle! This issue was also raised by Rav Herzog.
Rav Herzog says “Science knows nothing of such a septuagenarian
‘appearance’of any of the denizens of the sea.”
The Rambam doesn’t quote this criterion.
Possible solutions - Maybe the Murex becomes less available or accessible
due to overfishing.
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The Chida describes the dpy mirayl cg` dler to mean it miraculously
comes onto the beach once every 70 years.
Solution given by Baruch Sterman and others - Maybe what it means is that
it rarely comes ashore and becomes readily available in abundance only very
rarely. Other times you have to dive for it. Once every 70 years is a term
which means “very rarely.”
E. Problem with chemical tests in gemara if Murex dye is chemically
identical to Kala Ilan (indigo)
Perhaps test detects impurities in plant-derived indigo - Not satisfactory
answer
One of the biggest problems with the Murex theory is that the Gemara in
Menachos gives a chemical test to tell the difference between Kala Ilan,
(which the Aruch and others assume is plant-produced Indigo), and real
Techeiles.

'ek dgnend on `l` zigwp oi`e dwica dl oi` zlkz x"z - .bn-.an sc zegpn
`lib `iabn iziin dil wica dcedi axc dixa wgvi ax `de ?dwica dl oi` zlkze
cre `zxe`n ediieeba dl ixze mei mirax` oa milbx inine `zlilayc `ine
`axc dinw `c` 'xe .dxyk dizefg cxti` `l dleqt dizefg cxti` `xtvl
i`pzyi` dieeba dl `it`e ixryc `qkx` `xing iziin xn` `xier axc dinyn
.dnirh` xn`wc inp dwica dl oi` i`n .'ek dleqt `zerixbl dxyk `zeilrnl
cxti` dxyk `zefg cxti` `l dcedi axc dixa wgvi axca `pwcac `kid 'ek
`zerixbl dxyk `zeilrnl ipzy` `qkx` `xinga `c` axca dl opiwca dizefg
.dleqt
Menachos 43. - There are two tests. You put in liquid alum, juice of
fenugreek, and 40 day old urine and soak the blue wool in it overnight. If it
doesn’t fade it is kosher. If it fades then you use a second test of hard barley
and yeast. If the color changes for the better than it is Techeiles, but if it
changes for the worse it is Kala Ilan.
The question is that according to the Amutat P’til Tekhelet, the Murex
trunculus dye in its reduced state is exposed to the sun’s ultraviolet rays
which unbinds the bromide atoms from the indigo molecule, leaving the
remaining chemical dye, indigo, which is chemically identical to
plant-derived indigo (Kala Ilan).
So chemically, indigo dye from Murex is the same as indigo dye from plant.
If the indigo is chemically identical, how would a chemical test cause one
dye to fade and one to not fade? This is asked by Dr. Singer and others.
Notes on Gemara - Some scientists discard the Gemara’s tests, noting that
the Amoraim were not chemists. That is not a very satisfactory answer.
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Baruch Sterman notes that he did subject the Murex dye to the Gemara’s
tests and it did not fade. Thus, that should satisfy the Gemara. Again, it’s
not entirely satisfactory, since we are left without an understanding why kala
ilan would fade.
Answer - There are several other answers given. First, it is possible that the
chemical tests might be used to detect impurities that might be found in the
plant-derived indigo but not in snail-derived indigo.
(Twerski quotes Sterman that the snail may have been reduced chemically
using lead and tin pots with sulfuric reducing agents found in the glands of
snails. Plant-derived indigo has no proteins or sulfur compounds. Until
recently, indigo was reduced by fermentation, using bran, madder and sugars
to cultivate the bacteria necessary to reduce the dye. These differences may
have had something to do either with the way the dye adhered to the wool, or
perhaps to some extraneous chemicals found in the dyed wool - maybe in the
snail Techeiles, or just as possibly in the plant indigo.)
Interestingly, the Amutat P’til Tekhelet uses the above question to actually
buttress the claim that Murex trunculus is the chilazon. They point to the
Gemara in Bava Metzia, quoted in Rashi above.

z`ivi ,ziaxa mixvn z`ivi `pngx azkc il dnl :`ax xn` - :`q `rivn `aa
`ed ip` :`ed jexa yecwd xn` ?zelwyna mixvn z`ivi ,ziviv iab mixvn
cizry `ed ip` - xeka ly dpi`y dthl xeka ly dth oia mixvna izpgady
onehy inne ,ziaxa l`xyil mze` delne ixkpa eizern dlezy inn rxtil
.`ed zlkz xne`e ecbaa oli` `lw dlezy inne ,glna eizelwyn
I, Hashem who could tell the difference between a first born and non-first
born in Egypt will take retribution from someone who puts Kala Ilan in his
garment and says it is Techeiles.
The Amutat P’til Tekhelet says that the fact that it is compared to Hashem’s
ability to tell the difference between a first-born would support the view that
Techeiles is indigo from Murex, which is chemically identical to
plant-derived indigo and therefore only Hashem can tell the difference.
(This still doesn’t answer the Gemara in Menachos though, and at best
would have to be a Machlokes.)
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F. How the same chemical could be valid if snail-derived and invalid if
plant-derived
Another issue with the Murex theory is how can the same identical chemical
be valid Techeiles if made from a Murex snail and not be valid if made from
the indigo plant? These produce the identical chemical molecule!
The answer is that we find the Torah is concerned with not just the result but
also the process, e.g., with Shechitah, etc.

V. Is Mesorah Needed to Determine Techeiles? Should You Wear Murex
Dyed Tzitziz if Just a wtq?
A. Do you need a Mesorah? Differing Views of Beis Halevi’s Objection
1. Negative Mesorah. The Radziner quotes an objection made by the
Bais Haleivi to the cuttlefish theory. The cuttlefish was in existence and
common throughout the ages. Yet the Rishonim and acharonim did not
wear it as Techeiles. This should be considered as a mesorah that the
cuttlefish is NOT the chilazon.
Rav Elyashiv in a 'iq zeaeyz uaew wonders if this argument of a negative
mesorah might apply to the Murex as well.
It appears that this argument should not apply to Murex because the Murex
snail and the complex method of obtaining a blue dye from it was not readily
available. So there is no negative mesorah that it is not the Murex.
2. Rav Soloveitchik’s version of Beis Haleivi’s objection - need
positive mesorah
Rav Y.D. Soloveitchik zt”l in ixen `a` xkfl mixeriy pg. 228 quotes the Beis
Haleivi as having a more basic objection to the Radziner Techeiles which
would likely apply to the Murex Techeiles as well. Rabbi Soloveitchik
quotes the Beis Haleivi that we cannot rely on scientific evidence for
something like Techeiles, where we rely on a tradition handed down
generation to generation. You would need a mesorah to reinstitute
Techeiles.
This version of the Brisker objection would presumably apply not just to the
Radziner Techeiles but also to Murex.
The problem with this version is that there doesn’t seem to be a source for
why you should need a mesorah.
No one says that Rashi or Rabeinu Tam tefilin would need a mesorah.
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Also, why can’t you rely on scientific evidence, which is like an `pcne`

gkenc which as Rabbi Twerski points out is stronger than aex?
B. What if just a wtq if Murex is Techeiles? Should you wear the Murex
tzitzis?
If you don’t accept the proofs for Murex trunculus as compelling beyond a
doubt - and say it’s not an gkenc `pcne` would you still say that since it is
likely at least a wtq if it is Techeiles, one should wear the Murex dyed tzitzis
as a `xnegl `ziixe`c wtq?
I would think you probably should. However, there are three possible
reasons why not to use the Murex dyed tzitzis if it’s just a wtq.
1. dxeqn argument would likely apply for just a wtq
It could be that even if you don’t accept the Rav’s version of a requirement
to have a positive mesorah for Techeiles, nevertheless, maybe you do need a
mesorah in order to be obligated to put on a new type of tzitzis every time a
new scientist makes a discovery.
2. Need color of beged - spkd oinn according to one view of rishonim
Rav Elyashiv in a 'iq zeaeyz uaew raises another concern why you shouldn’t
use the Murex dyed tzitzis if you don’t know if it is Techeiles. He quotes the
following Shulchan Aruch:

zilhd ravn zivvd zeyrl jixvy mixne` yie - 'd 'irq 'h 'iq jexr ogley
.ok oibdep oiwcwcnde
oiperav x`yn e` dwexi e` dnec` elek `edy zilh - gd zivv 'ldn at manx
.oinec` dnec` m` oiwexi dwexi m` drav oirk dly oal iheg dyer
micbaa s` mipal `l` zeivivd zeyrl oibdep oi` mifpky`de - 'd 'irq 'h 'iq `nx
(en 'iq oycd znexz) zepyl oi`e mireav
According to the Rambam and Shulchan Aruch you need the non-Techeiles
tzitzis to be the same color as the talis. Red begged - red tzitzis, white beged
- white tzitzis etc.
This is based on a `xnb in :`n sc zegpn

'qeze i"yxa y"re dpin `l` da xhet oi` zilh - :`n sc zegpn
Tzitzis for a talis is only acceptable if the thread of the tzitzis is the same
kind as the talis. Two reasons are given for this. Rashi and the Raavad say
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that you need the same color in order for it to be spkd oinn, which is
`ziixe`c. But Tosafos says that it’s because of edep`e ilw df.

a

According to the Shulchan Aruch’s view that you need the same color, if we
follow the opinion of rishonim that it’s a `ziixe`c requirement, there may be
a problem. You can’t say that the blue thread is no worse than oal because
you need spkd oinn . So, if one is using a white beged he would need a white
thread.
In any event, the Rama does not pasken like Rashi and the Shulchan Aruch
because he says you always use white thread even on a colored beged, which
is certainly only a opaxc because of edep`e ilw df or in order not to get mixed
up with Techeiles. According to this view, one would certainly be able to
use the Murex dyed Techeiles because it would be no worse than white.
(See also `xnb in .n sc zegpn - oal `l` `di `le.)
C. Concern of Rav Aviner of `xdeik ifgn
Rav Shlomo Chaim Hakohen Aviner, Rosh Yeshiva of Ateret Kohanim,
among other doubts he raises about the Murex being the Techeiles, also
raises the issue of `xdeik ifgn regarding wearing the purported Techeiles.
If the person’s rebbeim don’t wear the Techeiles and he goes be’rabim with
the Techeiles that may be `xdei.
This is mentioned for example with respect to Rabbeinu Tam tefillin. See
b 'irq cl 'iq r"ey where the dxexa dpyn quotes a ahid x`a that it may be
`xdei for a person to wear Rabbeinu Tam tefillin in public and certainly in
front of his rebbeim who don’t do so.
This is also mentioned in h 'irq `i iq r"ey where the dxexa dpyn quotes the
Beis Yosef that to wear the two holes on a talis that the Ari z”l wore is ifgn
`xdeik since the halacha is that it’s not needed. The g"a says that one who
wants to, should wear the two holes on the ohw zilh since it is not `xdei if
done privately, but one should not wear the two holes on the lecb zilh.
So Rav Aviner, who for other reasons is not convinced that the Murex is
Techeiles, says that to wear the Techeiles on the lecb zilh in a situation
where one’s rebbeim are not machmir may be `xdei. But he adds that on a
ohw zilh there would be no concern of `xdei as stated above based on the
g"a.
We pray that giyn should come soon so that we can wear the Techeiles
without any doubts.
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PICTURES
3. Murex trunculus shells (likely
source according to Amutat P'til
Tekhelet):

See clearer color pictures at
www.parsha.net/bamidbar/techeiles
_pics.pdf
1. Common cuttlefish Sepia-officinalis (source of
Radziner techeiles):

2. Janthina snail (possible source
for techeiles according to Rav
Herzog):

4. Hypobranchial gland in Thais
haemastoma:
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8. Coin of tyre 5. Murex trunculus spawning eggs:

6. Murex trunculus seabed:
9. Shard from Tel Shikmona w/
purple murex dye:

7. Murex with marine fouling
giving blue hue:
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10. Murex Trunculus dye found in
Masada by Prof. Zvi Koren first known physical sample of
tekhelet – Darker shade than
one made by Ptil Tekhelet
Foundation [b/c of different
process of exposing to light?]
but also from the Murex
Trunculus snail – See NY
Times Feb. 28, 2011 pg. A7:

13. P'til Tekhelet factory in Kfar
Adumim:

:
14. Methods of tying - 1) Radziner;
2) one understanding of the
Rambam; 3) Vilna Gaon; 4)
Chinuch; 5) Rav Natronai Gaon; 6)
Rav Amram Gaon; 7) Rambam
(Note that number of blue strings is
separate machlokes Rambam 1
string out of 8, Raavad 2 strings out
of 8, Tosafos 4 strings out of 8 (all
after folding)

11. Indigoid plant - for kala ilan
(fake techeiles):

12. Indigo & dibromoindigo
molecule (indigo molecule same for
murex produced blue dye and plant
produced indigo):

(Pictures taken from publicly
available Internet sources)
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